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DISCLAIMER
Any representation/ statement, opinion or advice, expressed
or implíed in this publication is made in good faith but on
the basis that the State of New South Wales, its agents and
employees âre not liâble (whether by reason of negligence,
lack of care or otherwise) to âny person for any damage or
loss whatsoever which has occurred or may occrlr in relation
to thát person taking or not taking (as the case may be)
action in lespect of any representation/ statement, or advice
referred to above.

Foreword
a a aaaaaaaaa

Craig Knowles

Minister for Urban Affairs and Planning and

Ministerfor Housing

a

a

a a a a a a

The Upper Hunter Region of NSW has
experienced continued growth in a number of
areas. Natural resource development, mining,
energy and related activities, and substantial
agricultural and tourist development make the
Upper Flunter Region a significant contributor
to the State's economy while being an
atftactlve place to live or visit. Clearly there
is a need to assess the varied and combined
effects of these activities on the Region and
plan for their sustainable co-existence.

The Upper Flunter Cumulative Impact Study
and associated action strategy are unique in
establishing an innovative approach for
sustainable development and resource planning
and management. Rather than one-off studies,
cumulative impact studies measure the
interaction of several âctivities across the
region and across time. It is a sophisticated
tool f or assessíng and planning f or impacts.

This report includes significant commitments
by State Government agencies, 1ocal
government and the commuuity to the
sustainable management of this diverse and
important area of NSW. I commend the report
to the community of the Upper llunter Region
and to the broader NS\M community as a model
for strategic planning, assessing, measuring
and managing complex interactions.
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Executive
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INTRODUCTION
The Upper llunter Region of NSW has experienced
continued growth particularly in natural resources
development, mining, energy and related activities
The region accommodates significant agricultural
activity, and urban and rural settlement. The
Upper Flunter has also major potential for
increased tourism. The region is environmentally
and economically highly significant to the State
and nation.

The sustainable co-existence of various activities
and land uses, particularly from an environmental
and planning perspective, has increasingly been
questioned in recent times. Intensification of open-
cut coal mining activities in particular has brought
these concerns into focus.

Traditionally, the environmental impact
âssessment and decision-making processes f or
major resource and other developments havebeen
undertaken on a project-by-project basis. The need
to consider the cumulative impacts of various
projects, landuses and activities was recommended
by recent Commissions of Inquiry into major coal
mining developments. Cumulative impact
considerations are also warranted to ensure that
âssessment and decision making for individual
projects and activities are undertaken within a

broader context.

Cumulative impact assessment is at an early stage
of practical implementation both nationally and
internationally. This study f or the Upper Hunter
Region should therefore be seen as establishing an
ongoing process which will benef it strategic
planning and more informed decision making.

STUDY AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
All individual disturbances in the environment
caused by natural and human activities have the
potential to act in unison to create cumulative
impacts, which in some cases may be greater than
the sum of their individual impacts. These
individual impacts can be additive in space or time



or they mây interact. The Upper Hunter
Cumulative Lnpact Study considers the cumulative
impacts of various major land uses and activitres
(both current and projected).

The aims of the study are:
. to establish the effects of cumulative impacts of

various existing and major proposed land uses
and activities

. to establish a regional framework for the
assessment of the environmental impacts of
individual development proposals and activities

. to provide the basis for coordinated
envitonmental monitoring and enhanced
en vi ronmental management practices

. to assist future strâtegic land use ancl
development planning at both the local and
regional levels.

The broad approach adopted to achieve the above
aims includes:
. an identification phase comprising a qualitative

review of all potential curnulative relationships
between various land uses and activìties and the
environment, using a set of environmental
indicators

. a second phase which examines the
cumulative relationship for selected indicators
of air and wâter quâlity, using quantifiable
methods

. a final phase of strâtegic assessrnent and
analysis leading to recommendations and
broad directions for future âctions.

In undertaking the study, the Department of Urban
Affairs and Planning aimed to ensure close
involvement by all stakeholders at an early stage
and throughout the study. The study was conducted
in liaison with a Community Consultative
Committee comprising representatives of relevant
Government agencies, industry and the key
envitonmental and community groups. A Local
Government Consultative Committee comprising
representatives of the relevant councils in the
study area (Singleton, Muswellbrook, Scone,
Murrurundi and Merriwa) provided the key f orum
f or Local Government input and consultation. The
s tudy b enef ited f rom an eatly issue identif ication
stage through a public f orum which identified
water quality and cluantity, and air quality as being
the key issues of concern to the stakeholders in the
reglon.

UPPER H UNTER CUMULATIVE
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Key Investigations
The f ollowing specialised investigations have been
conducted and are available separately in detailed
reports:
. the Uppet Huntu Cumulative Impact Study

Identification Report which develops â range
of trigger mechanisms and cumulative impact
envitonmental indicators {or the Upper Hunter
Region

¡ the Cumulative Atu Quality Study which
quantifies the relevant cumulative impacts
due to atmospheric emissions in the Upper
Hunter Valley, with emphasis on coal mining
âctlv1t1es

. the Upper Hunter Cumttlative Study W ater
Catchment Analysis which reviews and
analyses water quality and quantity trends and
parâmeters of relevance to cumulative impact
considerations

o GIS mapping, highlighting up-to-date land use
. An Economic Assessment of the Upper Hunter,

which updates employment and economic trends
for the region

c A Regional Prof ile f or tha Upper Hunter, which
provides an outline of land uses and activities
and associated parameters

. Upper Hunter Cumulative Freight Transport
Study, which provides a strâtegic regional
perspective of the road and rail network.

Surnmary oI Key Findings
o Air quality meets community health standards,

although dust from blasting creâtes temporary
nuisances which need to be addressed.

o Good environmental rnanagement practice in
agriculture and riparian activities could be
strengthened, particularly in sensitive areas.

. Decline in wâter quality is an issue of most
concern. Recent initiatives in total catchment
manâgement (TCM)will help address this
srtuatlon.

o The region possesses an extensive monitoring
network/ however, it may be necessary to
review data collecti.on to make it consistent
with cumulative impact principles.

The assessment of cumulative impacts is limited
by the existing environmental monitoring network
and data which generally aim to monitor the
impact of individual sites on specific parameters
rather than assess cumulative impacts. Availal¡le
data suggests that at this time there are no major

cumulative impacts which wa:rrar.t additional
regulatory intervention or maior restrictions on

development. While this finding is generally valid
within the limitations and constraints of the
analysis, cumulative impacts on wâter quality
highlight the need for further investigations.

The assessment also highlights the need to
strengthen cumulative impact considerations in
future decision making, planning and
environmental management.

The study has developed a system of triggers and
indicators which could be used f or the assessment
of individual pro jects and j.n the decision-making
process/ to ensure that cumulative impact
considerations are taken into account. The EIS

process should benefit from such environmental
trrggers.

In relation to water quality, the study found that of
the range of potential cumulative impacts arising
from land use change, decline in water quality
resulting from agriculture, rural settlement and-
to a certain extent-urban development, are of
main concern. The study f ound that the potential
for cumulative impacts Io aÍfect water quality is
particularly signi{icant. A number o{ recent
initiatives that relate to total catchment
mânagement, and particularly the Hunter River
Salinity Trading Scheme, are addressing the
cumulative impact on water quality from various
activities.

Phosphorous levels from the use of fertilisers and
effluent discharges from sewage tf eatment plants
are increasing, although there are plans to recycle
waste water. Nitrate levels in ground water in
some parts of the Upper Hunter exceed
recommended levels for human consumption.
Bacteriological contamination has also a significant
potential cumulative impact. Notwithstanding that
the study results do not entirely reflect the
outcome of the recent initiatives, the need to ensure
a review of monitoring adecluacy and consistency is
warranted.

Aì.r quality meets community health standards,
with SO, and NO, cumulatively well within
acceptable standards. Ambient levels of dust f or
current and future coal mining developments have
been established. The affected areas arelocalised
around mines and, according to established

UPPER H UNTER CUMUTATIVE
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standards, there are no adverse impacts on the
health of residents or on other activities. The
study, howevet, recognises that there is a nuisance
amenity issue from dust episodes, caused by both
mining {particularly during blasting) and
agricultural activities. Research into these
episodes is needed and strengthening of coordinated
monitoring needs revi ew.

Many of the activities ancl issues addressed in the
study as potential significant contributors to water
quality cumulative impacts in particular are
matters for which no planning consents or approvals
are required, ot ate the responsibility of various
stakeholders under avarrety of legislative and
regulatory instruments. Therefore, implementation
of the majority of strategic actions necessary to
improve envi.ronmental conditions in the Upper
Hunter will rely upon a range of non-statutory
approaches such as promotion of best practice,
community action, agency action and support,
community awareness and education, and research
and monitoring. The study represents a strategic
approach to the mânagement of the Upper FIuntet,
proposing atar'ge of actions to achieve improved
environmental outcomes for the area.

Strategic Directions
The Upper Hunter Cumulative Impact Study provides
f or an ongoing program for cumulative impact
considerations to be better integrated with the
planning and development âssessment and control
processes/ and environrlental management and
monitoring. The study demonstrates the need to
strengthen the integratìon of cumulative impact
considerations in decision making. Recent
initiatives in water manâgement (quality and
quantity) will assist in mitigating water quality
deterioration, particularly from existing activities.

There are four broad strategic directions for the
development of an ongoing program for cumulative
impact consideration and improved environmental
outcomes:

1. Strengthening the Planning Process
The outcomes of the study should be used as the
basis f or environmental assessment and development
control. For example, the environmental triggers and
indicators should be used in the preparâtion of
future EISs. The GIS and groundwater vulnerability
data will assist in the preparation of locational
requirements f or various âctivities. The

32
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cumulâtive afu andwater quality studies should
assist the review of planning strategies and
prâctices at both the regional and local levels.

2. Strengthening Envfuonmental Monitoring and Data
Bases

The study outcomes, particularly the air and water
investigations, provide the opportunity to review
and, where âppropriate, strengthen environmental
monitoring infrastructure in the Region. While
extensive monitoring is being undertaken within
the region, the studyprovides the opportunity to
examine the relevance and consistency of data and
associated details to cumulative impact concepts.

3. Str engthening Environmental Management Pr octices
Of particular relevance are the development and
implementation of best practice guidelines and
mechanisms relevant to agriculture and associated
activities, particularly in environmentally

UPPER HUNTER CUMUTATIVE
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sensitive ateas¡ and waste disposal and mine
rehabilitation. The study's outcomes provide an
opportunity to reconsider existing practices in
order to account for cumulative impacts where
appropriate.

4. Improv e C oor dÌnation, Liaison and Particip ation
Various initiatives f or improved inf ormation and
consultative mechanisms are recommended to
strengthen and buíld upon existing mechanisms
(e.g. Hunter Catchment Management Trust, State
of the Environment Reporting, State of the Rivers
and Estuaries Report), the aim being to strengthen
cumulative impact considerations.

\Mithin this strategic context the following
Cumulative Impact Action Strategy containing 39
actions has been developed.

UPPER HUNTER CUMULATIVE IMPACT
ACTIONSTRATEGY
There is a broad-based commitment among the
major public bodies and community stakeholders
to an ongoing pf ocess of environmental
management in the Upper Hunter to ensure

that cumulative impacts are either avoided or
minimised and that trends in key envi.ronmental
indicators are monitored. The Study's strategic
directions have been refined into a series of
actions which the relevant government agencies

have agreed will receive attention wi.thin their
corporate responsibilities.

These actions are not meant to comprise a

comprehensive list of works or programs
relating to all identified current or emerging
environmental or resource development problems.
Such would continue to be addressed through
the normal channels and processes relevant to
those single-issue problems. Where cumulative
envilonmental interactions are involved, new or
improved stakeholder actions are required as

set out below which consider these interactions
and their heightened potential for additive,
compounding or synergistic effects. The Action
Strategy/ theref ore, promotes an integrated
cumulative impact framework for the Upper
Hunter, and is not to be regarded as the totality of
the NSW Government's environmental program for
the area in all its various facets.

The study's strategic directions have been refined
into a program of 39 actions.

UPPER HU NTER CUMUTATIVE
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A responsible stakeholder ager'cy is nominated f or
the principal carriage of each action, with other
a s s o ci at e d s t akehold ers indicated where their
involvement is critical. These stakeholders will
need to further define the specific dimensions and
specifications of the task, where necessary/ so that
the action is clear in terms of its aims and tasks
and well targeted to produce achievable outcomes
f or the Upper llunter. In some cases, public
agencies may need to seek additional resoutces for
work which may be beyond their traditional core
functions. The timing indicated in the Action
Strategy is f or the commencement of the work/ not
its completion, and is shown either as I: Immediate
(to commence within 6 months of the adoption of
the Action Strategy); S: Short Term {within one
year); M; Medium Term (within 3 years), or P:

involving an ongoing process where actions arise as

needed.

A central feature of the Action Strategy is its
reliance on an open and transparent review process
involving key local government and community
re{erence groups to evaluate progress on all actions
in an annual report which is to be made avallable
to all stakeholders and the community. In this way,
the actions can be adjusted over time in the light of
experience and changing circumstances.

The Department of Urban A{fairs and Planning will
be the lead agency for overseeing implementation
of the Strategy and will convene the Consultative
Committee responsible {or the prepâration of an
Annual Progress Report.

4 5
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STRENGTHENING THE PLANNING PRO CES S

Objective: Decisions in environmental plan making, development control, and the formulation of

agency tesource management policies will be enhanced by consideration of cumulative environmental
impacts.

UPPER HUNTER CUMUTATIVE
IMPACT STUDYAND ACTION STRATEGY

TIMING OUTCOÌVIE

3, Ensure cumulative
impact consideratiotìs âre

fully taken into account in
the issuing of Director-
General's recluirements in
the preparation o{
environmental impact
statements by u6ing the
cumulative impact triggers,
where appiopriate,
identified in the Study.

DUAP

ACTION TIMING OUTCOME

1. Prepare a sub-regional
planning strategy for the
ârea to: strengthen the
framework for
environmental planning
and the coordination of
actions taken by various
stakeholders within that
agreed Ïramework; to
promote improved practices
for land and water
management based on
cumulative impact
considerationsi ând to
facilitate an effective link
between total catchment
management and the
environmental planning
system.

Local Councils;
Relevant government
agencies; Industry
associations;
Community

I

4. Consider the Upper
llunter Cumulative Impact
Study and, when available,
The State of the Rivers
Reporting and the Healthy
Rivers Commission Inquiry
into the Hunter River, ìn
local planning and
development assessrnent
processes. Councils will
report their progress as pârt
of the annual review process
indicated in Action No. 30.

I Report on how
cumulative
impacts are
being
considered in
local planning
and
development
assessment
plocesses

2. Examine the specific
cumulative environmental
impacts of four new coal
mining proposals in the
Muswellbrook/Scone aÍe^ to
assist in the environmental
assessment of these projects.
The key issues to be
examined include: road and
ruiI traffic impacts; coal
transport systems and
infrastructurei socioeconom i c

factors¡ visual amenity¡ noise;
vibration and blasting; air
quality; and water quality.
The four proposed mines are:

o Kayuga open cut
. Mount Pleasant open cut
¡ Mount Arthur open cut
. Muswellbrook/Sandy

Creek underground mine.

DUAP Muswellbrook
Council; DMR,
DLWC, EPA;
Community; Mining
companies

Local Councils DUAP,
Community; Other
government agencies

Preparation of
Urban and
Rural
Settlement
Strategies for
each LGA
within the sub
region

I
5. Re-examine urban and
rural settlement strategies
with a view to ensuring that
residential development is
well located having regarcl to
the findings of this study,
Particularly in regard to
cumulative water quality
considerations.

s

6. Prepare a landscape master DMR
plan for the area subject to
mining, to coordinate
landscaping between existing
mines and for incorporation in
Environmentâ1 Management
Plans prepared {or future
mines, in order to lessen the
visual impact of development
during the construction and
mining phases and ensure
appropriâte post mining
rehabilitation.

S

I
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ACTION
RESPONSIBLE
STAKEHOLDER
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ASSOCIATED
STAKEHOLDERS TIMING OUTCOME

U PPER H UNTER CUMULATIVE
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STRENGTHENING ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AND DATA BASES

Objective: Cumulative environmental impact considerations should be further explored and developed
as a ptactical means of understanding long-term environmental trends, with appropriate
environmental indicators and data bases developed.7. Consider cumulative

impacts in developing water
allocation and catchment
mânagement plans.

DLWC HCMT; Local
Councils; Community

Report on how
cumulative
impact
considerations
are being
incorporated
into \Mater
Allocation and
Catchment
Management
PIans

M

ACTION
RESPONSIBLE
STAKEHOLDER

ASSOCIATED
STAKEHOLDERS TIMING OUTCOME

9. Further develop tools
and techniques for
cumulative impact
assessment as ân extension
o{ this study, with special
focus to be given to the
development of an
accessible environmental
data base ibased on
cumulative impact
parameters and indicators)
relevant to the assessment
of long term environmental
trends and cumulative
environmental impâcts and
indicators.

DUAP EPA M Prepare a

fevlew feport
on the ongoing
development of
cumulative
lmpact
assessment
techniquesLocal Councils DLWC P Annual

Reports on the
practical
application of
this data base
in decision
making

10. Review current
monitoring systems for the
Upper Hunter and develop
a coordinated consistent
approach to routine
en vironmen tal monitoring
in the Upper Hunter to
enable the detection of long
term trends and cumulative
lmpacts.

EPA (noise and air)
DLWC {water)

HCMT; Local
Councils; Industry;
Community

Design and
implementation
ofa
coordinated,
conslstent/
f outlne
environmental
monitoring
program for
the Upper
Hunter

I

1 1. Review perf ormance of
conditions of consent for coal
mining projects with regard to
environmental monitoring
and independent auditing.

DUAP Local Councils S Prepare review
reports on an
ongoing basis

12. Clarify rhe issues involved EpA
in the community,s concerns
regarding nuisance dust.

Local Councils; NS\M
Agriculture; Mining
industry

S Preparation of
review leport

I

8, Consider the groundwater
vulnerability maps prepared
by DLIVC when preparing
local environmental plans
and assessing development
applications.

-



ACTION
RESPONSIBLE
STAKEHOLDER
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ASSOCIATED
STAKEHOLDERS TIMING OUTCOME
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STRENGTHENING ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PRACTICE S

Obf ectlve: Best practice guidelines for mining and for agricultural activities, many of which are outside the
sphere of regulation, and tec,hnical goals for envitonmental performance should be better defined f or
cr'lmulative impact mitigation measures and should be widely understood and promoted throughout the
Upper Hunter community.

13. Develop criteria Íor
triggering modification of
m in ing operati ons during
adverse weâther conditions
such as high winds, in
order to minimise local
dust impacts.

DMR EPA,
Mining industry

Preparation of
operational
guidelines

S

ACTION
RESPONSIBLE
STAKEHOLDER

ASSOCIATED
STAKEHOLDERS TIMING OUTCOME

17. Develop site specific
blasting guidelines to assist
mining companies reduce
the probability of blasting
dust passing directly over
residential areas and
incorporate those blasting
procedures into development
consent conditions provided
for future mines.

DMR EPA; Mining
industry, Local
Councils; DUAP

Preparation of
Blasting
Guidelines

I

14. Undertake research into:
r the relative contribution of

diffuse sources of salinity;
r existing stâtus of dryland

salinity;
. changes in groundwater

reglmes as a result of
changes in land
mânâgement, land use and
development,

o the impact of increased
diffuse salinity releases on
streams and the riverine
envlronmenti and

. the impacts of present and
predicted changes rn
gfoundwater feglmes on
dryland salinity and land use
practrces.

DLWC S Preparation
of Salinity
Research
Action Plan

18. Distribute to industry and
the community results of
recently completed research
from the small number of
open cut mines with a

spontaneous combustion
problem and preparation of a
management plan for the
control of spontaneous
combustion.

DMR Mining industry;
Community

Preparation of
spontâneous
combustion
management
plan

S

15. Review the existing dust
monitoring network,
emphasising obj ectives, data
gathered, location of
monitoring sites and with
particular regard to providing
evidence of cumulative impact
trends.

EPA Mining industry;
DMR

M Preparation o{
a revlew
report and
implementation
of new
procedures as

appropriate

19. Continue the
implementation of Load Based
Licensing and model Iicences
in relation to different
operations such as coal mines,
sewâge treatment plants and
Power stations, to ensure
consistency and eff ective
regulation of licensed
premises.

EPA DMR,
Local Councils;
Mining industry¡
Macquarie
Generation

Model Load
Based
Licences for
different
operations

S

16. Maintain the GIS mapping DLWC
system developed for this study
as the basis for monitoring,
analysis and educational
processes associated with
cumulative impact assessment.
Relevant databases (reports 

)

need to be developed and
maintained with suitable maps.

EPA,
DMR;
HCMT,
DUAP

M Preparation of
GIS action
implementation
plan

20. Prepare site selection
criteria for waste disposal
associated with land uses
with high potential to
influence groundwater
nitrate levels.

S Preparation of
waste disposal
site selection
criteria

t0
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ASSOCIATED
STAKEHOLDERS TI-IVTING OUTCOII{B
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ASSOCIATED
STAKEHOLDERS TIMING OUTCOMEACTION

RESPONSIBLE
STAKEHOLDER ACTION

RESPONSIBLE
STAKEHOLDER

Local Councils M Preparation of
Water
Allocation
Plans for
unregulated
streams

25. Continue development
of best practice guidelines
for stabilisation and
rehabilitation of areas

exposed by mining.

Mining industry P Preparation of
Best Practice
Guidelines

DMR

26. Continue the
development of best practice
guidelines relating to water
management in the
catchment. Such guidelines
should:
o promote controlled stock

access to strearns and
drainage lines and
develop off stream shade
and watering points to
minimise the potential
for effluent to be
deposited into the
drainage system,

. establish surface runoff
controls on fatms to
minimise the potential
for manure from grazing
areas to be transported
to the drainage system,

. establish the use of
groundwater
vulnerability mapping as
a tool to ensure activities
are located where waste
disposal can be suitably
carried out. Other tools
to assist land selection
include Land Capability
and Suitability Mapping
and Acid Sulphate Soils
Mapping; and

. continue the
development of Surface
Water Quality and River
Flow Objectives.

DLWC NSW Agriculture¡
HCMT,
Farmers

Preparation of
Best Practice
Guidelines for
wâter
management

P

22. Continue to develop
Regional Air Quality
Management Strategies
which will enhance ambient
air quality within the
region and the Greater
Sydney airshed.

EPA Local Councils;
Community

M

23. Continue to implement
the Huntel River Salinity
Trading Scheme (HRSTS) so

that the cumulative ìmpact
of coal mines and other
point sources on salinity
levels in the llunter River is
managed to avoid
detrimental environmental
effects.

DL\ryC,
Mining industry;
Power industry

Preparation of
progress
reports on the
implementation
of the HRSTS

PEPA

24. Continue liaison with
the State Stormwater
Committee to:
. develop the strategic

policy framework for
stormwater
managementt

. provide examples of
stormwatef treatment
technology; and

. provide best practices for
use on construction and
other sites where land is
disturbed, soil erodes
and water is polluted.

EPA Local Councils;
HCMT

Preparation of
an
implementation
report for the
Upper Flunter

M

21. Develop water allocation
plans for unregulated
streams and consider these
in the siting of land use
activities, to ensure that
existing water supplies and
environmental flow
provisions are protected.

DLWC

12
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ASSOCIATED
STAKEHOLDERS TIMING OUTCOME

NSIM Agriculture;
HCMT'
Iarmers

Preparation of
Best Practice
Guidelines to
minimise
nutrient
generatlon

ACTION

UPPER HUNTER GUMULATIVE
IMPACT STUDY AND ACTION STRATEGY

IMPROVED C O ORDINATION, LIAIS ON AND PARTICIPATION
Objective: Ongoing work on cumulative environmental impact assessment should be based on improved
awareness and involvement of the Upper Hunter community and all relevant public authorities and
stakeholders, who should assist each other cooperatively with shared information and a common objective
to improve environmental quality in the Upper Hunter.

ACTION
RESPONSIBLE
STAKEHOLDER

27. Develop best practice
guidelines to minimise
nutrient generation potential
Such guidelines to:
. establish riparian buffer

zones;

. adopt best management
practices in terms of
fertiliser usage and
application;

. control and minimise
streambank erosion; and

. implement a

communication strâtegY
so that information can
be disseminated to the
general public and other
interested parties.

DLWC P

RESPONSIBLE
STAKEHOLDER

ASSOCIATED
STAKEHOLDERS TIMING OUTCOME

29. Mratntatn Local
Government and
Community C onsultation
Committees, established for
the purposes of the Upper
Hunter Cumulative Impact
Study, as key reference
grollps to meet at least
every six months to assist
with preparation of an
annual report/ to
incorporate updated
information and knowledge
and review progress on
actions.

DUAP All committee
members

Establishment
of Committees
to review and
monltor
implementation
of the Action
Plan

28. Continue to develop
educational material on
dryland salinity and to work
with Landcare/Rivercare
groups to address rural
diffuse sources of water
quality problems.

DLWC HCMT, Landcare
and Rivercare
groups¡ Farmers

Prep aration
of community
Education
material

30. Monitor and report
annually on progress made
on the actions arising from
this study. The primary aim
is to ensure the integration
of initiatives being
undertaken within
government {both at the
state and local levels).

All Stakeholders M Annual
reports
indicate
progress made
on Actions
and evaluate
the
integration of
1n1tlAtlVeS

P

DUAP

31. Make the study and final
report and subsequent
annual reports available to
agencies, consent
authorities, the Office of
Commissjoners of lnquiry
For Environment and
Planning, the Hunter
Catchment Management
Trust and to the Ãmmunity

DUAP I This study and
subsequent
reports to be
widely
available to
the community
and decision
makers

14 15
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ASSOCIATED
STAKEHOLDERS TIMING OUTCOME

U PPER HUNTER CUMULATIVE
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ASSOCIATED
STAKEHOLDERS TIMING OUTCOME

RESPONSIBLE
STAKEHOLDER ACTION

RESPONSIBLE
STAKEHOLDERACTION

SOE
reporting/ to
include
cumulative
impact
considerations

36. ImPlement a

demonstration Program for
establishing and monitoring
the success of a range of

different agricultural
pursuits on rehabilitated
mining land. The Pilot
program should be

developed to assess the
rehabilitation of minìng
land on different soil
regimes and geological
re81mes.

DMR Mining industry;
NSW Agriculture

Demonstration
pfogram
implemented
on
agricultural
uses of
rehabilitated
mining land

MI DUAP to
brief the
Healthy
Rivers
Commission
on this study

33. Continue to publish the
State of the Environment
Reports every two years by
the EPA and annually by
local councils. These reports
should include an
âssessment of the impact of
development approvals on
issues such as air and water
quality, using quarterly air
and water quality reports.
Relevant cumulative impact
information is to be included
in such reports.

EPA/Local
Councils

T

37. Develop a demonstration
progrâm for the
rehabilitation of degraded
agricultural land.

DLWC NSW Agriculture;
Landholders

Demonstration
progfam on
rehabilitation
of degraded
agricultural
land

M

38. Develop a user friendly
and publicly available
comprehensive information
system designed to assist
education and decision
making in relation to
cumulative impacts and
strengthen existing
systems.

EPA/DLWC/
DUAP

HCMT, DMR; Local
Councils; NSW
Minerals Council

M

34. Coordinâte working
parties for the introduction
of interim water quality and
river flow objectives for
submission to government.

EPA DL\MC I Convene
working
parties

35. Publish regulariy plain
English reports on the state
of the catchment/ such as:

o the State of the Rivers and
Estuaries Report for the
Hunter; and

. Window on Water: The
State of \Mater in NSW.

DLWC EPA,
Local Councils

M Plain English
rep ort s

published
regularly on
the state of
the catchment

39. Promote sustainable
agricultural practices
through programs such as
Farming For the Future,
Prograze and Industry Codes
of Best Practice to enable
landholders to recognise and
deal with on site and off site
lmpacts associated with
agriculture in the Upper
Hunter.

NSW Agriculture DLWC, HCMT,
NPWS, Landholders

P Prep are
Action Plan
for the
promotion of
sustainable
agricultural
practlces

32.BrieÍ the Healthy Rivers
Commission that the UpPer
Hunter Cumulative Impact
Study is available to assist
the Commission in its
charter.

DU,\P

l6
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The Upper llunter region of New South Wales is
art aïea of significant economic and employment
generating activities including: agriculture,
mining and extractive resources/ energy/ service
industries and urban and rural settlement. The
region makes a major contribution to the State
and National economies. With only 0.8% of the
State's population, the area produces 56% of the
coal production of NSW and the same percentage
of overseas coal exports ($1.6 billion), 40% of the
Stâte's electricity output/ and 2.4% of the total
NSW value of agricultural products.

In recent years the expanded development of coal
resources has generated concerns within sections
of the community that certain land use activities
are incompatible and that the environmental
impact assessment ptocess for major projects has
not properly addressed the combined effects of
major developments. The need for cumulative
impact assessment in the Upper llunter was
recommended by Commissions of Inquiry into
the Bengalla and Bayswater No. 3 open cut coal
mining projects.

Consideration of development applications and
environmental impact stâtements allows for
relevant cumulative impact âspects of development
to be considered where appropriate and relevant.
llowever, the extent and nature of past
developments in the area, together with the need
to provide an improved environmental planning
context for the âssessment of future developments,
warrant consideration of cumulative impacts.

There is a recognition by Government that
community concerns and perceptions need to be

scientifically evaluated. There is also a

recognition as to the need to address cumulative
impact issues when undertaking strategic
planning, development approval and
environmental management decisions.

The Upper Flunter Cumulative Impact Study
develops an integrated approach by Government

t9
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different types of disturbances (especially
pollutants) interact to produce an effect which
is greater or different than the sum of the
separate effects lsynergistic effectsl.

-

UPPER HUNTER CUMULATIVE
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and the community in this important and
emerging policy area. It does not replace the need
for project specific environmental assessment
required by the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979. However, it will provide a

credible source of information to assist the
preparation of environmental impact statements
{or specific development proposals and to guide
the environmental manâgement of existing and
future activities and land uses.

1.1 THE STUDY AREA
The Study Area (figure 1) includes the Local
Covernment Areas (LGA) of Singleton,
Muswellbrook, Scone, Murrurundi, and Merriwa.
The area reflects a very strong sense of regional
identity within the community.

The study focuses on the Upper Hunter Valley as
a catchment unit, but includes some parts of the
Goulburn Valley which are outside the core
LGAs. The general study area covers approximately
18 000 sc1. km, and includes part of the Liverpool
Plains and the northwestern part of Murrurundi,
which are outside the Hunter River catchment.
This is to ensure potential cumulative impacts in
adjoining ateas are considered where relevant. Air
quality investigation has focused on the air shed
around the main coal fields, but has taken into
account potentiâl effects from aluminium
smelters in the Lower Hunter.

1.2 CUMULATIVE IMPACT
All individual disturbances in the environmenr
created by natural and human activities have the
potential to act in unison to create cumulative
impacts, which in some câses may be greater than
the sum of their individual impacts. These
individual impacts can be additive in space or
time, or they may interact together.

Cumulative impact can arise when:

individual impacts occltr so close in time that
the effects of one âre not dissipated before the
next one occurs (time crowded effects).
individual impacts are so close in space that
their effects overlap lspace crowded effects);
there is some time or distance from the initial
impact, or a chain of events occurs (indfuect
effectsl¡
repetitive, often minor, impacts erode
environmental conditions (nibbling et'fects)¡ or

This study examines the cumulative impacts of
major activities within the Upper Hunter. This is
a far more complex task than the environmental
impact assessment process tradítionally directed
to the effects of a single proposed project on the
surrounding environment.

The focus is on the capacity for individual
impacts to combine to create cumulative impâcts/
which in some cases may be greater than the sum
of their individual impacts. Purely localised
impacts associated with a pârticular development
or activity are not relevant to the assessment of
cumulative impacts and are not therefore
addressed in this study.

In an area as large and diverse as the Upper
Flunter, the many relationships between
activities and the environment crea-te a complex
range of potential cumulative impacts. Influences
on the environment arise both from human
activities, such as land uses and traffic
movements, and from natutal processes, such as
geological weathering and climate variations.
Identifying the relevant agents of change and the
environmental indicators which measure that
change, provides an understanding of the nature
and significance of the relationships and their
potential to contribute to cumulative impacts.

1.3 STUDY OBJECTIVES/INVESTIGATTONS
The study aims to assist the overall
understanding of cumulative environmental
impacts associated with major activities and land
uses within the Upper llunter. Significant
activities including resource development,
agriculture, infrastructure, service industries and
urbanfrural settlement are examined in regard to
their implications for key environmental
components such as aitt watert land/soil and
general environmental amenity.

The princip al obiectives are to:

establish cumulative impacts of various
activities and land uses;
establish a regional framework for the
assessment and considetation of

a FIGURE 1. STUDY AREA
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environmental impacts associated with future
development proposals and activities;
provide a basis for coordinated monitoring of
environmental indicators and enhanced
environmental management practices,
including an information base; and
facilitate future strâtegic land use and
development planning at the local and regional
levels

The following investigations were undertaken in
order to achieve the above objectives:

an environmental/socioeconomic profile of the
Upper Hunter;
identification of potential cumulative impacts;
detailed study of key air and water impacts;
land use mapping and assessment of trends;
study of road and rail networks;
strategic assessment of the economic and
sustainable use of rosollrces;
triggers to guide cumulative impact
âssessments for future proposals; and
a review of monitoring and manâgement
practices.

1.4 METHODOLOGY
Previous work/ both internationally and within
Australia, indicates that the practical application
of cumulative impact âssessment techniques is in
its early stages of development. Much of the work
is highly theoretical, based upon complex
methodologies and extensive computer modeling.
To apply this research to a practical situation
such as the Upper Hunter would require the
development of a specific model, the preparation
of considerable baseline dâta and a range of
agreed environmental indicators and thresholds.

The study has found that there is considerable
further work required to refine cumulative
impact assessment techniques for practical
applications.

Given the nature of data available and the extent
of analysis undertaken for this project, the
methodology adopted for this study should be
seen as the first step in an ongoing process to
refine techniques for studying cumulative impacts
The study breaks new ground within Australia.

The methodology adopted for the study
comprised three phases:

UPPER HUNTER CUMULATIVE
IMPACT STUDY AND ACTION STRATEGY

{i) Stage i - Identification phase comprising a

qualitative review of the potentiâl cumulative
relationships between various activities and
land uses and the environment in the Upper
Hunter Region.

The Upper Huntu Cumulative Impact Study

- Identification Report, Department of Urban
Affairs and Planning April I996 (separately
available).

(ii)Stage 2 - Analysis of the more signi{icant
potential impacts using quantitative
techniques. The most relevant environmental
impacts of a cumulative regional nature were
examined, including air quality, water quality,
catchment conditions and economic and social
conditions.

The following studies were commissioned by
the Department of Urban Affairs and Planning
and are separately available:

al Air Quality Study: Cumulative Impacts
Due to Atmosphetic Emissions in the
Upper Hunter Valley, NSW 1996, Nigel
Holmes 8¡. Associates Pty Ltd

b) Upper Huntü Cumulative Impact Study
W ater C atchment Analysis 799 6, IJmwelt
(Australia) Pty Ltd

c) Upper Hunter Cumulative Impact Study -Landuse Survey, I995 Department of Land
and Water Conservation

dl An Economic Assessment of the [Jpper
Hunter 1995, -îhe Hunter Valley Research
Foundation

e) Uppu Hunter Regional Profile 1996,
Department of Urban Affairs and Planning

f ) Upper Huntü Cumulative Freight
Transport Study, 1996

(iii) Stage 3 - Strategic Assessment of the
findings of stages (i) and (ii) to provide an
overview of the existing state of the
environment regarding cumulative impacts;
establish a framework for the assessment of
future activities; establish enhanced
environmental management practices; to

facilitate strategic planning at the local and

regional levels; and to strengthen coordination
between various Sovernment agencies and

improved consultation with the community
and other stakeholders.

1.5 PUBLIC CONSULTATION
A range of initiatives were taken during 1995 and

1996 to involve local government, community,
business, environmental and scientific groups in
the preparation of this study and to keep the
broader community informed of progress. This
was a primary objective in undertaking the study,
so that all stakeholders could participate in the
process at an early stage.

Public Forum
The study commenced with the holding of a

public forum held in Singleton in February 1995,

the aim of which was to identify the key
environmental issues of most concern to the
community and to discuss appropriate boundaries
for the study area and proposals for public
consultation.

Over 100 people attended the forum with
representâtives from the mining industry,
vignerons, dairy farmers, environmental and
community groups, members of the public, local
govefnment and state agencies.

The forum considered the main issues to be:

UPPER HUNTER CUMULATIVE
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Local Government Consultative Committee
Esta.blished so that âspects of the study which are

of particular concern andfor interest to the five
Upper Hunter councils can be discussed within a

local government forum comprising one
councillor and one staff member from each
council, convened by the Department of Urban
Affairs and Planning.

Community Consultative Committee
Established to provide a forum for the community
to have detailed input to the study. Membership
comprlses:

. Department of Urban Affairs and Planning
(Chair)

. Hunter Catchment Management Trust

. l{unter Environment Lobby

. Hunter Valley Vineyard Association

. Flunter Valley Water IJsers AssociatronfDairy
Farmers Association

o Minewatch NSW Incorp.
. NSW Coal Association
o Scone-Parkville Environmental Watch
. Singleton and Upper Hunter Business

Enterprise Centre
. IJpper Hunter Water Quality lorum
. Singleton Shire Council
. Muswellbrook Shire Council
. Environment ProtectionAuthority
. Department of Mineral Resources
. NSW Agriculture
. Department of State Development
. Department of Business and Regional

Development
. Pacific Power
. Department of Water Resources.

Community Information
In addition, information to the community was
provided through newsletters, individual
community briefings and media briefings/
interviews.

1.6 PUBLIC EXHIBITION OF OVERVIE\ry REPORT
As indicated above, the Department of Urban
Affairs and Planning has endeavoured to involve
all stakeholders as much as possible in preparing
this study and strategy. Opportunities for
community input have been provided throughout
the process of preparing the study and views
expressed by the community through submissions
have formed an important consideration in

o

o

o
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a water quality and cluântity: particularly in
relation to salinity, nutrients, nitrates and
bacterja in the wâtêr;
air quality: principally dust, odours, emissions
from power stations/ effects of Nitrogen oxides
and Sulphur dioxides on health, agricultural
spray drift and acid rain;
land degradation: due to chemical residues,
salinity, soil erosion, rising water table etc;
land use confl icts: incompatibility of certain
land uses¡
transport systems: rail and road, particularly
the conveyance of coal;
loss of biodiversity: the need for protection of
nâtive flora and fauna¡
visual amenity;
acoustics: truck and train noise;

ommunity to be
ved with the study;
population
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framing the strategy. A detailed report on the
public exhibition and analysis of submissions
received is available in appendix H. In summary

-îlae Upper Huntu Cumulative Impact Study

- Overview report, 1996 was released f or
public discussion and input Írorn 12 September
to 2 December I996. Twenty three submissions
were received: 5 from community members; 6

from independent organisations; and, 12 from
local and state government agencies.

UPPER HUNTER CUMUTATIVE
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The Upper Hunter reflects a strong sense of
regional identity within the community. A
number of submissions indicated that there
are mâny perceived virtues that make various
areas of the region special places to live and
wotk.

A number of issues were commonly raised,
these included the need for regional air and
water quality monitoring, impacts on
community amenity such as dust, noise and
spontaneous combustion; air qualityi water
quality and quantity; land use c.onflicts and
the desire for plain English reporting.

2 veruiewT
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Views expressed in the submissions varied
widely and opposing views on some issues
were evident. Many issues raised were general
environmental concerns, or of a localised
nature/ not regional cumulative impact issues

A number of key aspects of the study attracted
widespread support. Many respondents
expressed support for the undertaking of such
a study to ensure cumulative impacts are
being assessed and managed better.

This study and the Upper Hunter Cumulative
Impact Action Strategy have been finalised in the
light of community views as expressed through
all stages of the process. Wherever possible, this
document either responds to key issues or
provides a framework within which major issues
can be dealt with on an ongoing basis.

This chapter presents an overview of the natural
environment, socioeconomic characteristics, land
use and land use trends within the Upper Hunter.
More detailed information is available in the
Upper Hunter Regional Ptofile 1996, Department
of Urban Affairs and Planning ar'd An Economic
Assessment of the Upper Huntu 1995, Hunter
Valley Research Foundation.

2.1 THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
2.1.1 Landform and Geology
Geological Units (figure 2l and landform slopes
(figure 3) have significant implications for
economic activity and environmental
management.

The study area is generalised into a number of
landform units:

Liverpool and Mount Royal Ranges - The
Liverpool Range in the north/ and the Mount
Royal Range and Barrington Tops in the
northeast form the headwaters of the Upper
Hunter. This area consists of Carboniferous
rocks with basalt caps and granite intrusions,
and forms part of the Great Dividing Range.

a

o

a

o

Merriwa Plateau and Goulburn Valley -TheMerriwa Plateau is derived from weathered
basalt. South of this, the Goulburn Valley is
cut into softer sandstone forming broad open
valleys. A sandstone escarpment and plateau
forming the Wollomi National Park defines
the southwestern part of the Study Area.

Northeastern f oothills - The north eastern
part of the Study Area is a hilly and low
mountainous area derived from hard
sedimentary rocks and Iava. It extends from
the Mount Royal and Barrington Tops to the
central part of the Hunter Valley.

Central Lowlands - This area extends from
Murrurundi to Branxton and was formed {rom
relatively weak Permian sediments. This area
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fog, reduced dispersion of gases and fine
particulate matter and enhance the transmission
of noise. These climatic characteristics are
common for all inland areas of New South Wales

2.1.4 Hyfuology and Water Supply
Variable rainfall results in extremes in
streamflow characteristics. At times, all
tributaries and the Hunter River cease to flow.
Flooding occurs along the Hunter River and the
lower courses of the major tributaries.

Dams on the Hunter River at Glenbawn and on
Glennies Creek regulate river flows. The
Goulburn River and other tributaries are
unregulated. Whilst water is drawn from
unregulated streams, due to stress during drought
periods an embargo has been placed on further
water licenses from unregulated streams.

The total volume of groundwater in the
Hunter Valley is estimated to be approximately
30 million megalitres of which approximately
30% is of good quality. The main sources of good
quality groundwater are the unconsolidated
sediments, with fluvial cIay, silt, sand and gravel
deposits being the most extensively developed.
Ground water is used extensively for irrigation,
town water supply, commercial stock and
domestic purposes.

Of recent concern is the possible contamination
of groundwater with nitrates from point sources
such as intensive animal production activities,
fertiliser application and urban development.
Such contamination has the potential to
decrease the value of groundwater resources. A
groundwater vulnerability map (figure 4) has been
prepared by the Department of Land and Water
Conservation which indicates the hydrogeological
setting which makes groundwater susceptible to
contamination from a surface source. Five classes
of vulnerability ranking indicate the relative
assessment of the potential for groundwater to be
exposed to contâmination from a surface source.

2.1.5 Natural Vegetation and Fauna
Clearing for agriculture along the valley has left
scattered remnânt savanna woodland and low
scrub woodland. Eucalypt forest, and some
patches of rainforest, are found in the higher
parts of Liverpool Range, Mount Royal Range and
Barrington Tops. Dry sclerophyll forest

UPPER HUNTER CUMULATIVE
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is the most likely to be affected by developrnent
activity and contribute to water quality
decline.

2.1.2 Soils
Deep fertile alluvial soils form a ribbon along the
flood plains, in places several kilometres wide.
The flood plains are usually devoted to intensive
cultivation and dairying. On the Merriwa Plateau,
cracking clay soils derived from weathered basalt
have been extensively used for agriculture. In
many areas these soils show widespread signs of
tunnel erosion. Basalt derived soils tend to be
relatively high in phosphorous and can be a
significant contributor of phosphorous into the
drainage system. Skeletal soils in the southern
sandstone plateau and in the eastern mountain
a.Íea 

^re 
inf ertile and shallow. Podsolic and

solenetic soils in steeply sloping areas derived
from carboniferous tocks ate highly susceptible to
erosion when cleared of native vegetation and
subjected to inappropriate cattle grazing
practices.

Of recent concern is the possible development of
alluvial areas. Coal mining proposals to date have
generally avoided the alluvial floodplains of the
Flunter River and its tributaries. Open cut mining
on the alluvial soils is generally considered by
the community as inappropriate because of land
use conflict with intensive cropping on the
irrigated prime agricultural land.

In 1993, consent was granted for a very small
scale open cut extension at Hunter Valley No. 1

mine to take coal from a floodplain in an area
with poor gravelly soils. This particular project,
assessed on its merits following detailed
hydrogeological studies and with regard to
safeguards and rehabilitation, does not set a

precedent for the approval of mining in alluvial
areas.

2.1.3 Climate
Sub-humid conditions generally prevail throughout
the Upper Hunter. Evaporation is approximately
double precipitation with moisture deficits in
most months. Singleton has an averâge annual
ratlaÍall of 7O6 mm, and Muswellbrook 619 mm.

Prevailing winds follow the north west-south east
axis of the valley. The area experiences surface
level and upper air inversions, which can lead to

FIGURE 2. GEOLOGTCAL UNITS
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FIGURE 54. GROWTH RATE IN EMPLOYMENT AND LABOR FORCE 1986_199I
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FIGURE 58. EMPLOYMENT BY INDUSTRY, 1991

characterises the southern sandstone plateau of
the \Mollomi National Park and Goulburn River
National Park. Vegetated areas are indicated in
figure 6, Land IJse, as timbered land. Timber
comprises areas of tree growth with an assessed

canopy cover of greâter than fifty percent.

Except within the National Parks, Stâte Forests
and areas of freehold land comprising steep

slopes, extensive clearing associated with
agricultural production has either removed or
severely modi{ied habitat areas.

The degree of loss of tree cover in the Upper
Hunter and the general lack of information about
remnant vegetation distribution and significance
has prompted the Hunter Catchment
Management Trust to commence the Hunter
Remnant Vegetation Project.

This project aims to

develop and implement a public awareness and
consultation progrâm;
determine the distribution and ecological
significance of remnant native vegetation in
the Hunter Valley and identify potential
corridors which may link them;
encourage participation in the survey, and
continuing consetvation and appropriate
mânagement of remnants by government
agencies, local government/ community groups
and individual landholders;
work with landholders to develop strategies
for the appropriate management of remnants;
and
develop resource information, based on data
obtained, to assist land managers in the
conservation and management o{ the remnants.

Tlre valley floor (an area ol 316,000 ha) was
selected as the study area as it has experienced
the gïeatest loss of native vegetation in the
Hunter catchment. No comprehensive
information exists for vegetation in the Hunter
Valley, although good information exists for a
range of environmental attributes such as
geology, soils, land use and salinity. A
representative number of remnants will be
surveyed, involving the identification of
tloristics, vegetation communities, regional and
nationâl significance and assessment of potential
Lnreatened fauna habitat.
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The project will use the DLWC Hunter GIS
(developed for the UHCIS) and provide important
information to fill a current data gap It will allow
future land management decisions to be based on
sound knowledge, rather than on predicted
inf ormation.

2.2 DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS
2.2.1 Population
The estimated resident population of the study
area in 1994 (table 1) indicated that population
had grown from the 1991 census (47,816 persons)
to 51,070 persons/ with all areas in general
maintaining their proportional share of total
population.

TABLE 1. ESTIMATED POPULATION OF UPPER
HUNTER LOCAL GOVERNIT{ENT AREAS, t994

Source: ABS Estimated Rasident Population,
Preliminary 1994

The 1991 Census {most recent figures available)
indicated that over half the population resided in
the urban centres of Singleton {11 861),
Muswellbrook (10 140) and Scone (4 290).

Population projections by the Department of
Urban Affairs and Planning indicate that
population growth in the Upper Hunter is
expected to slow somewhat in the future, to
reach between 55,800 and 63,400 by the year
202\.

2.2.2 Employment
Total employment in the Upper Hunter grew by
5.77" lrom 20,174 in 1986 to 2I ,329 in 199I. This
rate of growth was below the levels recorded in
NSW and the Hunter Region. However, the Upper
Hunter had a lower unemployment rate for every

a

a

a

LGA Population Yo ol
Upper Hunter

Merriwa 2 490 4.9%

Murrurundi 2 450 4.8%

Muswellbrook 15 930 31.2%

Scone 10 1s0 t9.9%

Singleton 20 050 39.3%

Mining

Agric, forestry, Iish

Wholesale and retail

Commun¡ty service

Public admin and defence

Manufac'turing

Electricity, gas and water

Finance, property

Recrtn, personal

Construction

Transporl and storage

Communication

15 20
Source: ABS Census of
Populatjon arìd hous¡ng 1991

Upper Hunter NSW

0

% employed
5 l0

30 31



age group in I99l in comparison with both the
State and the Hunter.

Iigure 5(a) indicates growth rates in employment
and the labour force between 1986-1.99 1. It shows
Singleton had the highest rate of employment
growth, whilst other areas showed moderate rates
of growth, except for Murrurundi which
decreased.

The largest employment sectors in the Upper
Hunter are mining, agriculture/forestry,
wholesale and retail, and community services.
The area employs proportionally more people in
the mining, agriculture/forestry, public
administration and defence, and the electricity,
gas and water sectors compared with the rest of
NSW in 1991 (figure 5(b)). This may reflect
resource and market advantages for both

TABLE 2. AREA AND PERCENTAGE
OF LAND USES

Source: Department of Land and Water
Consetvation 1995
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agriculture and mining which are specific to the
Upper Hunter.

The coal mining industry makes the most
significant contribution to the Upper Hunter
economy in terms o{ employment and income
generation, The number of people employed in
Upper Hunter mines in I994-1995 totalled 5278
and is predicted to further increase as production
continues to expand over the next decade.

Employment in agriculture is strongly linked to
climatic conditions and market prices.
Employment in the horse industries is predicted
to continue increasing. A 1995 survey by the
Ilunter Valley Bloodhorse Breeders Association
indicates that 350 full time and 27I part time
workers were employed in the equine industry in
the Upper Hunter, an activity which is
particularly important to the Scone area, rapidly
developing as 

^rr 
area of national/international

significance.

2.3 ACTIVITIES AND LAND USE
As part of the Cumulative Impact Study, a land
use survey was undertaken by the Department of
Land and Water Conservation (DLWC) in 1995
using aerial photography and computet mâpping.
This was follõwed by extensive field checking.
Table 2 shows the area and percentage of each of
the land uses. Figure 6 indicates the general
distribution of land uses within the study area.

2.3.1 Agriculture
Agriculture has been an extensive land use over
14 decades and has significantly changed the
natural character of large parts of the study area
Consequently, it has important implications for
the management of the region's land and water
fesources.

Major agricultural commodities produced in the
Upper Hunter are beef cattle, dairy products and
wool. Other significant products and activities
include piggeries, goats, lucerne and pâsture
grown Íorlnay, wheat, sorghum and grapes.

Table 3a shows the area of agricultural land within
each local government area, Table 3b and 3c show
current information l\994195 ABS) on the gross
value of production for major Upper Hunter
agricultural enterprises and the relative economic
contribution of this for the Hunter and NSW.

TABLE 34. AREA OF AGRICULTURAL
LAND r99 5 | 9 6 (HECTARES)

TABLE 38. GROSS VALUE OF AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCTION BY LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREAS

ree4les

Shire/City Gross value of
production ($ million)

% of Upper
Hunter

Merriwa 22,2 13.8

Murrurundi 27.4 t7.t

Scone 43.2 26.9

Muswellbrook 31.8 19.8

Singleton 36.1 22,4

Total 1ó0.8 100
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\Mhile Murrurundi and Merriwahave the greatest
economic reliance on agriculture, it remains a

significant land use and economic input of all
local government areas in the Upper Hunter. The
region is well suited for beef cattle production/
and grazing remains the most dominant land use
in all local government areas. Agricultural
enterprises such as cropping, wool and vineyards
have more specific resource/mârket requirements
and tend to be aggregated in particular areas. The
diversity of soils, topography and climate in the
Upper Hunter is an important feature of the
region and provides a significant and unique
advantage for agricultural production.

Crops
There is considerable variation in the area of
crops in the Upper Flunter over the record period,
most likely attributed to seasonal fluctuations. A
reducti.on in the area oÍ crops has occurred since
1991. This may be due to drought conditions.
Murrurundi has consistently the highest area
under crops within the study area, despite being
the smallest LGA. Crops are also a dominant form
of agriculture in the Merriwa. Muswellbrook, Scone

and Singleton have comparably small areas of crops.

Grazing
Pastoral activities include grazrng of sheep, beef
cattle, dairy cattle, and horses. DLWC land use

TABLE 3C. GROSS VALUE OF PRODUCTTON OF KEY AGRTCULTURAL SECTORS (1994/95 ABS)

LGA Area of
each LGA
(hu)

%ofU.
Hunter
Ag. Land

Agricultural
Land
(h")

23s 900 23Merrìwa

194 800 t9Murrurundi

313ZZ s00Scone

123 300 12Muswellbrook

t62 s00 15Singleton

100Total 1 830 9s0 1 039 000

Landuse Area (ha) Percent

Grazrng 87 4,7 50 47.8

Timber 7 69 ,500 42.0

Cropping I 53,750 8.4

Mining 14,700 0.8

Water Bodies 6,000 0.3

Urban 4,45O 0.2

Vineyard 4 250 o.2

Recreation I ó 50 0.1

Quarrying 6s0

Utilities 450

Industrial 300

Vegetables 300

Orchards 250

Intensive Animal
Production 250

0.2

Total 1,930,950 100.0

Upper Hunter
Gross Value o{
Production ($)

Ptoduct 7o ol Huntet
GVP

% of State
GVP

Predominant Local
Government Area

Beef Cattle All LGAs 64 577 000 670

9Milk 50Muswellbrook, Singleton 40 860 000

14 3Bs 000 199Wool and sheep meat Merriwa, Murrurundi

Wheat, barley
sorghum, oil seeds

10 066 000 100Merriwa, Murrurundi 2

Muswellbrook, Scone
Singleton

Lucerne, hay l09 231 000 B6

Pigs 5 362 000 B5 2Scone

4 538 000Muswellbrool<, Singleton 69Grapes

o.63 143 000 2Eggs and poultry Scone

81692 000Scone, SingletonGoats 7

All other 7 906 000

All products 160 760 000 44 2

32 33
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mapping estimates approximately 47.8% l87a 750 hal
of natural and improved pastures are used for
grazíng. An undefined portion of the 42% oÍ the
Upper Hunter mapped as timber land would also

be open forest or woodland with a glâssy

understoreY used for grazing.

Dairy production is an important economic
industry in the Upper Hunter and continues to
increase in value. The gross value of milk
production has increasedby 47% from $28 million
in 1989l9O to $41 million in 1994195. The gross

value of milk production from the Upper Hunter
in L994195 comprised 50"/" of the total for the
Hunter arrd 9Yo of the State total.

The production of lucerne hay has also greatly
increased over recent years in the Upper Hunter.
ln 1994195 the gross value of production of cut hay
comprised $9.2 million representing I0% of the
State total. Part of this increase may be associated
with extended local drought conditions and
increased market demand for supplemetTtaty
fodder.

Intensíve Animal Husb andry
Intensive animal husbandry including cattle
{eed1ots, piggeries and poultry sheds occupies
approximately 250 hectares in the Upper Hunter.
These industries are presently concentrated
predominantly within Scone Shire, where they
provide a significant additional economic value.
Although these activities occupy a relatively
small area, appropriate management is essential to
avoid the potential for very high localised water
quality and odour impâcts.

Vìneyards
The total area oÍ vineyards within the Upper
Hunter is estimated by DLWC to be 4250 hectares
which comprises 0.2% of the study area, There are
currently 50-60 vineyards in the study area which
are predominantly located within Broke-
Ìordwich, ferrys Plains, Denmân and Sandy
Hollow. The vineyards are usually for large scale
grape production, irrigated from the Hunter and
Goull¡urn Rivers.

The gross value of grape production in 1993-94
was $4.6 million and contrib:uted 67% to the total
grape production for the Hunter Region. The
majority of grape production goes into the
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production of premium table wines. Strong growth
in the industry is expected in the medium term.

2.3.2 Tourism
In 1993-94, Tourism NSW estimated that the area

attracted approximately 315,000 visitors who
spent around $56 million. Visitor attractions
include natural features, mining and power
generâtion/ farming, the vineyards and historical
buildings. The ecluine industry and its associated
events are also major draw cards for visitors.

The Upper Flunter Tourism Strategy identifies
major opportunities for new tourism markets
based on historical interest, the environment/
adventure and education.

2.3.3 Forestry
The majority of State Forests within the Upper
Hunter are located within the Singleton LGA.
Forest management in the Singleton area has been
closely associated with the coal mining industry
with forestry operations producing timber for use
in mines. This demand has lessened due to
changing mining techniques. None of these
forests are currently used for intensive timber
production.

2.3.4 Quarrying
Approximately 650 hectares or less than 0.1% of
the Upper Hunter comprises quarrying activities
The majority of quarrying in Muswellbrook LGA
is gravel extraction from the Hunter and
Goulburn Rivers. Council records indicate there
are L4 approved sand/gravel extraction
operations.

2.3.5 Coal Mining
Employment in mining in 1991 equalled that of
the agricultural, wholesale and retail sectors,
comprising 15% of the Upper Hunter workforce.
The number of people employed in Upper Hunter
mines (the Hunter Coaliield) tn L994-95 totalled
5278. Tlne wages bill for mine workers is
estimated to be about $3SOm per annum. For
NSW the proportion of people employed in
mining was only I % while for the Hunter Region
as a whole, the corresponding level was 5%. At
the fune 1995 quarter, over one-fifth of the
current investment of $4.3 billion for the Hunter
Region was invested in the mining sector/ most of
which was in the Upper Hunter.

FIGURE 6. LAND USE
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Production from the Upper Hunter in 1994-95
represented some 53 7o of total coal production
in New South Wales. Approximately 9O% of the
area's coal output comes from open cut mines.
The extent of land affected by open-cut mining
in the Upper Hunter tn 1994 is summarised in
Table 4. Table 5 shows current and projected
underground coal mining âctivities. Table 6
shwos current and projected open cut coal mining
activities. Coal development locations are shown
in figure 7.

It is expected that potential expansion of NSW
export thermal coal requirements wili be
primarily sourced from the Hunter Coalfield for
the next 20 yearc.

Coal supply has been assessed for the Hunter
Coalfield for the next 40 years bâsed on published
data and environmental impact statements for
existing and proposed mining developments.
Production projections for current, proposed and
future open cut and underground mining
developments were undertaken by Beckett (l,99Sl
and are shown in figure 8. Future Coal
Production.

In Singleton Shire, medium term expansion by
open cut and underground mining is likely in the
established mining district between Broke and
Ravensworth, and a new underground mine
approved at Nardell.

Most major proposed new coal mining
developments are located in the vicinity of
Muswellbrook (Mount Pleasant, Mount Arthur
North, Kayuga, Muswellbrook/Sandy Creek).

Most of the resource in the Muswellbrook/Scone
area is covered by Assessment Lease ,\102 which
is held by the Department of Mineral Resources
on behalf of the people of NSW. Reserves are
allocated for development in line with market
dem'and for coal. Allocations to date include the
Bengalla, Mount Pleasant, Dartbrook, Kayuga and
Sandy Creek deposits. Much of the unallocated
resource is only suitâble for underground mining
in the longer term, with limited open cut
potential in the medium term (5-10 years).

A new mine, Bengalla, was approved in 1.996.
The only mining development in Scone local
government area is underground coal mining by
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Dartbrook, a mine which straddles the boundaries
of Scone and Muswellbrook Shires. The proposed
Kayuga (Open Cut) mine whilst entirely within
the Muswellbrook Shire may have potential
environmental impacts across the Scone Shire
boundary. From the information available, there
is only limited potential for open-cut mining in
the southern 

^tea 
o{ Scone shire. There are

however underground mining resources with long
term potential for possibly a small mine west of
Aberdeen.

TABLE 4. OPEN CUT MTNING IN THE UPPER
HUNTER, 1994

2.3.6 Power Generation
Bayswater and Liddell thermal power stations are
located in the Muswellbrook LGA generating
approximately 40% of the State's total power.

Liddell Power Station was completed in I974 and
has a capacity of 2000 megawatts. Drinking water
and process water requirements for the power
station are drawn from the Flunter River. Cooling
water is obtained from Lake Liddell.

Bayswater Power Station was completed in the
mid 1980s and currently produces in the order of
34% oÍ the State's poweï with an output of 2640
megawatts. The cooling systeln causes partial
evaporation of cooling water and â consequent
rncreâse in c'ooling water salinity levels.

2.3.7 Sewage Treatment Plants and Waste
Disposal Aieas
Primary sources of potential water pollution from
urban development/ âpart from general urban
tunoff, include waste water (sewage) and solid
waste disposal areas.
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Sewage treatment plants are located at Singleton,
Muswellbrook, Denman, Scone, Aberdeen,
Murrurundi and Merriwa, servicing urllan
populations. Other townships and rural ateas are
serviced by septic tanks using either pump out or
on site disposal. Within the Shires of
Muswellbrook and Scone, âgreements have been
reached to recycle sewerage. When implemented
this will result in a nil discharge of treated
effluent to the river system.

Solid waste disposal depots are located ât
Singleton, Muswellbrook, Denman, Murrurundi,
Merriwa, Ulan, Cassilis, Scone and Aberdeen.

TABLE 5. HUNTER VALLEY UNDERGROUND COAL DEPOSITS

Mine

Total
colliery
holding
area (ha)

Cumulative
total area
disturbed

(ha)

Total area
rehabili-

tated
(ha)

Bayswater

Camberwell

Cur¡nock

Drayton

Howick

Hunter Valley

Lemington

Liddell

Mount Owen

Mount Thorley

Muswellbrook

Ravensworth

Rix's Creek

Saxonvale-Bulga

Swamp Creek

United

Wambo

Warkworth

683.6

915

228

1602.s

2246

3 650

1650

1016

13 14

r7 40

t023

820

1 065

32sB

I 0s0

590

3360

2955

102. I

B3 .5

8.8

t52.3

t75.7

370.2

232.1

65.7

0

158.5

65.7

39 6.9

84.7

207.6

410. B

43.2

136.3

136.3

486.3

306

103 3

Bs5

1068.5

12t9.3

820 6

677.4

0

788.5

35s.4

1221

181.3

105 0.8

433.1

73.4

435

889.1

Total 2830.429136 1 10964

% Upper Hunter
Region (total area
18,218 km'z)

0.t6%r.6% 0.6%

itatus Mine Mine Life
(Years)

Recoverable
Reserves (Mt)

Raw Prod.
(Mtpa)
1994-95

S tart
Date

Finish
Date

CURRENT
UNDERGROUND
MINES

South Bulga

Cumnock

Wambo

Muswellbrook No. 2
United
Dartbrook

42

40

42

ðJ

100

47

160

60

96

10

150

r43

3.8 0

1.50

2.2s

0.30

1.5 0

3.00

2037

203s

2037

202

2095

2042

LTNDERGROLTND

PROPOSALS

Glennies Creek

Mitchels Flat

ót

27

94

68

2.50

2.s0

2000

2010

2037

2037

UNDERGROUND
DEPOSITS

Nardell
Liddell
Muswellbrook Extns

Wambo Extension

Castle Rocl<

Mt Thorley
East Denman

West Bulga

West Scone

Wollombi
South Bulga Extns.

Lemington East

50

74

50

80

30

100

40

100

30

30

26

94

150

185

r00

200

75

250

100

250

75

75

r00

235

3.00

2.50

2.00

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

3.80

2.50

2000

2005

2005

2008

2010

2013

2016

2018

20r9
2020

2023

2024

20so

2079

2055

2088

2040

2r]-3

2055

21 18

2049

20so

2049

2r 18

36 3l
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TABLE 6. HUNTER VALLEY OPEN.CUT COAL DEPOSITS FIGURE 7. COAL DEVELOPMENT AREAS

Status Mine Mine Life
(Years )

Recoverable
Reserves (Mt)

Raw Prod
(Mtpa)
1994-95

Start
Date

Finish
Date

CURRENT
OPEN-CUT
MINES

Bayswater No. 2
Ravensworth

Liddell
Cumnock South

Camberwell

Muswellbrook
Lemington
Drayton
Rixs Creek

Mt Thorley
Wambo

Saxonvale-Bulga

Narama

Howick
Mt Owen

Hunter Valley
Warkworth

5

6

9

1t

T6

t6
I7
t7
r7

T9

20

26

27

õL

35

ó/
51

10

24

10

r0
46

20

s7

64

26

r42
30

130

57

136

107

27s

230

r.9s
4.00

r.o4
0.8 s

2.7 5

1.30

3.34

3.77

i.50
7.40

I .50

5.00

2.06

4.23

3.00

7.43

4.50

2000

200 I

2004

2006

20TT

20II
20L2

20t2
20t2
20r4
20t5
202r
2022

2027

2030

2032'

2046

OPEN-CUT
DEVELOPMENT
PROPOSALS

Bayswater No. 3

Bengalla

Mount Pleasant

Mt. Arthur North

46

69

JÓ

60

zo7

450

250

334

4.50

6.50

7.so

5.5 0

r997

2028

2065

2042

2066

2428

2065

Howick Extension 30

Dartbrook (opencut) 19

Kayuga

Ravensworth No, 3 20

Castle Rock 20

Ashton 26

Mt Arthur South 30

Lemington East 20

Glendell 23

203

40

6.77

1.5

1998

1998

2028

20I7

OPEN-CUT
DEPOSITS

50

30

40

75

40

70

2.50

r.50

r .50

2.50

2.00

3.00

2004

2009

2010

2012

20t3
2015

2024

2029

2036

2042

2033

2038

BASüt¿

CRAWCOffiR
8ASffi

Êwo
tMG

I

I

I

i

I
i

I
I
I
I

58tOæ:,Úh

Source: DeDt. of Mineml Resources
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2.4 OVERVIEW OF LAND USE TRENDS
Major land use trends provide a context for a

discussion on cumulative impacts in the Upper
Hunter. These trends âre summarised as follows

Although the number of farms and total
employment in agriculture have been
declining over recent yeârs, agriculture will
retain its importance in all local government
areas. Merriwa and Murrurundi are likely to
remain dominated by broad acre cropping and
grazrng, while other ateas are likely to
experience growth in more intensive forms of
agriculture. The most discernible of these are
increased vineyard activity continuing to
expand in the Singleton-Muswellbrook areas
as well as growth in the equine sector
concentrated in Scone.
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economics of underground recovery compared
to mining coal reserves at Gunnedah. Coal
mining will dominate economic activity in the
Upper Flunter well into the future.

Non-coal resource extraction will remain
moderate serving local demand. This may alter
if existing sources closer to the Newcastle
market such as coarse aggregate and sands for
building become depleted or uneconomic.

FIGURE 8. FUTURE COAL PRODUCTION

a

a

a

a

The beef cattle and wool sectors are nationally
expected to remain depressed in the
immediate future, however, ABS data for
1994195 show a 2.5o/" trrcl'ease in the gross
value of production (GVP) for beef in the
Upper Hunter from the previous year. The
combined GVP for wool and sheep meat for
the same period increased by 12.3%.

Good growth prospects remain for milk
production associated with improved farm
productivity and a limited expansion oÍ da:ry
holdings.

Increased areas of grapes continue to be
established in the Upper Hunter and are
expected to significantly increase production
when mature. The GVP shown in recent ABS
figures, however, appears to have been
depressed by extended drought conditions.

The horse industry is also expected to
continue to increase in association with
substântiel recent investment, however, the
economic value of this is not readily
identifiable.

Coal production is likely to continue its
expansion, peaking early next century and
continuing for demand
aÐd environme mining.
After this time rates in
the Upper Hun on the

Population growth in the Upper Hunter is
dominated by Singleton and Muswellbrook
with more moderate growth in Scone, Merriwa
and Murrurundi. The total population is
predicted to increase fron 47 800 in I99I to
between 55 000164 000 by 2021. Continued
employment opportunities and regional
demographics are likely to be the primary
influence of population growth. As part of this
population growth, pressure Íor rural
residential settlement is likely to increase.

There are no plans for power stations with a

capacity similar to Liddell or Bayswater.
llowever, with the introduction of greater
competition, smaller operations such as the
Redbank proposal may become more common,
depending on the economics of using latent
enefgy sources to supplement electricity
supply.

There is potential for increased tourism in the
Upper Flunter.

Service industries are likely to remain
dominated by mining sector needs, with some
diversification into financial services. The
local manufacturing sector has potential to
expand especially for the export of finished
products outside the Hunter Region.
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3.1 STATE ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING
POLICIES
State Environmental Planning Policies are
prepared under the Environmental Planning
and Assessment Act I979 to address matters
considered to be of envifonmental significance
for the State.

\Mhilst there are several policies which have
implications for the Upper Flunter, within the
context of this study there are two in particular
which have relevance to major economic activity:

a State Environmental Planning Policy No, 34 -Mai or Employment Generating Industrial
Development
This Policy makes the Minister for lJrban
Affairs and Planning the consent authority for
industrial developments which would result in
at least 100 post construction full time jobs
(20 jobs in the case of intensiye livestock
operations) or have a capilual investment value
of $20m or more. It does not apply to retail,
commercial, resid.ential or tourism
developments.

. State Envfuonmentsl Planning Policy No. 45 -
P ermis sib ility o,f Mining
This policy commenced on 4 August 1995 and
ensures that where previsions in local
environmental plans allow mining, subject to
meeting celtain recluirements, then mining
will be permitted with consent without having
to meet those requirements. The policy does
not permit mining where explicitly prohibited
by a local environmental p1an.

3.2 HUNTER REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL
PLAN 1989
The Hunter Regional Environmental Plan 1989
addresses social, economic, settlement,
accessibility, natural resources and ecological
issues as they relate to the use of land for public
and private purposes.
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The Plan sets out a comprehensive framework {or
local planning and control of development,
through statements of desired outcomes and
objectives for landuse, natual resource
management and environmental protection.
These objectives and the policies which implement
them, are statutory requirements which consent
authorities, councils in preparing local
environmental plans and public authorities
carryrng out activities, must consider before making
clecisions. They aim for balanced development
and improved environmental outcomes through
coordinated actions ancl recognised best practices

For the Upper Flunter, the plan projects
population growth and includes a settlement
strategy to accommodate urban growth prirnarily
in Singleton and Muswellbrook, with lesser
growth in Scone, Denman and Aberdeen.

Arnong the plan's major provisions are those
which guide incompatible landuses away Írorn
coal resources, minimise advetse environmental
impacts from mining, require assessment of
proposals subject to environmental impact
statements so that consents do not result in
significant deterioration of environmental
quality, and require councils to consider adequate
measures for watercourse setbacks and soil
erosion control in any consent decision. The plan
cites a number of relevant public authority
manuals and reports which give technical advice
and standards for use in zoning and development
approval matters.

While the plan has provided a consistent
framework over many years for the management
of environmental change in the Upper Hunter, it
is now widely agreed by stakeholders that there is
a need to prepâre a targeted sub-regional planning
strategy for the Upper Hunter, to integrate
traditional planning with catchment mânagement
initiatives, promote irnproved practices for land
and water management, and to provide an
irnproved framework for cumulative
en vironmental planni n g.

The development of a new planning strategy with
the assistance of relevant government agencies,
local councils, the community and commercial
interests, must recognise that all persons using
land or undertaking an activity within the atea,
whether or not that activity requires development

UPPER HUNTER CUMULATIVE
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consent or approval, have a responsibility to
irlprove the way activities are carried out in
order to improve environmental conditions.

3.3 LOCAL PLANNING
Local Environrnental Plans (LEPsl are an
importânt vehicle for local councils in
implementing strategic planning objectives and
providing a degree of certainty about the future
environment of particular localíties. They are

also a meâns of implementing stâte and regional
policies at a local level.

Comprehensive LEPs are in place for each local
government area: Muswellbrook LEP 1985, Scone
LEP 1986; Merriwa LEP 1992ì Murrurundi LEP
L993¡ and Singleton LEP 1996.

Under these plans all development proposals
requiring consent or approval must be examined
to take into account to the fullest extent possible
all matters affecting or likely to effect the
environment. This provides the opportunity to
examine environmental impacts and longer terrn
consequences. Regulatory or licensing
requirements under other government legislation
rnay impose other environmental obligations on
certaln prolects.

The Upper Hunter Cumulative Impact Study
provides additional information and techniques
for local counciis to improve their decisi.on
making.

3.4 DRAFT HUNTER VALLEY STRATEGIC
WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN
The Draft Hunter Valley Strategic Water
Management Plan published by The Department
of Land and Water Conservation (DLWC) in
December 1996, provtdes an indication of the
status of water resources, identifies key water
mânâgen.r.ent issues and provides a regional
framework for water management by government
bodies and community groups. This is an
important step towards implementing a

cuÍrulative impact assessment approach since
water quality is a key concern in the Upper
Hunter. The Water Management Plan identifies
seven rnain issues for action:
. sharing stream flowt
. maintaining water quality;
o protecting against salinity;
¡ rn r in ta in ing the riparian zone;

sharing and protecting groundwater;
meeting the water needs of the estuary
interface; ancl

minimising the effect of flooding.

The Plan proposes strategies to address these
issues supported by a range of management,
promotion and research activities. These have
been examined in light of this stucly and it would
appear that the strâtegies address most cumulative
impact concerns regarcling environmental
conditions, research and information needs. The
plan will assist DLWC, the Hunter Catchment
Management Trust/ Councils and the
Environment Protection Authority in managing
and monitoring land use within the catchment.

3.5 HUNTER RIVER SALINITY TRADING
SCHEME DRAFT OPERATION MANUAL
The Hunter Valley is a significaît aÍea of saline
seepage. Salinity is being addressed on a

catchment wide basis under the coordination of
the Hunter Catchment Management Trust and is
a prirnary concern of the Department Land and
Water Conservation and the Environment
Protection Authority (EPA). A more extensive
river salinity monitoring network is now in place
to improve river management.

The contribution made to the salinity of the
Hunter River by coal mining operations has been
recognised by the EPA in the introduction of new
Iicensing årrangements and the Hunter Salinity
Trading Scheme, introduced ínlanu,ary I995.
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3.6 THE HEALTHY RIVERS COMMISSION
The New South Wales Government has indicated
its determination to ensure ecologically
sustainable development of the State's rivers. To
this end it has initiated some major reforms in
the policies and procedures governing water
manâgeÍrent throughout the State including
institutional arrangements and processes for
public consultation. Establishment of the Healthy
Rivers Commission is one element of the water
ref orms.

The Commissioner for Healthy Rivers is to make
recommendations to Government on:
. suitable objectives for water quality, flows and

other goals central to achieving ecologically
sustainal¡le development in a realistic tirne
Írarne¡

o the known or likely views of stakeholder
groups on the recommended objectives;

. the economic and environrnental
consequences of the recommended objectives;
and

. strategies, instruments and changes in
manâgement practices needed to implement
the recommended objectives.

The Commissioner may conduct an inquiry for
the Hunter River, in which case the Cumulative
Impact Study will be available to assist the
Commission address its terms of reference.

3.7 HUNTER CATCHMENT
MANAGEMENT TRUST
The Hunter Catchment Management Trust is a

statutory body charged with implementing the
NSW Covernment's Total Catchment
Management (TCM) Policy within the catchment
of the Hunter River. Its activities relate to the
sustainable use of the essential natural resources/
soil, water and vegetation and the mitigation of
the effects of flooding. To this end, the Trust uses
survey and other information on the condition of
these resources and operâtes programs for their
conservâtion or where degradation occurs, their
rehabilitation.

The long term (i.e. cumulative) effects of
unsustainable land-use activities cannot be better
indicated than by the condition of a catchment's
natural resources. The diversity and amount of
cover of natural vegetation, the degree to which

a

a
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soils have eroded and the concentlations of
pollutants in waterways are excellent indicators
of catchment health.

the many groups {rom both community, industry
and government to achieve mutually developed
goals for natural resource conservation and flood
mitigation. As well it helps coordinate the
development of policies for such things as

erosion and sediment control, vegetation
management, watet quality and floor mitigation.
The Trust helps fund such ventures on a selective
basis, dependent on its assessment of priority
areas and/or issues within the Hunter
Catchment.

ng Studies
aaa a a a a a a a a a a a a

a

These natural elements do not occur in isolation
but within an integrated system operating within
a natural hydrologic unit, a river catchment. This
is the physical basis o{ the TCM concept. TCM
however is not a purely physical process. The
Trust's role is one of facilitating and coordinating

a a a a a a a a

A number of specialised investigations were
undertaken as part of the study and are
separately available:
. Regional Profile
. Identification Report
. Air Quality Study
¡ \Mater Quality Analysis
r Economic Assessment
. Land Use Survey 1995
. Freight Transport Study.

A brief outline of each investigation follows, with
selected executive summaries provided in the
Appendices.

4.I REGIONAL PROFILE
The Department of Urban Affairs and Planning
has prepared A Prcfile of the upper Hunter
Region describing the area in terms o{ its natural
characteristics, landscapes, settlement pattern¡
natural resoulces and pressures for change. The
profile provides a more detailed reference for the
information contained in sections 2.I and 2.2.

4.2 IDENTIFICATION REPORT
The identification report (Uppez Hunter
Cumulative Impact Study - Identification
Report, April 1996, DUAP,) develops a

methodology for the assessment of cumulative
impacts and systematically examines the many
relationships between various activities and
different environmental indic,ators in the Upper
Hunter. Through this examination evaluations
were made of the potential for activities to
contribute to cumulative impacts, as well as the
characteristics of that potential impact.

Influences on the environment arise from
activities which are either human, such as land
use/ or natural such as geological processes/
climate and the like. The choice of land uses and
indicators provide for a balanced overview of
relationships in the Upper Hunter environment as

they relate to cumulative impacts (table 7). The
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most irrìportant attributes of the study area
requiring examination were considered to be:. air quality;
. water quality;
. catchment conditions; and
. social conditions.

Appendix C presents a framework developed to
evaluate the potential relationships between
activities and the environment, from which
cumulative impacts might arise:
. changes to the environment potentially caused

by land uses and other influences and thus
alert to possible sources of an environmental
deterioration

. the sensitivity of land uses and other receptors
to changes in the environment and thus alert
to possible consequences of environmental
changes, and

. interactions between environmental indicators
alerting to possible synergistic or
compounding effects on these environmental
q ualities .

TABLE 7. SELECTED ACTIVITIES AND ENVIRONMENTAL INDICATORS

Appendices B1-84 provide an overview of
potentiâl causes, potential effects and
environmental conditions associated with each of
the environmental indicators selected to best
represent conditions in the Upper Hunter.

Note: Appendices B1-84 outline potential causes/potential effects and environmental conditions inlelation to each of the above environmental indicators.

Environmental indicators selected to best
represent conditions in the Upper Hunter

Activities (land uses and natural) that may
influence the environment in the Upper Hunter

Conservation of Valued Ecosystems
Extractive Industry
o Sand
. Hard Rock

Geology (Natural geological processes)
Infrastructure
. Roads
. Rail
. Airfields
o Power Transmission
. Utilities

Land Clearing
Meteorological influences
Mining
o Open-Cut Coal
' IJnderground Coal

Natural Hazards

' Bush Fires
. Flooding
. Drought

Power Generation
Recreation and Tourism
Rural Residential
Urban

' Residential/Commercial
. Industrial

Flood Mitigation Works
Forestry
o Native
. Plantations

Agriculture
. Crops
. Horticulture
. Viticulture
. Crazing
. Horse Studs
. Intensive Livestock

Water Resource Management
Air: Partìculate matteÍ

Sulphur Dioxide
Nitrogen Oxides
Fluoride
Greenhouse Gases: Carbon
Dioxide and Methane
Other Vehicle Emissions:
Lead, Carbon Monoxide,
VOCs
Odour

Water Supply
Bacteriological
Nutrients: Phosphorus and
Nitrogen
Water Salinity
Water Acidity
Toxicity
Turbidity
Water Table Movement

Water:

Catchment:

Social

Land Stability
Erosion
Soil Structure Decline
Soil Salinisation
Soil Acidification
Soil Contamination
Biodiversity

Noise and Vibration
Visual Amenity
Transport and Traffic
Housing and Services
Waste Management and
Disposal
Employment and Worth
Resource Sterilisation
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sections 2.3 and 2.4. An Executive summary is
included as Appendix G.

The purpose of this report was to review available
data and information to determine the economic
significance of land uses and services within the
Upper llunter, identify any economic sensitivities
of land uses and services, and to provide an
econonic profile.

While there is a considerable amount of
information available regarding the economy of
the Hunter Region in total, there are mârked
differences between the economic structure of the
Upper Hunter and Hunter Region as a whole. For
this reason, information collected and presented
in this repolt profiles the Upper Hunter and
compares it with the regional and State
econolnies where appropriate.

All information used to compile the report wâs in
the form of secondary data sources - no prirnary
data was collected. There are a number of
limitations in using such secondâry sources not
the least being that the information is invariably
out of date. For example, much of the analysis
conducted for this study relied on Australian
Bureau of Statistics (ABS) Census of Population
and Housing data. The most recent census was
carried out in l99L and therefore any changes to
the social and demographic structure of the Upper
Hunter since then have not been accounted for.
Some of the specific limitations of particular
sources/ as well as information "gaps" are noted
in the final section of the document.

The report details the social profile of the Upper
Hunter, followed by an economic profile
including the primary, secondary and teniary
sectors and analysis of the labour force. Where
possible, trends over time have been discussed
and some commentary provided regaïding future
implications of changes in various sectors.

4.6 LAND USE SURVEY I9g5
A key compohent of the Cumulative Impact
Study is the preparation of an up to date landuse
rnap for the Upper Hunter, as a reference for
tl'lture cum ulative impact assessment.

Data collected in the early 1980s during the
Hunter Valley Erosion Survey, based upon aerial
photographs 

was inadequate for the study,s
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requirements. The Department of Land and Water
Conservation (DLWC) was therefore
commissioned to undertake a new landuse study
showing 1995 landuses.

4.6.1 Methodology
The study was undertaken by aerial photograph
interpretation {API) and mapping onto 1:100,000
topographic maps. The latest aerial photographs
wete used, followed by extensive field checking
to make the necessarv corrections.

The rnaps were then digitised into DLWC's
Information System (GIS) for storage/
interpretation, enhancement and final outputs.
Additional regional information, e.g. roads,
railways, rivers, towns etc. were imported into
the GIS from various sources to enhance the final
map outputs.

The landuse map produced was finally compared
with 1995 Satellite Images to update the
boundaries and con{irm the presence of various
landuses.

4.ó.2 Landuses
The following land uses were mapped, with
crtteria used to assign an area of land to a

particular landuse: cropping; grazing¡ water
bodies¡ recreation; urban; industrial; utilities;
quarrying; mining; intensive animal production,
orchards; vegetables; vineyards; and timber.

Figure 6, Land Use and table 2, Area and
Percentage of Land Uses 1995, are products of
this exercise.

4.6.3 Availability of Information
The information is available in digital format for
GIS systems compatible with the Land and Water
Conservation GIS, from the Hunter Regional
Office of Land and Water Conservation.

The landuse database for the Hunter Valley will
be progressively upgraded to 1:25000 scale
accuracy as pârt of their Natural Resource
Inventory Program. Additional landuse data can
be added as it becomes available.

This GIS landuse mapping is an important
product of the Upper Hunter Cumulative Impact
Study. It provides key baseline information which
can benefit effective planning, environmental

4.3 AIR QUALITY STUDY
The specialist repott Cumulative Impacts Due toAtmospheric Emjssjons jn the upper Hunter
Valley, NSW was undertaken by ñigel Holmes &Associates (I996). A sumrlary of this stucly is
provided in Appendix D. The purpose of this
repott rs to review exisiing information about airquality in the Flunter Valley to determine how
much the cumulative effects of emissions from
industry (in particular mining) and agriculture areaffecting air quality currently and inlhe near
future. The pollutants covered include sulphur
dioxide (SOr), nitrogen dioxide (NOr), fluorides
and particulate matter (dust).

The main focus of the air quality study has been
on coal mine development ,rrd conseq.,ently thefocus has been on dust. However, emissions fromother industries such as power géneratiorr,
aluminium production, tïansport and agriculture
have also l¡een examined.

There is no single parâmeter that describes airquality. It cannot be described by referring to theconcentration of a single pollutant. To provide acomprehensive picture of existing air quality
requlres review of a range of parameters. Some of
these involve mâtters for which reasonably
reliable scientific inforn:ration is readily
available, for exarnple the health effects of airpollution, others involve subjective assessment
such as the impact of atrnospheric emissic,ns onvisibility and general 

"-"rriy.

computer based modelling to account for
significant developments thât are not yet in
operation.

4.4 WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS

To
rev
dro on (i'e'

datasPa 
d.

4.5 ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT
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assessment and mânagement/ natural resources
management, and decision making for major
development proposals.

The Department of Urban Affairs and planning
will seek to further develop this data base as an
effective resource for decision making at both the
regional and local levels.

4.7 UPPER HUNTER CUMULATIVE FREIGHT
TRANSPORT STUDY

ort
was

systems within the Upper Flunter, and, includes
the major rail and road links between Narrabri
and Newcastle which feed through the Region.

This strategic study establishes a regional
perspective of the road and rail networks and
provides future road and rail network
performance analyses.

In addition, analyses weïe cârried out to assess
the performance of the road and rail networks
under different scenarios relating to different
levels of coal production, coal ml.re employee
traÍfic, production of other non_coal
developments including grains, and general road
tralfic growth, for the years 199g 

^nd,2Olf.r.The results of the analyses can assist councils
and the road and rail service providers to plan
future infrastructure development strategies.

4.7.1 Road Network
The results indicate that the road from Narrabri

d

within the traffic stream along most of its length
in both 1998 and 2016. Road traffic would
increase south of Scone where trafÍic would be
restricted in its freedom to select desired speed
and manoeuvres within the traffic stream
without the assistance of separate overtaking
lanes in 1998 and ZOI6.In towns, traffic is
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restricted to the urban speed limits and should
not be affected by the presence of other traffic.
The eastern bypass for Muswellbrook, currently
being studied by the RTA, would remove
significant through ftalfic from the town.

4.7.2 F^ail Network
The study indicates that in l99g the rail network
would operate comfortably within its estimated
capacity under most conditions {i.e. excluding
accidents or other events outside normal
operating conditions). Flowever, in 2016 this
capacity would be exceeded on three short
sections immediately north, west, and south of
Muswellbrook. The degree by which these
sections could exceed their capacity over normal
operating conditions is estimated as between l0%
and 32o/o. The study indicates that in that year
most of the network would be operating at greâteï
than 75 7" of capacity, with some sectiÃs south
of the Liddell Siding operating just below full
capaclty.

5
a a a a
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a
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a
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4.2.3 Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analyses of road and rail network
performance with ïespect to four different sets of
development related pârameters were carried out.
The results revealed that perforrnance of the main
regional roads between the Northwest and
Branxton would not be affected by variations in
coal production levels, as coal will l¡e trânsported
by rail and not by road.

When compared to the ro
network would experienc ctif the coal production lev
the estimated rail capacit ed
under normal operating conditions in 199g even
in the event of a BO% increase in coal production
(the 'worst' scenario considered). Howåver, in
20I6, the system would operate satisfactorily for
a 30% decrease in coal production (the ,best,

The assessment of cumulative impacts is
restricted by the existing monitoring network
which is generally targeted towards monitoring
the impact or individual sites or specific
parâmeters rather than assessing cumulative
impact. This has made it more difficult to
identify the extent to which cumulative impacts
are taking place. Although the limitations
imposed by the existing data base do not
seriously compromise the analysis, there is a case

for reviewing the monitoring system of the Upper
Hunter. This is provided for in the Action
Strategy.

Following the evaluation of the potential for
activities to contribute to cumulative impacts,
the most important attributes of the Upper
Hunter requiring examination were considered to
be air quality, water quality, catchment
conditions and social conditions. This section
presents study findings in relation to these
attributes.

5.1 AIR QUALITY
In summary the study found that

Air quality meets community health
standards. Cumulative emissions of sulphur
dioxide and nitrous oxides are within
established standards. The study has modelled
cumulative dust emissions from existing and
proposed coal mines. Dust affected areas have
been identified as being mostly around mines.
No adverse health impacts, or effects on
vegetation from dust emissions could be
detected. Flowever, dust from blasting creates
temporary nuisances which need to be
addressed.

Environmental indicators chosen to represent air
cluality conditions in the Upper Hunter were:
. total suspended particulates {TSP)
. sulphur dioxide (SOr)
. nitrogen oxides (No*)
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Sulphur dioxide (SOr) is measured by Pacific
Power at Singleton, Ravensworth, Mount Arthur
North, Muswellbrook and Lake Liddell'

Analysis of data from 1989-1992 shows the

following long term averâges:

TABLE 8. SO, AVERAGE CONCENTRATIONS

(NHMRC - National Health and Medical Research
'Council 

pglms miuomeftes pu cubic meÛe; one

ntillion micrometïes would add up to one metre)

The existing concentrations are well below the

goal in both the maior towns and at receptors

where concentrations are likely to be highest'

Short-term air quality refers to pollutant
concentrâtions measured over one hour or shorter

periods. This is the period of time where humans

are most aware of air cluality impacts'

Eleven short term exceedances have been

recorded by Pacific Power over the last six years'

Of these, ten exceeded the goal for less than one

hour. The data indicates that these events were

due to prevailing weather conditions rather than

any abnormal emission conditions'

Table 9 shows the percent age of time that
monitored concentrations fell within the t hour

NHMRC goal for SO, of 700 pg/m3 and also the

percentage of time that concentrâtions were

below the stricter World Health Organisation
(WHO) 1-hour goal of 350 Pg/m3'

The WHO l-hour goal is based on a concentration
level designed to protect an exercising asthmatic

with a protection facfor o{ two, therefore, it is
unlikely that there are aîy health effects due to

SO, emissions from Bayswater or Liddell at

current emission levels.

Even with the operations of the proposed

Redbank Power Plant, the study found that the

UPPER HUNTER CUMUTATIVE
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TABLE 9. PERCENTAGE OF TIME I-HOUR SO, CONCENTRATIONS
ARE BELOW THE AIR QUALITY GOALS

TABLE 10. MONTHLY AVERAGES FOR FLUORIDE

Location Monthly Average Sensitive Vegetation Goal Very Sensitive Vegetation Goal

Mount Arthur 0.3 pg/m3 0.84 pg/m3 0.4 pg/m3

a

a

a

iluoride
greenhouse gases: carbon dioxide and methane

other vehicle emissions: 1ead, carbon

monoxide and volatile organic compounds

(VoCs)
odour.a

5.1.1 Potential Cumulative Impacts Relating to

Air Quality
The main air pollutants that have a potential to

creaT.e cumulative impacts in the Upper Hunter

aïe pârticulates, SO, and possibly NO- The

potential for odour generation may also be

signi.f icant.

5.1.2 Potential Interactions between Air Quality
Indicators
Fine partic s of gaseous

pollutants materials and

vegetation mbient air

cluality standards {or SOrwhich take into âccount

standards for particulates' NO*are also acid gases

and there is potential for them, pârticularly
nitrogen dioxide, to also have synergistic ef{ects

in combination with fine particulates' However,

particulates from mining and agriculture in the

Upper Flunter comprises coalse particle sizes, and

are not dangerous to health.

SO, can also act synergistically with fluoride and

the"potential for fiuoro-toxicity is increased

whei" both particulates and gâseous fluorides are

released into the atmosphere' However, emission

levels within the study atea 
^te 

well below the

levels required for this effect.

5.1.3 Sutphut Dioxide
The Liddell and Bayswater Power Stations ateby

far the major sources of SOrin the Upper Hunter'

Sulphur dioxide emission rates depend on the

sulphur content of the coal used'

Analysis bf monitoring data collected since 1988

shows that the EPA's long-term goals for
ambient/background SO, concentrations are met

within a significant margin of safety' In relation
to short term concentrations/ under rare

meteorological conditions/ power stations may

produce concentrations above the NHMRC and

WHO air cluality goals. However the ateas

affected and the very low frecluency of these

events mean that SO, concentrations do not pose

an environmental concern.

current and projected levels of SOrremain at
acceptable limits.

While there is some community concern about
the potential for acid rain in the Hunter Valley,
studies undertaken by the CSIRO, Pacific Power
and the EPA indicate that acid rain levels are well
below internationally accepted levels.

(Source: EPA, 1.994, Rainfall quality in the Upper
Huntu Valley, NSW EPA, Bankstown, NSW).

5.1.4 Nitrogen dioxide
The major emission sources of NO" are the power
stâtions and internal combustion engines used for
road transport and mining. The study found that
the nitrogen dioxide concentrations are within
the EPA's goals at all monitoring sites in the
Upper Hunter.

Nitrogen dioxide is measured at the same sites
SO, is monitored. Neither the EPA's 1-hour goal
(320 pg/m3) nor the annual âverage goal (103 ps/mt)
have been exceeded at âr'y of the monitoring sites.

Diesel-powered mining equipment and traffic on
main roads and urban area.s are significant
sources of NOr. The monitoring measures the
contribution from all these sources. The
Muswellbrook monitor is near the New England
Highway and urban area. The Ravensworth
monitor is close to both the New England

Highway and the Ravensworth open cut mine
Therefore a rânge of land uses is covered.

The NHMRC goal for NO, has not been exceeded
at aray of the Pacific Power monitoring sites in
the Hunter Valley.

5.1.5 Fluoride
Emission of fluorides occur from power stations
and aluminium reduction plants. Fluoride
concentrations are monitored by Pacific Power at
Mount Arthur North and Ravensworth. Data for
the period lanuary 1988 and Júy 1992 show that
the maximum seven-day average concentration
was 0.73 pg/m' {at Mount Arthur North) and the
majority (more than 99 percent) of seven-day
âverâges are below 0.4 pg/m3. The EPA's seven-
day average goals for fluorides are L7 pg/m3 and
0.8 pg/m3 f or sensitive and very sensitive
vegetâtion respectively,

The fluoride levels reported to the EPA have
always been well within the Australian and New
Zealand Environment Council's (ANZECC) goals
for 'very sensitive vegetation', such as grape vines

Monitored levels of fluoride in the Upper Hunter
indicate that the concentration levels are well
below levels of concern even for sensitive
vegetâtion. There is no foreseeable significant
growth in fluoride emissions within the Upper
Hunter.

Monitoring Location I{HO goal (350 Fgim3) NHMRC (700 pgim3)

>99.99

>99.99

>99.90

99.90

99.80

100.00

1 00.00

99.99

99.99

99.98

Singleton

Ravensworth

Mount Arthur North
Muswellbrook
Lake Liddell

NHMRC Goal60 (Pg/rn')

ResultMonitoring Location

Singleton
Ravensworth
Mount Arthur North
Muswellbrook
Lake Liddell

3.0 (pg/m3)
8.5 tÞg/m"l
4.5 (pg/m3)

6.0 (pg/m3)
8.5 tìrg/m"l
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Overall the study {ound that current and
projected cumulative levels of SO' NOrand
Fluorides are well below acceptable limits.

5.1.6 Particulate Matter
Airborne particulate matter (dust) is a complex
mixture of organic and inorganic material with a

range of particles sizes. The sources of suspended
matter can be crustal material from natural
sources such as dust storms and wind erosion,
land uses such as agriculture and mining and
combustion processes including power stations,
motor vehicles, incinerators and domestic fuel
burning.

The most significant sources of dust in the Upper
Hunter are from open cut coal mines and
agriculture. Particulate matter emissions from
present mining operations are estimated to be in
the order of 52,000 tpa and are estimâted to rise
to 72,OOO tpa by the year 2000. Agriculture
contributes directly and indirectly to dust levels
and its effects can be gter-ter on a receptor than
the combined effects of other câuses in certain
locations or situations. These effects are localised
in most conditions and can occur indirectly
through land degradation and drought.
Agricultural activities are estimated to presently
contribute approximately 23 000 tpa, a figure
which is not expected to change in the near
future.

The health effects of particles ate largely related
to the extent to which they can penetrate the
respiratory tract. It is the very fine particles
which are of concern to human health. The
analysis of the effects of dust emissions on health
indicates no adverse effects on community health
would be expected in the Upper Hunter due to
dust emissions from coal mines. There is a large
body of data which shows that only a small
percentage 13-6%) of the dust generated from
mines is in the fine particle category.

The prime focus on mining dust is its capacity to
cause nuisance effects rather than health effects.
It is generally accepted that dust deposition
levels above 4gf rnzf rnonth are unacceptable at
residences and is probably the point at which
amenity begins to be affected.

A wide area of the valley is estimated to
experience a dust deposition level due to mining
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of between 0.1 and 2gf rn2f rnonth, which can be
considered to be outside the level of concern.
There has been an inctease in dust deposition and
concentration levels over the past decade, partly
due to an increase in mining activity and partly
due to adverse drought conditions.

In regard to existing mines, figure 9 indicates
levels of dust fallout. The area affected by levels
above 4g/m2/month covers approximately 68 km2,
land which is generally owned or controlled by
mining companies.

Figure 10 shows predicted average dust deposition
levels taking into account all mines operating in
the year 2000. It indicates that the area aÍfected
by levels above 4gf n;'2f rr;.onth increases to 89 km2,
a 3O% increase over the existing situation. The
major change relates to new mines operating near
Muswellbrook, where dust levels can be expected
to increase to levels currently experienced by
Singleton.

The study concludes that dust levels in the
Flunter valley due to mining would not be

expected to adversely effect vegetation nor to
contribute significantly to regional scale
visibility degradation. Flowever visible plumes of
dust from blasting and dust haze associated with
individual mines under certain commonly
occurring conditions are an aesthetic concern for
the community.

5.1.7 Roadway Emissions
Roadside concentrations of motor vehicles
emissions in the Upper Hunter are likely to
remain well within acceptable limits. Increased
emissions due to an approximate 25o/o increase in
traÍÍic growth between 1994-2016 is expected to
be offset by lower emissions per vehicle in
response to technology change.

5.1.8 Greenhouse Gases

While greenhouse gases are emitted by the
combustion of fossil fuels, both within the Upper
Hunter from power generation and externally
with export coal, there is no cumulative impact
issue specific to the region.

Processes for considering Greenhouse issues ate
not fully developed across the nation at this stage
and are being considered at both the National and
State level. The EPA has been actively
participating in the National Greenhouse Gas
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FIGURE 9. MODELLED EXISTING ANNUAL DUST DEPOSITION LEVELS DUE TO MINING IN THE
UPPER HUNTER (g/m,/month)
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FrcuRE l0. ttoDELLED FUTURE ANNUAL DUST DEPOSITION LEVELS (YR2000)DUE TO MINING IN
THE UPPER HUNTER (g/m'zlmonth)
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Inventory Committee and the development of the
Inventory Workbook which will assist assessment
at the national level. The EPA is also an active
player in implementation of the National
Greenhouse Response Strategy along with other
relevant state âgencies.

The Governmentrs Greenhouse Statement {}une
1997) outlines a number of initiatives in energy/
land management/ transport and waste
management to encourâge energy savings/
promote renewable energy technologies and
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

5.1.9 Odour
lluman responses to odours depend on their
intensity, detectability, character and
unpleasantness. The potential for odour
generation most often arises from animal
intensive industries such as cattle feedlots and
the spontaneous combustion of coal associated
with mining. Where odours are generated, the
area oI sensitivity can be significant depending
upon topographic and climatic conditions. At
present odour issues tend to be localised impacts
associated with individual activities and are not
cumulative in nature.

Extensive research has been carried out in ïecent
years on open cut spontaneous combustion in the
Hunter Valley and a Code for the prevention of
spontaneous combustion has been jointly
prepared by the Department of Mineral Resources
and the mining industry. Long term effort must
be maintained in order to manage this issue.

5.2 VIiATER QUALITY
In summary the study found that: among
potential cumulative impacts arising from land
use change, decline in water cluality is an issue of
main concern. Recent initiatives in total
catchment management will help address this
situâtion.

The Department of Land Water Conservation ïuns
two Stâte-wide surface water quality programs:

the Key Sites Program, which focuses on three
significant water quality issues that effect
both water users and the health of aquatic
environments - salinity, suspended solids and
nutrient enrichment. The main objective is to
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determine water cluality trends through time
in terms of electrical conductivity/ turbidity
and total phosphorous concentrâtion ât
selected sites; and
the Storages Monitoring Program, comprising
sampling at departmental storages to address a
mix of short-term objectives such as public
health and algal stâtus as well as long term
objectives such as the success of catchment
management practices.

a

The results of these programs are published in the
Department of Land and Water Conservation,s
Window on Water. Relevant extrâcts for the
Flunter Catchment from the latest pu.blication is
provided in Appendix I.

5.2.1 Potential Cumulative Impacts relating to
Water Quality
Environmental indicators chosen by this study to
represent wâter quality conditions in the Upper
Flunter were:
o water availability
¡ bacteria
o nutrients: phosphorus and nitrogen
o water salinity
r water acidity
e toxicity
o turbidity
o wâter table movement.

5.2.2 Potential Cumulative Impacts Relating to
Water Quality
The main components of water quality which
have the potential to cause cumulative impacts
are water availability (flow and volume), bacteflal
nutrients/ salinity, turbidity and water table
movements. Agricultural activities, coal mining
and power generation have significant potential
for cumulative water quality effects.

5.2.3 Potential Interactions between Water euality
Indicators
Water quality interâctions comprise the
compounding effects of water flow and/or volume
with bacteriological contâmination as well as
nutrient/ toxic and salinity content.

Other examples include the relationship of flows
with algae, dissolved oxygen and eutrophication
as well as the potential for turbidity through
erosion, soil loss and sedimentation. Water flow
and volume is also a significant factor in

a
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freshwater biodiversity while toxicity has

implications for food chain bioaccumulation.

The Australian and New Zealand Environment
Council (ANZECC) has highlighted the potential
of certain mixtures of heavy metaÌs for synergism
where combined toxicity is greater than the sum
of individual toxicities. If all toxicants are present

at close to their guideline values, significant
combined effects could be expected. Also, the pH
of water can affect the toxicity o{ other compounds
However, there is as yet no evidence that these
conditions exist in the Upper Hunter.

5.2.4 W ater Availability
There is enough water available from the
regulated sections of the Hunter River system to
meet proiected future demands. At present only
some 50% of available stored water resources are

being utilised. This situation may change as

knowledge increases of flows needed to maintain
an ecologically sustainable river system.

In unregulated sections of tb,e Hunter River
system there are likely to l¡e shortages in water
availability for further development. At present
the unregulated reaches of the system are under
stress during dry conditions. At the time of this
study a moratorium was imposed on the issue of
any new licences in unregulated sections of the
f 1ver.

In relation to water availability, it may be

necessary that new development such as

vineyards, horticulture, and intensive animal
husbandry activities need to be restricted to
regulated sectlons of the Hunter system.

5.2.5 Bacteria
Bacteriological contâmination is a significant
potential cumulative impact due to the high
levels recorded and its potentially serious human
health consequences. Additionai work is required
to identify the sources of bacterial contamination
of warerways in order that management and
planning initiatives can be accurately targeted.

The water quality study identified that parts of
the Upper Hunter system are not suitable for
human consumption without further treatment
and in some areâs not suitable for primary
recreation. This is likely to 

.be 
the case with

many river systems and is not specifj,c to the
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Upper Hunter. The study found that if nothing is
done to maintain andf or inctease water quality,
then potential future development will only
increase bacteria in the river system and further
reduce the recreational amenity of the river
system.

5.2.6 Phosphorus
High natural concentrations of phosphorus occur
in stretches of the river system particularly in
tributaries that drain basalt derived soils, i.e',
upper sections of the Hunter River, Glennies
Creek and the northern tributaries of the
Goulburn River.

Other sources of increased nutrients which have
potential to cause cumulative impacts are:
. high levels of fertiliser usage and effluent

discharge from dairies and other agricultural
industries; and

. contribution of point sources of nutrients such
as sewage treâtment plants (depending on level
of treatment) to river flow during low flow
conditions.

5.2.7 Nitrates
Nitrates are a potential problem in groundwater
in some parts of the Upper Hunter alluvium
where recotnmended levels for human
consuÍìption have been exceeded. The possible
contaminâtion of groundwater with nitrates,
mainly from point sources such as intensive
animal production activities/ requires research to
identify whether there is a correlation between
nitrate levels and the existing land uses.

Groundwater vulnerability mapping for the study
area undertaken by DLWC is an important
resource in undertaking locational decisions for
land uses likely to increase groundwater ni.trate
levels. The groundwater vulnerabi.lity map

developed by the DLWC for the Flunter area

should be used as tool to make better informed
judgements on the potential for development to
pollute groundwater. It identifies the
hydrogeological setting which makes groundwater
susceptible to contamination from a surface source.

5.2.8 Salinity
Major câuses of salinity are land clearing
a{fecting dryland salinity, discharge of saline
water from mining, and to a lesser extent as

leachate from rehabilitated areas. Increased
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salinity levels in groundwater and surface water
are caused by over pumping of the alluvial
aquifer, Introduction of The Hunter River
Salinity Trading Scheme (HRSTS) is designed to
avoid potential problems from mine water
discharge.

In the Hunter Valley, salinity is the most
significant Íactor for groundwater quality

5.2.9 Water Acidity
While the potential exists for the increased
acidity of waters, the natural alkaline nature
and high buffering capacity makes the Hunter
River and its major tributaries insensitive to
acid inputs. Potential problems may sti1l arise
in smaller tributaries in sensitive catchments.
There also appears to be little evidence of wâter
toxicity from agricultural activities, while no
major industrial sources exist.

5.2,10 Pollution Sources
Point sources of water quality impacts centre on
the treatment and disposal of wastes. Prirr;-ary
effects derive from intensive livestock operations
and sewage treatment plants from urban areas
which may result in increased levels of nutrients
and bacteria. Leachate from mining, domestic ancl
industrial waste emplacements also have the
capacity to contribute to a variety of water
quality impacts. Saline waste wâters frorl mines
is more likely to be controlied through new
licences restricting releases to high water flows
(through the Hunter River Salinity Trading Scheme).

Another primary source o{ water quality impacts
occurs from the disturbance of soils through
agricultural activities, land clearing/ extractive
industries and mining. These may occur directly
by removing or disturbing terrestrial vegetation,
increasing the erodability of certain soils (in
particular, basaltic) resulting in increased
turbidity and nutrients. Modification of the
benthic zone oÍ waterways from in-stream
extraction and flood mitigation works can also
reduce their capacity to assimilate nutrients.
Indirect processes which disturb the water table,
and thereby bring salts nearer to the surface soils,
include the removal of deep rooted native
vegetation/ poor irrigation practices and altering
or disturbing groundwater aquifers.
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5.3 CATCHMENT CONDITIONS
Environmental indicators chosen to represent
catchment (terrestrial) conditions in the Upper
Hunter are:
. land stability
o erosl0n
. soil structure decline
. soil salinisation
. soil acidification
. soil contamination
. biodiversity.

5.3.1 Potential Cumulative Impacts Relating to
Catchment Conditions
The main potential {or cumulative impacts on
catchment (terrestrial) conditions concern erosion
(predominantly hill slope), solid structure decline
and soil salinisation. Erosion and salinisation
have significant implications for water quality.

5.3.2 Potential Interactions between Catchment
Indicators
Terrestrial interactions include the loss of
nutrients from soil and the build up of nutrients
in waters from soil erosion and run-off. Erosion
itself is related indirectly and directly to warer
table rises and salinisation/acidification as well
as structural decline. These also play a role in
land stability.

Other interactions relate to potential lmpacts on
habitat {vegetation) from excess emissions of
certain gaseous pollutants and rising salinity as

well as the effects on biodiversity from land
degradation, soil contamination, enhanced
greenhouse effect, and the effects of changes in
water flows on freshwater habitats.

The cumulative impact of surface erosion and soil
loss is a regional problem which can result in loss
of fertility and good cluality agricultural land,
changes in types of crops produced, increased use
of fertilisers, and resulting degradation of water
quality through increased turbidity, salinity,
acidity and sedimentation of the region's
waterways.

5.3.3 Agricultural Activities
Impâcts from agricultural activities are chiefly
controllable though good land management
practices but require a high level of compiiance
to be successful. Similar impacts arise from
processes which remove or degrade vegetation



including land clearing, extraction, {orestry and
rnining operations although net benefits may
arise from well targeted rehabilitation programs

Soil salinisation is an indirect result of the
removal, replacement or degradation of deep
rooted native vegetation. Together with poor
irrigation practices, altering or disturbing
groundwater aquifers, often leads to rises in the
water table bringing salts to surface soils and
saline seepages. Tn thesc circumstances
evaporâtion from the surface soils results in the
crystallisation of salt leading to dryland salinity

While the potential exists for soil acidification
from agricultural activity supplemented by
deposition, there is no evidence of it occurring to
a serious degree. Potential problems may still
arise in smaller sensitive catchments. There also
appears to be littLe evidence of widespread serious
soii contamination from agricultural practices,
while no major industrial sources exist. However,
l¡ioaccumulation of toxicants in the food chain is
a subject for further research involving evaluation
of the interactive influence or chemical, physical
and environmental stresses.

5.3.4 Biodiversity
The maintenance of biological diversity and
ecological systems and processes is one of the
core objectives of ecologically sustainable
development. The preservation of valued
ecosystems both outside and inside protected
areas such as national parks and nature reserves
is an important function in conserving
biodiversity. The environment of the Upper
Hunter has been significantly disturbed mainly
through land clearing and agricultural conversion
so âs to severely disrupt habitats and the
potential for widespread habitat re-establishment
Howevet, such constraints do not preclucle taking
action to minimise the distribution of exotic
plants and feraÌ animals or to develop recovery
plans for endangered plants and animals, habitats
and ecosystems (see also section 2.1.5).

5.3.5 Sensitive Landuses
Landuses most sensitive to a deterioration in
catchment conditions are predominantly
agricultural because of their effect on
productivity. Other land uses maybe sensitive
through the relationship with terrestrial
conditions and water quality, while a wide range
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of land uses are sensitive to the destructive forces
of erosion. Residential development is very
sensitive to any toxic contamination of the soil
by direct contâct or indirectly through
bioaccumulation in the food chain.

5.4 SOCIAL CONDITIONS
Environmental indicators chosen to best represent
social conditions including amenity and economic
conditions in the Upper Flunter were:
. noise and vibration
. visual amenity
. transport and traffíc generation
. housing and services demands
. waste management and disposal
o employment and worth
. resource availability.

5.4.1 Potential Cumulative Impacts Relating to
Social Conditions
The rlain potential for cumulative impacts on the
social environment concern potential amenity
impacts from noise, vibration and visual disruption
largely relating to open cut coal mining, road and
rail noise, and the economic benefits associated
with the development of natural resources. Air
cluality impacts such as particulates and odour
can compound amenity impacts.

5.4.2 Potential Interactions between Social
Indicators
Although many of the impacts from operations such
as open cut mining and extractive industries are
temporary/ they take place over long timeframes.

Transport generation has a compounding effect on
noise as well as potential trafÍic congestion and
air quality impacts. Impacts on visual amenity
may derive from particulates, mining and
agriculture. Socioeconornic interactj.ons exist
between productivity and its ef{ects on
employment and income. This in turn affects the
demand for housing, services and resource
availability. Waste from urban development and
livestock has the potential to contaminate
surface and groundwaters, and cause odours.

Acquisition of buffers around coal mines and
power stations may lead to social dislocation
within existing communities.

5.4.3 Noise and Vibration
A detailed assessment of cumulative impacts
relating to noise has not been carried out as part
of this study. Offensive noise occurs when sound
or vibration is likely to be harmful, offensive or
to interfere unreasonably with people,s corlfort.

Noise may be considered to be cumulative if
several sources of noise in an area contribute to
increasing background noise levels. Acceptable
levels of noise associated with major
development proposals are assessed using the
EPA's Environmental Noise Control Manual by
evaluating the potential sources of noise in the
context of the existing acoustic environrlent.

The EPA's broad environmental noise objectives
are designed to be consistent, effective and
eqllitâble by ensuring that:
o the noise from any single source does not

intrude greatly above the prevailing
background level; and

. the background noise level does not exceed the
level appropriate for the particular locality and
land use,

In the Upper FIunter, noise assessments consider
the surrounding land use as rural. This
designation restricts the noise levels to those
normally associated with a rural locality rather
than a rnore industrial area.lt is questionable
whether continuing to regard the background
noise context as 'rural'in view of the
predominance of industrial mining activities in
certain areas is appropriate.

Increasing ambient noise levels can be
ânticipâted as a result of expanded mining
activities in Singleton and Muswellbrook.

5.4.4 Visual Amenity
From a broad perspective the current scenic
quality of the Upper Hunter is good, its developed
areas along the course of the Hunter River and
New England Highway benefiting from views of
the high grouid framing the sides of the valley to
the north, west and south.

However, open cut rnining operations and the
Liddell and Bayswater Power Stations cause
localised visual impacts on the area bounded by
Singleton, Muswellbrook and Denman.
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Scenic quality is an important attribute to
regional tourisûÌ, and whilst power generation
and coal mining contribute to visitor numbers,
the overall reduction in visual amenity has
contributed to sometimes negative perceptions of
the region. Although air quality is within
accepted standards, the high visibility of resource
developrnents, emissions from power stations and
dust from coal rnining leads to a perception that
the area is polluted.

The impact on the visual quality of the 
^rea 

cai:
be described as cumulative in the sense that this
particular part o{ the Upper Hunter is undergoing
continual change. The intensity of change and
reduction in scenic amenity will continue âs new
mining operations commence. While landscape
buffers will progressively reduce visual
intrusions, further development can be expected
to increase visible dust levels. These effects are
mostly temporary/ but occur over relatively long
time scales. Restoration of mines takes place
progressively, however, landscape rehabilitation
can take up to seven years or more to mature.
Some aspects of resource development will
remain as long term elements in the landscape.
Final voids which are left at completion of
mining may in some câses be filled and
revegetated, or tuned into artificial lakes. power
stations also have long term impact on the visual
envlronment.

Dust and night lighting also have a cumulative
irnpact on the visual environment. A more
coordinated approach to the development,
assessment and end use of individual mining
proposals would assist in reducing these impacts

5.4.5 Transport and Traffic Generation
Road traffic movements are increasing along the
New England Highway as are rail movements
along the Main Northern Railway. The predicted
increases in rail rrafÍic will largely come from
expected increases in coal production around
Muswellbrook and Singleton.

The Government's poiicy of promoting the
movement of coal by rarT will assist in the
reduction of cumulative impacts. The Upper
Hunter Cumulative Freight Transport Study
indicates that the road and rail network has
the capacity/potential to meet projected
requrrements.

I
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In regard to the development of associated

infrastructure for new mines such as coal

handling facilities, opportunities taken by mine

operators to share and coordinate the provision of

essential facilities can greatly assist in reducing

the potential cumulative impacts of noise and

visual intrusion.

5.4.6 Housing and Services

Increased demand for housing and public services

is mainly related to growth in the mining
industry, although the impacts are reduced by the

characteristics o{ mine location and the place of

residence of employees, which sees significant
numbers of employees travelling to work from
outside the area. Local councils have generally

anticipated the demand for housing and services

within their areas, taking into account coal

mining projections.

5.4.7 Waste Management and Disposal

\Maste disposal needs vary according to the land

use or activity involved.

Intensive animal industries can generate

significant quântities of ef{luent waste which in
most cases can be success{ully disposed of on

site. Power generation wastes comprise furnace
and fly ash residue which are pumped to a closed

system disposal area. Coal mining wastes are

associated with coal washery refuse and

overburden for disposal on site in association
with land rehabihtation.

Domestic solid waste is the subject of landfill
disposal by local councils with varying degrees

of recycling. Urban centres operate secondary/
tertiaty sewâge treatment plants. Liquid
hazardous wastes are collected and treated by a

number of approved methods, with disposal at

municipal waste depots strongly discouraged.

5.4.8 Employment and Worth
Employment and income is essentially geared to

the direct, indirect and induced effects of

continuing agricultural, commercial, industrial
and tourist development. A strong dynamic
regional economy is essential for the long term
viability of local communities.

5.4.9 Resource Availability
For national and regional economies that
substantialiy depend upon the development of
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natural resources for the generâtion of wealth,
it is important thât resoulce availability is

maximised. For the Upper llunter/ where maior
resources include coal and prime agricultural
soils, the potential sterilisation of resources is

a significant issue.

In particular/ resources may be sterilised by the
location of rural and urban settlement, requiring
the provision of substantial buffer âreas to

mitigate noise, odour and other impacts.

5.5. CUMULATIVE IMPACT ASSESSMENT

GUIDELINES
The study presents a framework for the strategic
assessment of potential cumulative impacts,
further details of which are provided in the
Identification Report and summarised in
Appendix C - Cumulative Impact Assessment
Guidelines. The appendix contains â series of

matrices which summarise:
r potential changes to the environment caused

by land uses and other influences
. sensitivi.ty of land uses and other receptors to

changes in the environment
. possible interactions between environmental

indicators comprising interactive (synergistic)
and compounding effects'

The significance of these relationships to

cumulative impacts in the Upper Hunter is
qualitatively rated maior, moderate and minor {or
the sole purpose of providing a guide to the
relative importance of each.

Appendix C also provides some examples how
these matrices may be used to assist in
identifying likely areas of concern for government
agencies, councils and industry involved in
strategic policy formulation and planning, in the
preparation of project specific environmental
impact statements, and in assessing development
applications.

The Identification Report provides a vety useful
tool which can be refined as further practical
applications of cumulative impact assessment

techniques are implemented' It is stressed that
the tables and matrices are based on clualitative
and subjective judgements and need to be

considered in the light oi specific data relating to

each circumstance.
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The Upper Hunter Cumulative Impact Study is
an important contribution to the prâctical
application and development of cumulative
impact assessment techniques and to the
understanding of cumulative impacts arising
from land use practices and land use change in the
Upper Hunter. The study makes an important
contribution to the public knowledge of
environmental interactions occurring within the
area and achieves a substantive first step in what
is seen as an ongoing processt in regard to
planning, environmental assessment,
consultation, monitoring, improved data base,
land management, educational and research
activities within the study atea to achieve
improved environmental outcomes.

Mining and power industries within the study
area ate concentrated and visibly intrusive
compared with other forms of land uses such as
agriculture and as such have become a focus for
community concern. However, the principal
finding of this study, is that based on current
knowledge, and within the limitations of the
current data set there are no significant
cumulative impâcts associated with these
industries to warrant the introduction of major
regulatory changes to restrict or limit their
continuation.

The main air pollutants that have the potential to
create cumulative impacts are particulate matter/
sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides. Of these,
particulate matter (dust) is the most significant
issue, the major sources of which are mining and
agriculture. Dust deposition and concentration
analysis reveal an upward trend attributed to
increases in mining and in recent years, lower
rainfall. The proposed expansion of mining to the
west and north of Muswellbrook will lead to
increased dust levels in that area. Flowever, no
adverse effects on community health are expected
due to the larger particle sizes associated with
mining, which largely fall on land owned by the



mining operations. There will be however broader
issues of nuisance and amenity that need to be
addressed.

The potential for cumulative impacts to affect
water quality and land degradation is significant
and largely relates to agricultural and human
settlement activities. The most significant
potentiâl impacts of these activities relate to
salinity, phosphorous, nitrates, bacteria and water
availability.

The study concludes that a range of planning,
cumulative impact assessment, data collection,
monitoring, coordination, Iand management/
education, demonstration program and research
initiatives are required to benefit the study area
both in the short and the long term. An Action
Strategy has been developed to further develop
cumulative impact assessment techniques and
achieve improved environmental outcomes for the
Upper Hunter.

6.1 PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT
An improved planning and environmental
assessment framework based upon cumulative
impact considerations should make a significant
contribution to improved decision making within
the study area. Key elements include:
o â strengthened regional context promoting

sound environmental planning, coordination of
âctions and improved land/water mânagement
practices {Action 1)

. re-examination of urban and rural settlement
strategies, pârticularly with regard to
cumulative water quality considerations
{Action 5)

. local planning to have careful regard to the
findings of the Upper Flunter Cumulative
Impact Study when assessing local planning
and development assessment (Action 4)

. a {ocussed examination of the cumulative
environmental impacts of new coal mining
proposals in the Muswellbrook/Scone area

{Action 2)
o the cumulative impact triggers developed in

this study being central to requirements for the
preparation of environmental impact
statements and for strengthening cumulative
impact considerations in project âssessment
iAction 3).

UPPER HUNTER CUMUTATIVE
IMPACT STUDY AND ACTION STRATEGY

6.2 CUMULATIVE IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The study provides the first step in an ongoing
process to develop tools and techniques for
cumulative impact assessment and the
development of a geographic information system
(GIS) for the Upper Flunter. A strong commitment
is required to:

further develop tools and techniques for
cumulative impact assessment (Action 9);
promote the use and application of cumulative
environmental triggers and indicators
developed in this study (Actions 7 and 8); and
further develop the GIS mapping system as the
basis for data collection, monitoring and
education processes associated with
cumulative impact assessment (Action 16).

6.3 IMPROVED COORDINATED MONITORING
Both the air quality and water quality consultants
recommended the need for quality data and
improved coordination of monitoring to assist the
further evaluation as to whether long-term trends
or cumulative impacts are occ,urring. These
recommendations will be evaluated by relevant
government agencies and stakeholders with a

view to refining monitoring of environmental
indicators and systems to ensure a consistent set
of targeted parameters are monitored in a

consistent and regular manner (Action 10). There
may be a need for monitoring infrastructure
adjustments to optimise input to cumulative
impact considerations.

6.4 CONSULTATION, REPORTING AND
COORDINATION
Given the ongoing nature of developing
curnulative impact assessment techniques and
the many other actions arising from this study
which are directed towards achieving improved
environmental outcomes for the Upper Hunter, it
is considered necessary to put in place a process
for ongoing review, involving all relevant
stakeholders in the preparation of an annual
report on progress made on the actions arising
from this study. Both the Local Government and
Community Liaison Committees established for
the purposes of this study are seen as key

reference groups and should play an importânt
role in this process (Actions 29 and, Z0).

It is noted that there are a tange of initiatives
within the area being undertaken by goveïnment
and industry. It is important to ensure that the
Upper llunter Cumulative Impact Study is widely
made available to achieve an integrated. approach
to cumulative impact assessment {Actions B, 4,
31 and 321.

6.5 REVIEW GOALS AND IMPACT MITIGATION
MEASURES
The study has identified the need to undertake
further work in regard to nuisance dust, the
cumulative impact of noise in the Muswellbrook/
Scone area, site selection crireria for waste
disposal associated
potential to influen
in addition to recos Ïf'
by agencies aimed t
impacts {Actions IZ, IB, lS,I7,20,22,28,24, ZS,
33 and 35).

i^iËi I fil.lJi f il y i',il i,ii s rR Ar ¡ q y

6.6 LAND MANAGEIT{ENT
Many of the impacts identif ied 1.., . r-

relate to either exist' .-ì* "v tne study

do not require n ntrr.Tå""trvities 
or those which

many agricultural activi
recognised that water q
influenced by agricultur
in the Upper Hunter. A
rlake a significant contr

Planning and environmental management of
agricultural pursuits occurs to a much lower
extent than those activities that require pianning
consent. The study has highlighted the need for
rmprovements to a wide range of environmental
manâgement techniques which can assist in
addressing cumulative impacts, to be achieved
through best practice guidelines, education,
improved information dissemination,
demonstration programs and research (Actions
14, 26, 27, 28, 36, BT, Bg and B9).

o
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UPPER HUNTER CUMULATIVE IMPACT
ACTIONSTRATEGY
There is a broad-based commitment among the
major public bodies and community stakeholders
to an ongoing process of environmental
management in the Upper Hunter to ensure
that cumulative impacts are either avoided or
minimised and that trends in key environmental
indicators are monitored.

The study presents four strategic directions for
the development of an ongoing program for
cumulative impact consideration and improved
environmental outcomes:
. strenthening the planning process
. strengthening environmental monitoring and

databas es
o strengthening environmentalmanagement

practices
. improving cordination, liaison and

participation.

The Study's strategic directions have been refined
into a ptogram of 39 actions which the relevant
government agencies have agreed will receive
attention within their corporate responsibilities.
These actions are not meant to comprise a
comprehensive Ìist of works ot programs relating
to all identified current or emerging
environmental or resource development pïob1ems.
Such would continue to be addressed through
the normal channels and processes relevant to
those single-issue problems.

Where cumulative environmental interactions are
involved, new or improved stakeholder actions are
required as set out below which consider these
interactions and their heightened potential for
additive, compounding or synergistic effects. The
Action Strategy, therefore, promotes the
integrated strategic cumulative impact framework
for the Upper l{unter, and is not to be regarded as
the totality of the NSW Government/s
environmental program for the area in all its
various facets.

6S
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Each of tlne 39 separâte âctions is grouped within
one of t}re policy areas tdentified in the strategic
directions.

the Action Strategy)¡ S: Short Term (within one
year); M: Medium Term (within 3 years), or P:

involving an ongoing process where actions arise as

needed.
A responsible stakeholder agency is nominated
for the principal carriage of each action, with
other associated stakeholders indicated where
their involvement is critical. These stakeholders
will need to further define the specific
dimensions and specifications of the task, where
necessary, so that the action is clear in terms of
its aims and tasks and well targeted to producing
achievable outcomes for the Upper Hunter. In
some cases/ public agencies may need to seek
additional resources for work which may be
beyond their traditional core functions. The
timing indicated in the Action Strategy is for the
commencement of the work, not its completion,
and is shown either as I: Immediate (to
commence within 6 months of the adoption o{

A central feature of the Action Strategy is its
reliance on an open and transparent review
process involving key local government and
community reference groups to evaluate progress
on all actions in an annual report which is to be
made available to all stakeholders and the
community. In this way, the âctions can be
adjusted over time in the light of experience and
changing circumstances.

The Department of Urban Affairs and Planning
will be the lead agency for overseeing
implementation of the Strategy and will convene
the Consultative Committee responsible for the
preparation of the Annual Progress Reports.
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7.1 STRENGTHENING THE PLANNING PRO CESS
objective: Decisions in environmental plan making, development control, and the formulation ofâgency resoulce management policies will be enhanced by consideration of cumulative environmentallmpacts.

ACTION
RESPONSIBLE
STAKEHOLDER

ASSOCIATED
STAKEHOLDERS TIMING OUTCOME

1. Prepare a sub-regional
planning strategy for the
area to: strengthen the
framework for
environmental planning
and the coordination of
actions tal<en by various
stakeholders within that
agreed framework; to
promote improved practices
for land and water
management based on
cumulative impact
considerations; and to
facilitate an effective link
between total catchment
management and the
environmental planning
system.

DUAP Local Councils;
Relevant government
agencies; Industry
assoclatlons,
Community

I Preparation of
Upper Hunter
sub-regional
planning
strategy

2. Examine the specific
cumulative environmental
impacts of four new coal
mining proposals in the
Muswellbrook/Scone area to
assist in the environmental
assessment of these projects.
The key issues to be
examined include: road and
rall traffic impacts; coal
transport systems and
infrastructure, socioeconomic
factors; visual amenity; noise;
vibration and blasting; air
cluality; and water quality.
The four proposed mines are:

. Kayuga open cut
o Mount Plêasant open cut
o Mount Arthur open cut
. Muswellbrook/Sandy

Creek underground mine.

DUAP Muswellbrook
Council; DMR,
DLWC; EPA,
Community; Mining
companles

Preparation of
Muswellbrook
Cumulative
Impact Study

11
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ACTION
RESPONSIBLE
STAKEHOLDER

ASSOCIATED
STAKEHOLDERS TIMING OUTCOME

3. Ensure cumulative
impact considerations are
fully talcen jnto account in
the issuing o{ Director-
Ceneral's requirements in
the preparation of
envitonmental impact
statements by using the
cumulative impact triggers,
where appropriâte¡
identified in the Study.

DUAP I Cumulative
impact
considerations
addressed in
EIS preparation

4. Consider the Upper
Hunter Cumulative lmpact
Study and, when available,
The State of the Rivers
Reporting and the Healthy
Rivers Commission Inquiry
into the Hunter River, in
local planning and
development assessment
processes. Councils will
report their progress as pârt
of the annual review process
indicated in Action No. 30.

Local Councils I Report on how
cumulative
impacts are
being
considered in
local planning
and
development
assessment
processes

5. Re-examine urban and
rura I settlement stTa tegies
with a view to ensuting that
residential development is
well located having regard to
the findings of this study,
particularly in regard to
cumulative water quality
considerations.

Local Councils DUAP,
Community; Other
government agencles

S Preparation of
Urban and
Rural
Settlement
Strategies for
each LGA
within the sub
reglon

6. Prepare a landscape master DMR
plan for the area subject to
mining, to coordinate
I andscaping between exi sting
mines and for incorporation in
Environmental Management
Plans prepared for future
mines, in order to lessen the
visual impact of development
during the construction and
mining phases and ensure
appfoprlâte post m1n1n8
rehabilitation.

Local Councíls¡
Minerals Council;
Community

S Preparation
o{ Landscape
Master Plan
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ACTION
RESPONSIBLE
STAKEHOLDER

ASSOCIATED
STAKEHOLDERS TIMING OUTCOME

7. Consider cumulative
impacts in developing water
allocation and catchment
manâgement plans.

DLWC HCMT; Local
Councils; Community

M Report on how
cumulative
rmpact
considerations
are being
rncorporated
rnto Water
Allocation and
Catchment
Management
Plans

8. Consider the groundwater
vulnerability maps prepared
by DLWC when preparing
local environmental plans
and assessing development
appli cations.

Local Councils DtWC P Annual
Reports on the
practicâi
application of
this data base
in decision
making
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ING AND DATABASES
ons should l¡e further explored and developed
mental trends, with appropriate

ACTION
RESPONSIBLE
STAKEHOLDER

ASSOCIATED
STAKEHOLDERS TIMING OUTCOME

9. Further develop tools
and techniques for
currrulative impact
assessment âs an extension
of this study, with special
focus to be given to the
development of an
accessible environmental
data base (based on
cumulative impact
parameters and indicators)
relevant to the assessment
of long term environmental
trends and cumulative
environmental impacts and
indicators.

DUAP EPA M Prepare a

revlew report
on the ongoing
development of
cumulative
rmpact
assessment
techniques

10. Review curïent
monitoring systems for the
Upper Hunter and deveiop
a coordinated consistent
approach to routine
environmen tal moni torin g
in the Upper Hunter ro
enable the detection of long
term trends and cumulative
rmpacts.

EPA (noise and air)
DLWC (water)

HCMT¡ Local
Councils; Industry¡
Community

I Design and
implementation
o{a
coordinated,
conslstent,
routine
environmental
monitoring
program for
the Upper
Hunter

11. Review perf ormance of
conditions of consent for coal
mining projects with regard to
envi ronmental mon i toring
and independent auditing.

DUAP Local Councils S Prepare review
Ieports on an
ongoing basis

12. Clarify the issues involved EpA
in the community,s concerns
regarding nuisance dust.

Local Councils; NSW
Agriculture; Mining
industry

S Preparation of
Ievlew fepoft
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ACTION RESPONSIBLE ASSOCIATED
STAKEHOLDERSSTAKEHO LDER

TIMING OUTCOME
13. Develop criteïia for
triggering modification of
mrning operations during
adverse weather conditions
such as high winds, in
order to minimise local
dust impacts.

DMR
EPA,
Mining industry

S Preparation of
operational
guidelines

14. Undertake research into:
. the relative contribution of

diffuse sources of salinity;
o existing status of dryland

salinity;
. changes in groundwater

ïeglmes as a result of
changes in land
management, land use and
development;

o the impact of increased
diffuse salinity releases on
streams and the riverine
envtTonmentj and

. the impacts of present and
predicted changes in
groundwater regimes on
dryland salinity and land use
practices.

DLWC
S Preparation of

Salinity
Research
Action Plan

15. Review the existing dust
monitoring network,
emphasising obj ectives, data
gathered, location of
monitoring sites and with
particulâr regard to providing
evldence of cum ulative impact
trends.

EPA Mining industry;
DMR

M Preparation of
a levlew
Ieport and
implementation
of new
procedures as
appropriate

16,
sys
ast
ana
processes associated with
cumulative impact assessment.
Relevant databases (reports)
need to be developed and
maintained with suitable maps.

DLWC EPA,
DMR,
HCMT,
DUAP

M Preparation of
CIS action
implementatior
plan
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ACTION
RESPONSIBLE
STAKEHOLDER

ASSOCIATED
STAKEHOLDERS TIMING

21. Develop wâter âllocâtion
plans for unregulated
streams and consider these
in the siting of land use
activities/ to ensure that
existing water supplies and
environmental flow
provisions are protected.

DLWC Local Councils M Preparation of
Water
Allocation
Plans for
unregulated
streams

22. Continue to develop
Regional Air Quality
Management Strâtegjes
which will enhance ambient
air quality within the
region and the Greater
Sydney airshed.

EPA Local Councils;
Community

M Report on the
preparâtion of
a Regional Air
Quaiity
Management
Strategy

23. Continue to implement
the Hunter River Salinity
Trading Scheme (HRSTS) so
that the cumulative impact
of coal mines and other
point sources on salinity
levels in the Hunter River is
managed to avoid
detrimental environmental
effects.

EPA DLWC,
Mining industry;
Power industry

P Preparation of
plogress
reports on the
implementation
of the HRSTS

24. Continue liaison with
the State Stormwater
Committee to:
. develop the strategic

policy framework for
stormwater
management,

. provide examples of
stormwatef tteatment
technology¡ and

. provide best practices for
use on cqnstruction and
other sites where land is
disturbed, soil erodes
and water is polluted.

EPA Local Councils;
HCMT

M Preparation of
ar7

implementation
report for the
Upper Hunter
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7.3 STRENGTHENING ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Objective: Best practice guidelines for mining and for agricultural activities, many of which are outside the

sphere of regulation, "nJt""hnical 
goals for environmental performânce should be better defined for

cumulative impact mitigation measures and should be widely understood and promoted throughout the

Upper Hunter communitY.

ACTION
RESPONSIBLE
STAKEHOLDER

ASSOCIATED
STAKEHOLDERS TIMING OUTCOME

17. Develop site sPecific
blasting guidelines to assist
mining companies reduce
the probability of blâsting
dust passing directlY over
residential areas and
incorporate those blasting
procedures into develoPment
consent conditions provided
f or {uture mines.

DMR EPA; Mining
industry, Local
Councils; DUAP

Preparation of
Blasting
Guidelines

18. Distribute to industrY and

the community results of

recently comPleted research
from the small number of
open cut mines with a

spontaneous combustion
problem and prepâration of a

management plan {or the
control of spontaneous
combustion.

DMR Mining industry;
Community

S Preparation of
spontaneous
combustion
management
plan

19. Continue the
implementation of Load Based

Li censing and model Iicences
in relation to different
operations such as coal mines,
sewage tfeatment plants and
powef stâtions/ to ensufe
consi sten cy and effective
regulation of licensed
premlses.

EP,\ DMR,
Local Councils;
Mining industry;
Maccluarie
Generation

s Model Load
Based
Licences {or
di{ferent
operations

20. Prepare site selection
c;riterta for waste disPosal
associated with land uses

with high potential to
influence groundwater
nitrate levels.

S Preparation of
waste disposal
site selection
crtlería

DLWC
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ACTION
RESPONSIBLE
STAKEHOLDER

ASSOCIATED
STAKEHOLDERS TIMING OUTCOME

25. Continue development
of best practice guidelines
for stabilisation and
rehabilitation of areas
exposed by mining.

DMR Mining industry P Preparation of
Best Practice
Guidelines

26. Continue the
development of best practice
guidelines relating to water
management in the
catchment. Such guidelines
should:
o promote controlled stock

access to streams and
drainage lines and
develop off stream shade
and watering points to
minimise the potential
for ef{luent to be
deposited into the
drainage systemt

. establish surface runoff
controls on farms to
minimise the potential
for manure from grazing
areas to be transported
to the drainage systemi

. establish the use of
groundwater
vulnerability mapping as

a tool to ensure âctivities
are located where waste
disposal can be suitably
carried out. Other tools
to assist land selection
include Land Capability
and Suirability Mapping
and Acid Sulphate Soils
Mapping; and

r continue the
development of Surface
Water Quality and River
Flow Objectives.

DLWC NSW Agriculture;
HCMT,
Farmers

P Preparation of
Best Practice
Guidelines for
wâter
management
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ACTION
RESPONSIBLB
STAKEHOLDER

ASSOCIATED
STAKEHOLDERS TIMING OUTCOME

27 . D ev elop best practice
guidelines to minimise
nutrient generation potential
Such guidelines to:
. establish riparian buffer

zonês;
. adopt best management

practices in terms of
fertiliser usage and
application;

. control and minimise
streambank erosion; and

. implement a

communication strategy
so thât information can
be disseminated to the
general public and other
interested parties.

DLWC NSltr Agriculture;
HCMT,
Farmers

P Preparation of
Best Practice
Guidelines to
minimrse
nutrient
genefation

28. Continue to develop
educational material on
dryland salinity and to work
with Landcare/Rivercare
groups to address rural
diffuse sources of water
quality problems.

DLWC HCMT, Landcare
and Rivercare
gfoupsr Farmers

P Prep aration
of community
Education
material
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7.4 IMPROVED COORDINATION, LIAISON AND PARTICIPATION
Objective: Ongoing work on cumulative environmental impact assessment should be based on improved
awareness and involvement of the Upper Hunter community and all relevant public authorities and
stakeholders, who should assist each other cooperatively with shared information and a common objective
to improve environmental quality in the Upper Hunter.

ACTION
RESPONSIBLE
STAKEHOLDER

ASSOCIATED
STAKEHOLDERS TIMING OUTCOME

29. Matntaín Local
Government and
Community Consultation
Committees, established for
the purposes of the Upper
Hunter Cumulative Impact
Study, as key reference
groups to meet at least
every six months to assist
with preparation of an
annual report/ to
incorporate updated
information and knowledge
and review progress on
actions.

DUAP All committee
members

I Establishment
of Committees
to review and
monltor
implementation
of the Action
Plan

30. Monitor and report
annually on progress made
on the actions arising from
this study. The primary aim
is to ensure the integration
of initiatives being
undertaken within
government (both at the
state and local levels).

DUAP All Stakeholders M Annual
reports
indicate
progress made
on Actions
and evaluate
the
integration of
initiatives

31. Make the study and final
report and subsequent
annual reports available to
agencles/ consent
authorities, the Office of
Commjssioners of Inquiry
For Environment and
Planning, the Hunter
Catchment Management
Trust and to the community

DUAP I This study and
subsequent
reports to be
widely
available to
the community
and decision
makers
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ACTION
RESPONSIBLE
STAKEHOLDER

ASSOCIATED
STAKEHOLDERS TIMING

32. BneÍ the Healthy Rivers
Commission that the Upper
Hunter Cumulative Impact
Study is available to assist
the Commission in its
charter.

DUAP
I DUAp to

brief the
Healthy
Rivers
Commission
on this study

33. Continue to publish the
State of the Environment
Reports every two years by
the EPA and annually l:y
local councils. These reports
should include an
assessment of the impact of
development approvals on
issues such as air and water
quality, using quart erly air
and water quality reports.
Relevant cumulative impact
information is to be included
in such reports.

EPAlLocal
Councils

I SOE
reporting/ to
include
cumulative
lmpact
considerations

34. Coordinate working
parties for the introduction
of interim water quâlity and
river flow objectives for
submission to government.

EPA DLWC i Convene
working
parties

35. Publish regularly plain
English reports on the state
of the catchment, such as:
¡ the State of the Rivers and

Estuaries Report for the
Hunter; and

. Window on Water: The
State of Warer in NSW.

DLWC EPA,
Local Councils

M Plain English
rep orts
published
regularly on
the state of
the catchment
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ACTION
RESPONSIBLE
STAKEHOLDER

ASSOCIATED
STAKEHOLDERS TIIVTING OUTCOME

36. Implement a

demonstrâtion program for
establishing and monitoring
the success of a range of
diff erent agricultural
pursuits on rehabilitated
mining land. The pilot
progrâm should be

developed to assess the
rehabilitation of mining
land on different soil
regimes and geological
reglmes.

DMR Mining industry;
NSW Agriculture

M Demonstration
program
implemented
on
agricultural
uses of
rehabilitated
mining land

37. Deveiop a demonstration
program for the
rehabilitation of degraded
agricultural land.

DLWC NSW Agriculture;
Landholders

M Demonstration
program on
rehabilitation
of degraded
agricultural
land

38. Develop a user friendlY
and publicly available
comprehensive inf ormation
system designed to âssist
education and decision
making in relation to
cumulative impacts and
strengthen existing
systems.

EPA/DL\ /C/
DUAP

HCMT, DMR; Local
Councils; NSW
Minerals Council

M Inf ormation
system which
educates and
assists
understanding
o{ cumulative
impacts

39. Promote sustainable
agricultural ptactices
through programs such as

Farming For the Future,
Prograze and Industry Codes
of Best Practice to enable
landholders to recognise and
deal with on site and off site
impacts associated with
agriculture in the Upper
Hunter.

NSW Agriculture DLWC; HCMT¡
NPWSi Landholders

P Prep are
Action Plan
for the
promotion of
sustainable
agricultural
practlces
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APPENDIXA. GLOSSARY

alluvium - sediments deposited by rivers'.creeks

"nJrur."t 
made up o1 clay, silt, sand, gravel and

cobble beds.

biological diversity - the variety of life in all its

fo.*J, including ecosystem diversity' species

diversitY, and generic diversitY'

bloom - an unusually dense and visible growth of

organisms (algae or phytoplanktonl in water/

t"l"f*t f t"Ä prolif eration caused by increased

nutrients.

conservation - the management of hurrran use of

organisms or ecosystems to ensure such use is

sustainable.

which are:

. time crowded - curnulative eff ects that occur

because individual impacts are so close in time

ih^t th" effects of one are not dissipated before

thenext one occurs'

. space crowded - cumulative eff ects that occur

when individual impacts are so close in space

that their effects overlaP'

. synergistic - different types of impact interact

iá ntoît"" an eff ect which is greâter or diff erent

thán the sum of the separate effects'

. indirect effects - cumulative effects occur ât

some time or distance from the initial impacts

oï come about through a chain of events'

. nibbling - cumulative effects that occur âs the

result of repetitive, often minor impacts'

to r1se.

ecologically sustainable development -using'
"on, 

e"rving-and enhancing the community' s

;;;;;t""t;. that ecologi""l p'o""tt"s' on which lif e

ãLp"nar, are maintait'ed, and the total quality of

ilfã,rro* and in the future, can be increased'

ecosystem - aîy system rn which there is an

interdependence upon and interaction between

it;;; ";t""isms 
and their immediate phvsical'

chemical and biological environment'

effect - a direct effect caused by an action occurs

at the same time and pace as the action' An

indirect effect causedby an action can occur later

in time ot at a distance from the action lndirect

"it"",, 
may be induced by physical' biological or

socio-economic changes to the environment May

be taken as being synonymous with'impact''

environment - all aspects of the surroundings of

hu-"t beings, whether aff ecting human beings as

individuals or in socíal groupings incorporatrng

;^hls*"I, biological, cuúural, economic and social

factors.

envitonmental impact assessment - a process f or

the orderly and systematic evaluation of a proposal'

including its alternatives and objectives and its

eff ect on the envitonment, including the

mitigation and management of those e{f ects'

environmental impact statement - a document

prepared by the proponent to present the case {or

ih" "rr"rr-ent 
o{ a proposal as part of the

envitonmental impact assessment process required

under tlre Environmøntal Planning and Assessment

Act 1979.

environmental planning insttument - a State

Environmental Þlanning Policy, regional

environmental plan, or local environmental plan

pr"p^r"¿ under the Envitonmental- Planning' and

Assessment Act 1979 '

environmental signilicance - a phrase used {or

initiating the Environmental Impact Assessment

pïocess if a proposal appears likely to h¿ve a

'significant ãft""t ott the environment' It requires

cåsideration of , inter alia, the chatacter of the

receiving environment, the magnitude and spatial

extent of impact, the duration and intensity of

change, the resilience of the environment to cope

with"change, and the confidence of prediction of

change.

extractive material - sand, soil, stone, gravel,
rock, sandstone/ or similar substances that are not
prescribed minerals within the meaning of the
Mining Act L992.

groundwater - subsurface water contained in a

saturated zone oÍ soil and/or geological stratâ.
Groundwater may be confined or unconfined. When
confined, the groundwater is beneath relatively
impermeable rocks and is under considerable
pressure ( e. g. borewater). Unconfined groundwater
has a free water table (e.g. as in a surf ace well).

impact - see eff ect

integrated resource management - management
that concentrâtes on the linkages among watetl
land, vegetation, wildlife and other resources. Such
management focuses on ecological processes,
typically the hydrological cycle, andrecognises thât
parttcular resource uses have implications f or
interrelated resources and alternative uses.

IQQM (integrated quantity/quality model)- a

daily generalised integrated water quality/quantity
simulation modelling suite suitable for water
resources management planning purposes at the
river basin scale, and capable of addressing water
quality and environmental issues as well as wâter
quantity issues.

irrigation salinity - caused by rising water tables
bringing high concentrations of salts within root
zones of plants, killing and stunting vegetation;
caused by poor irrigation practices where more
water is applied than can be used by the crop and
the clearing of deep-rooted vegetation such as trees

limits of acceptable change - this is a concept
which is an aid to the manâgement of use impacts
and not of use itself. It tackles resource mânagement
problems from the perspective of the extent to which
change is acceptable. It is used to establish the
maximum damage level for a resoLtrce that society
is prepared to accept and to define the maximum
level of use consistent with that damage level.

particulate 
- 

discrete aggregations of solid matter
Iarger than the surrounding arr.

precautionary principle - a principle of
ecologically sustainable development providing
that, where there are threats of serious or

UPPER H UNTER CUMULATIVE
IMPACT STUDY AND ACTION STRATEGY

irreversible damage, the lack of full scientific
certainty should not be used as a reason for
postponing measures to prevent environmental
degradation.

proponent 
- â person/ corporate body, organisation

ot Government agency responsible for
implementing a proposal, or as is designated as the
proponent.

proposal - any project, policy, program/ plan, or
other activity which rnay falT within the scope of
environmental impact assessment legislation.

tegulated river - river whose flow is largely
controlled by dams and weirs, (in NSW, legal
definition is; rivers proclaimed under section 22c
of NSWWatets Act 1912).

resource - anything that is used directly by people
A renewable resource can renew itself or be
renewed at a constant level. A non-renewable
resource is one whose consumption necessarily
involves its depletion.

regional carrying capacity - the maximum rate of
resource consumption and waste discharge that can
be sustained indefinitely in a defined impact region
without progressively impairing bioproductivity
and ecological integrity.

riparian zoîe - associated with a river. The biotic
zone dominated by the presence of a river. Of,
pertaining to/ or situâted or dwelling on, the bank
of a river.

salinisation - the accurrrulation of salts in the soil
to a level that causes degradation of the soil.

salinity - the amount of sodium chloride or
dissolved salts in a unit of water. It can be
measured in parts per hundred (percent), parts per
thousand, milligrams per litre or in units of
electrical conductivity (microseimens per
centimetre at25oC or'EC units').In these different
scales sea water has a salinity of 3.5 Y", 35 parts per
thousand 0/00), 35,000rnglL and 50,000 EC units.

state of the environment reporting - reports that
provide an assessment of the conditions of the
environment/ pressures on the environment, and
the responses of the environment to those pressures

A requirement of the Local Government Act 1993.

UPPER HUNTER CUMULATIVE
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strategic environmental assessment - the
application of the techniques of project specific
environmental impact assessment to policies, plans

and programs which rrr.ay have sector/ regional or

indirect impacts.

synergistic - by acting together, separate

elements produce a greater eff ect than would be

produced if they acted separately.

threatened species - rneans a species listed in the
relevant schedules of tlne Threatened Species

Conservation Act 199 5 .

toxic wastes - âlly discarded material, commonly
from industrial or commercial processes/ capable of

causing injury or deaths to living organisms.

turbidity e of water clarttY and an

indicator of suspended material-usually fine clay

or silt particles-which 1s unsightly and can block
sprays and pipes.

unregulated river - river whose flow ís not
controlled or mostly not controlled by dams or

welrs.

total catchment management - the coordinated
and sustainable use and management of land,

watert vegetation and other natural lesources on a

water catchment basis so âs to balance resource

utilisation and conservation.

water table - the upper level of the unconfined
groundwater, whete the water pressure is equal to

that of the atmosphere and below which the rocks
or soils are saturated. It is taken as the level at

which water stands in the wells that penetrate the

water body.
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APPENDIX B-1. AIR QUALITY INDICATORS

Indicator

Total Suspended Particulate (TSP) - 
-

Airborne iolid or liquid particles of less

than I00 micrometres (¡rm)

Sulphur Dioxide (SOr) - a colourless
pungent gas

Potential Causes

. Open-cut coal mining, hard rock quarrying

including the extraction/ movement/
stockpiling and transport of the resource,

. 
overburden 8d wastes (Coarse 

f;ìt]"a
g, spreading of
unprotected

soils {Coarse dust)'
. Powet generation/ transportetion 8l some

industrial processes (Fine particles)'
. Natural sources including wind blown dust,

bush fire smoke, pollen and bacteria

Potential Effects

. Reduction in visibility. Smaller pârti'cles of

less than 2.5 Pm (PM2'5) maY be

responsible fothaze by scattering light'
. Soiling of materials.
. High dePosition r e

growth of vegetat
suggested that ev
may only reduce
by a very small arrrount.

. Toxicity lo grazíng animals'

. Particles of less than 10 pm (PMIO) when

inhaled cân penetrate into the lungs and

may cause respi'ratory Problems'

Environmental Conditions

. Long term monitoring of particulat-es h.as

shoirn that high dust levels generally do
stance
âctivitY.

. Ilout levels
q-mimonth

{annual average).
. SPCC (1986) data indicates that iess than

6% of TSP produced in open cut mines is in
the fine Particle srze calegory'

. Levels of sulphur dioxide neâl power

stations are well below estal¡lished long-

term obiectives.

æ
@

. Combustion of fossil {uels and smelting o{

mineral ores contai'ning sulPhur
. Natural sources include the decomposition

and combustion of organic matter'
. The Liddeli and Bayswater Power station

emissions âre the ntain soutce of sulphur

dioxide.
. Minor cluantities will result from motor

vehicle emissions-
. Some emissions could occur from the

spontaneous combustion of coal mining
r.iaste, however minimised through
management pfâctlces.

. Industry outside the study area such as

aluminium smelters at Kurri Kurri and

Tomago

. Irritati.on to the respiratory system

contributing to diseases such as chronic
bronchitis.

. In combination with water vapour, high

. A slight potential for sulphates to
contami;ate surface and ground waters
should deposition increase dramatically'

æ
@

Nitrogen Oxides (NO_) - Primarily
comprise of nitrous oxides, nitric oxides
and nitrogen dioxide. These gases are
formed in combustion processes both
from the nitrogen present in fuels and
from oxidisation of nitrogen in the
atmosphere.

Fluoride - a compound
of fluorine which is a corrosive,
poisonous chemical element.

Greenhouse Gases - Carbon Dioxide
and Methane

Other Vehicle Emissions - Lead,
Carbon Monoxide and Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOCs)

. Emitted from bacterial action in soils and
from the reaction of nitrogen with atomic
oxygen and ozone in the upper atmosphere.
It is often a by product of nitrogen fertilisers
used in farming.

. Emission from power stations.

. Vehicular traffic movement and coal trucks.

. Industrial processes may contribute.

o Emissions from the Liddell and Bayswater
power stations in the form of gaseous
hydrogen fluoride with particulates collected
ât soufce.

o Emissions from aluminium smelting at Kurri
Kurri.

. Compounds of fluorine âre present in low
concentrations in soils, groundwaters and
flvers-

. IJse of coal for electricity generation.

. The motor vehicle is the major human
source of carbon monoxide.

. Sources of methane include animal and
domestic waste.

. Clearing of land for agriculture, mining and
forestry remove the ability for vegetation to
âct âs â sink by converting carbon dioxide to
oxygen.

. Lead emissions from motor vehicles,
particularly heavy vehicles using leaded
petrol.

. Point sources are mainly smelters.

. Motor vehicles is the major human source of
carbon monoxide and VOCs. Traffic
generating land uses and those usilg mobile
plant indirectly & directly contribute to
these emissions.

o Nitrogen dioxide is a respiratory irritant
which may contribute to bronchitis in
infants, children 8l susceptible adults when
levels are excessive.

. Precurso¡s for photochemical smog.
¡ In combination with other pollutants in

high concentrations, damage can occur to
vegetation.

. Gaseous hydrogen fluorides in sufficiently
high quantities can affect vegetation
including natìve and cultivated, in
perticular viticulture.

o Livestock and wildlife may also be affected,
such as fluorosis in cattle, if exposed to
excessive quantities.

. There is no evidence that photochemical
smog and winter haze events are a problem
in the Newcastle/Hunter region.

. Levels of nitrogen oxides near power
stations in the Hunter Valley are well
below established long-term obiectives.

. Monitored ambient fluoride levels in the
Upper Hunter VaIIey are well below
recommended levels for very sensitive
vegetation.

. Concentrations of fluoride in grape vines
and Eucalyptus crebra foliage are well
below the levels at which damage has been
observed to occur.

. Increased emissions of greenhouse
emissions have a general potential for
climate change.

. Carbon monoxide has a potential for
adverse health effects ât low concentrations
8t remains in the atmosphere before being
reacted upon to produce carbon dioxide.

. Three critical types of lead toxicity:
gastrointestinal, nervous system effects and
enaemre.

. These indicators are of global significance
and their application to the Upper Hunter
Study is remote. However, it is not possible
to address these in a regional setting
without the prior international and national
consideration of the most efficient ¿nd
equitable means to address global warming.

. With the continuing introduction of
unieaded petrol/ the atmospheric leveis of
lead in the Upper Hunter is not considered
to be significant.

. CRES has found that nitrogen oxides and
carbon monoxide are most likely to be of
future concern due to increasing traffic
volume, but the l^tT.er are likely to remain
below ambient air quality standards in
maior towns subiected to ftaÍfic from heavy
tfansport.

Indicator Potential Causes Potential Effects Environmental Conditions



Potential Effects Environmental Conditions
Potential Causes
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Indicator

Odour - Human resPonses to odours
depend on their intensity, detectabílity,
châracter & hedonic tone
iunpleasantness ).

. Intensive animal industries such as

piggeries, cattle feed lots & poultry farms 
-

itð- th" to"ttagement/ reuse 8t disposal of

effluent.
. Use o{ organic fertilisers, composted

materiâI & Pesticide sPraYS.

. Residential sewage treatment plants & other
waste disposal facilities.

. Exhausts of vehicular traffíc rnay
accumulate 8t increase in urban areas, but
usually only temporary.

. Industrial sources including from mine
blasts.

. Lower standards of living conditions for
residential and rural dwellings with heâlth
effects in extreme circumstances'

. Diminish the âttrectiveness of areas used
for recreation & tourist related
development.

. Odour sources tend to be in well spaced

locations. Impacts will arise from the
proximity of dwellings and other receptors
io the odour source and the in{luence of
topogrâphy, prevailing wind conditions and

katab¿tic (downward) wind movements-

APPENDIX B-2.WATER QUALITY INDICATORS

Indicator

Water Supply - Arr adequate and reliable
supply of water is vital for communities
and for the continuing operation and
development of agricultural activities,
coal mining, power generation and
associated industries. It is also important
to maintain the environmental health of
waterways.

Potential Causes

Major water consumers comprise power
generation, irrigation and town water
supply.
Groundwater resources are extensiveiy used
for irrigation, town weter supply,
commercial stock and domestic purposes.
The Liddell and Bayswater power stations
draw water from both the Hunter River and
outside the catchment through the Barnard
River Diversion.
Forestry plantations consume large amounts
of water when growing to maturity. They
mây cause a reduction in runoff in the
longer term but short term increases in flow
after harvesting may occur.

Potential Effects

. An adequate wâter supply is needed for
domestic consumption, agricultural
activities, coal mining primarily to wash
coal and poï¡er generation for cooling and
recreation and tourism activities.

. Alluvial aqui{ers associated with
weterweys are significant sources of
groundweter and are used for urban water
supply, irrigation, stock, and other
pufposes.

. The conservation of valued ecosystems mây
require an adecluate supply regime to
ensure the survival of some species.

. \{ater resource manâgement is affected by
variations in water supply demands and the
need for additional reservoir capacity.

. Stream flows will influence other
indicators such as turbidity and nutrients.

Environmental Conditions

. Water is obtained from streams in the
catchment from the north-eastern sector
where rainfall is high 8l evaporation
is low. Significant variability
in stream flow.

. About one third of groundwater in storage
in the Hunter Valley is good cluality. Good
quality water occurs in rock aquifers
in the furassic sandstones and shales north
of the Goulburn River. Water is also
available
in the fractured rock aquifers
in most of the area north 8d east of the
raTlway from Maitland to Murrurundi.
Tertiery basalt outcrops are another water
supply source .

. The degree o{ river regulation and water
extraction has increased over recent years/
the impact of dams on the flow regime
being most evident in mid-catchment
where stream flow variations have been
substantially reduced. Releases for power
generation and summer irrigation demand
and the curtailment of winter discharge
from the upper catchment to fill storâges
strongly influence flow regimes.

. Adequate water supplies from regulated
sections of the Hunter River System will
meet existing weter use demands and. there
is sufficient uncommitted resource to meet
a significa¡t emount of future demand.

. Water shortages are likely
in unregulated sections
in the future.

a

a
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Bacteriological - Bacteria live by
attacking and breaking down organic
matter. Èscheúchia coli is the selected
indicator for the bacteriological
acceptability of water supplies. The
colifõrm test is also used to assess the
safety of water-contâct recreetional
activities.

Potential Causes

. Sewer over{lows and septic tank discharge'

. Effluent from abattoirs, piggeries and dairies
as well as industrial effluent.

. Inputs from domestic stock and wildli{e
living near waterways are diffuse sources of
faecal coliform which can be transported
into waterweys after heavy rainfalls'

. Animal âccess to wâtercourses provide more
direct imPacts.

. Birds are large transporters of microbial
input to waterwâYs.

Potential Causes

. Poor bacteriological water cluality may
present a health risk for people using
untreated water for domestic supply or in
primâry contâct recreâtion.

. Agricultural uses with livestock are also at
risk from contamination.

. Most urban water supply systems in the
Upper Hunter are capable of treating water
before being used.

Potential Effects

. Studies have found the best conditions for
water quality immediately downstream of

. 
Glenbawn Dam and at Aberdeen.

d

. All sites except Murrurundi and Singleton
met the guidelines for secondary contact
recreation, stock watering and irrigation
us âge.

Environmental Conditions

Indicator

Indicator

@
@

Water Salinity - measured by electrical
conductivity (Ec). ANZECC Water
Quality Guidelines specify
concentrations for drinking water and
freshwater aquâtic slstems¡ for irrigation
depending on crop sensitivity and animal
specific criteria for livestock wetering.

. Weathering of sedimentary rocks of marine
origin and from rainfall; tectonism and
rainfall distribution influencing the
composition of the salt load.

o Drainage of the catchment contributes a
naturally high base load of salt to the River.

¡ Human âctivities associated with agriculture,
coal mining, power generation, industry and
urbanisation result in an increese to the
naturally occurring salt levels in the
wâterways.

. Any irrigation with groundwater increases
the output of saline water onto the surface
weter system and therefore the salt load
carried by the Hunter River. Instances are
occurrfurg where specific salts, particularly
nitrâtes, are accumulating in more intensive
irrigation areas. Because of their large water
requirements, intensive livestock/feed lot
facilities are potential salt generators in this
regard. Sites of dryland salinity may generate
saline runoff.

. CoaI mining ¿ctivities require disposal of
excess minewaters which can be highly
saline and often result from the inflow of
saline groundwater. Excess saline waters are
disposed by irrigation or controlled discharge
to streâms which flow into the Hunter River.
Discharges âre now licensed to occur at times
of high water flow, mitigating its impact.

. Salinity effects from coal mining thet is more
difficult to control may result from the
disruption of aquifers. This has the potential
for increasing the salinity of receiving weters
through increasing sub surface rates
of {low.

. Power generation at the Liddell/Bayswater
complex requires significant quantities of
water drawn for cooling and other purposes
from which salt has to be removed and stored
on slte.

. Largest threat to surface and groundwater
resources across NS\M with the added
consequence of severely impacting soils,
reducing their fertility, destroying their
structure and assisting in their erosion.
May damage crops and metal reticulation
systems. Elevated salinity levels in the
Hunter River between Muswellbrook and
Maitland have the potential to restrict
wâter use particularly for irrigation of
vegetable and fodder crops.

. Land uses are dependent on the
availability of adequate supplies of good
quality water. Coal mining may be
impacted by continuing high levels by
reducing the capacity and opportunity to
discharge saline waters. The Liddell and
Bayswater power generetion plants
require large volumes of low salinity
water for cooling.

. Provided Hunter River salinity levels are
maintained and managed, they will not
pose â threet to those existing crops
grown; and provided high natural pulses
of saline water experienced on the rising
stage of flood flows are taken into
account, crop damage should not occur.

. Improvements to existing salinity levels
should encourage the return of less salt
tolerant crops, eg, vegetables. Conversely,
any increase in salinity levels may make
some existing agricultural activities
unviable.

. Significant area oÍ saline seepage from
Cessnock to Muswellbrook.

. Salinity is generally low in the alluvial
formations along the llunter River and its
tributaries and in the basalt arees in the
north-west of the catchment, but fairly high
in the carboniferous aquifers to the north of
the Hunter River. Lower electrical
conductivity has recently been reported at
Muswellbrook but otherwise, moderate to
high salinity levels were recorded in the
Hunter River Basin d:uring 1992194. Problem
sites of dryland salinity in the Hunter
Valley occur from Cessnock to
Muswellbrook.

. Introduction of new licensing errengements
and the Hunter Salinity Trading Scheme on
I fanuary 1995 to reduce salinity levels in
the Hunter River and improve the quality of
irrigation water. Licences of coal mine
operators prohibit all discharges during
periods of low flow (which occurs 90% of
the time). During high flow conditions, the
daily total of salt which may be discharged
is capped to sustain a level suitable for all
agricultural uses and human consumption.
Potential dischargers hold percentage shares
of this allowable discharge. These shares
may be traded, encouraging cooperâtion/
while new dischargers may obtain shares
from existing holders.

. There is no limit on the volume or of salt
concentration of discharges in flood flow
conditions as the volume of saline
discharges is insignificant compared with
the volume of fiow.
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Nutrients - Phosphorus and Nitrogen -

Phosphorus and nitrogen are the main
nutrients which can impâct on water
quality

Indicator

Water Acidity - pH - Water acidity is
expressed as pH which is a measure of
the hydrogen ion concenträtion in wâter,
indicating if the water is aciclic or
alkaline (0 to 14 respectively). pH is
partly influenced by the mineral content
of water and hence by the geology and
soil processes of a catchment. ANZECC
Water Quality Guidelines specify
individual pH ranges for drinking water,
primary contact recreation, agricultural
water supplies and aquatic ecosystems.

Toxicity - may be defined as the ability of
a chemical. to cause poisoning to a living
organism when adrrrinistered in an
appropriate form and in adecluate
quântities. ANZECC Water Quality
Guidelines specify levels for health-
related toxicents in raw water for
drinking under categories of biological
parâmeters and toxic chemicals. It also
specifies levels for the protection of
âquatic ecosystems/ tecreationâ1 watef,
agricultural water use and the food and
beverage industry.

. Discharge of urban sewage/ storm wâters/
uncontrolled urban waste water, i.ntensive
agriculture and food processing works.

o Poor land management practices involving
fertiliser application, high stocking rates,

ïå."r,.";1"" 
clearing and soil and riverbank

. Natural weathering of basaltic rock.

. Modification of the benthic zone of
waterways from in-stream extraction 8d

flood mitigation works can reduce their
capacity to assimilate nutrients.

. Possible contamination of groundwaters
with nitrâtes mainly from intensive animal
production activities.

. Water discharges {rom lower levels of
storages in summer can be high in nutrients
while the flow regime will naturally
influence its concentration.

. Combustion of coal may be a fact'or.

. The composition of salt loads carried by rain
shows effects of pollution from power
generation with increases in oxides of
sulphur and nitrogen in the form of
sulphates and nitrates

Potential Causes

. Increased acidity of water rlray arise from
the instream production of organic acids
from decaying vegetation, runoff from acidic
soils, the use of fertilisers or effluent from
sewerage treetment works Acid leachate
may also be formed by water percolation
through coal mine weste emplacements.

. Agriculture contributes large amounts of
acid to intensively used land. On fertile
agricultural soi1s, land use generates more
acid than is deposited from the atmosphere
while on infertile non-agricultural soils, acid
deposition may exceed acid generation from
Iand use. Atmospheric contributions of acid
to the soils are potenriâlly limited to adding
to the stresses caused by the acid
accurnulated {rom agricultural and other
land uses.

. Cherrrical contamination of waterways
include the use of cherrricals for various
agricultural pråctices/ which can enter
weterways thror-rgh over spraying, aerial
application, ground spraying and surface
run-off. Their use and application indicate a
potential for cumulative irnpact through
interactive and compounding pathways.

. The disposal of industrial waste waters and
leachate from waste disposal sites associated
with industry, coal mining and power
generâtion in the Region.

. Excess nutrients, pârticularly phosphorus,
promote the growth of algae and other
aquâtic plants. Water storage
impoundments in particulâr are subiect to
eutrophication and receipt of nutrient loads
promoting outbreâks of toxic and non-toxic
algal blooms.

. Blue-green algae can afÍect water supplies,
human health, Iivestock, natural fauna,
recreâtion and tourism. It increases the
costs of water treatment ând can lead to
odour and taste problems. In extreme cases,

contact may lead to skin irritations and if
consumed illness. The toxins have caused

the death of livestock while associated
reduced oxygen levels has lead to fish kills.

. The possible contamination of
groundwaters with nitrates could be
detrimental to human health and decrease

cattle fertility and productivity if such
waters are consumed.

Potential Effects

. The effects of extremes in pH depends on
the buffering capacity of organisms or
aquatic environtnents.

o The acceptable pH range for drinking water
is prirnarily based on minimising corrosion
and encrustation, with consideration of the
effectiveness of chlorine disinfection which
is impaired above pH B.

. Ideally, pH for swimming purposes should
approximate the lacrimal fluid of the eye
labort 7.4), however these have a high
buffering capacity when contacted with
solutions of different pH.

. Very acidic water causes solubilisation of
aluminium, mânganese or heavy metels in
concentrations iarge enough to be toxic to
plants. Very alkaline wâter may contain
high concentrations of certain ions which
rnay affect growth and soil conditions.
\r'y'ater pH may affect the vigour of
freshwater âquatic biota. Also pH changes
can aÍÍect the toxicity of seve¡al pollutants
such as ammonia and cvanide.

. Environmental effects from agricultural
chemicals in particular relate to their
persistence in soils, potential for food chain
bioaccumulation, groundwater
contamination, and eutrophication of
waterways, including toxic a1gal blooms.
The main concern relates to the
accumulation of toxic chemicals in the food
chain and the effects of low levels of
toxicity on hur¡an health, plant and animal
species. Land uses sensitive to any increase
in leveis of toxicity in water aïe water
USEIS.

. Valued ecosystems are also sensitive to
change in toxicity.

. Phosphorus concentrâtions in the upper
Hunter River, above Muswellbrook, are
generally high, resulting it is thought from
grazing activities and basaltic rock
weathering.

. Al1 DLWC storages in the Hunter Valley
have experienced ì:lue-green algal blooms,
the problem being pronounced in the
Glenbawn Reservoir where nutrient release
has occurred from inundated land iollowing
its enlargement.

. High nitrate concentrations in groundwater
of the Hunter River aLluvium.

Environmental Conditions

. Agricultural acidification is greatest on
prime agricultural land and lowest in
graztng areas with low soil fertiiity.
Deposition rates are generally low but some
soils are prone to rapid acidification. Under
present conditions, the likeiy amount of
acid accumulated from land use and
deposited frorrr thc atmosphere is least in
undisturbed naturel systems and most in
intensive agricultural systems.

. The Hunter River and its major tributaries
are alkaline in nature, having a large
buffering capacity to absorb changes in pH,
and therefore generally insensitive to acid
rnputs.

. Little information on the extent and
distril¡ution of chernical contaminâtion of
the Upper Hunter waterways has been
found although it is known to be an issue.
Adoption of best rnanagement practices for
agricultural activities and industrial waste
disposal, and the strict regulation of
contaminated sites will minirnise the
potential for environmental changes to
toxicity levels.

@o
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Indicator Potential Causes
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Turbidity - is a measure of water clarity
and an indicator of sedimentation and

erosion. It is related to the âmount of

fine particulates suspended in the water
column. ANZECC's Water QualitY
Guidelines for drinking water speci{y a

limit of 5 nephelometric turbidity units
(NTU) based on aesthetic considerations
and less than I NTU at time of
disinfection. Other values are provided
for primary contact recreation and

âquatic ecosystems'

'Water Table Movement - refer to the
level o{ groundwater, thât is, the upper
surface oÍ a zote of saturation' The
surface is uneven and highly variable
according to the weather. The lowest
level to *hi"h it naturally falls is called
the permanent water table-

. Sensitive to changes in sediment inputs'
Cumulative effects in suspension are short
term being associated with high rainfall and

floods, but sedimentation effects
downstream are generally of longer term
duration.

. Can originate naturally from flood plain
soils and sediments along lowland
wâtercourses.

. Land clearing, forestry, open-cut coal
mining earth
cropping and nges

in sóit tegi." soil
erosion Ieadi

. Movements are associated with rainfall,
irrigation, vegetation and plant growth, and

lanã clearing including forestry and open-

cut coal mining'
. Evaporâtion is a minor influence'
o Plants continuously remove water from the

soil by transpiration so that when trees and

vegetation are removed, the water table
often rises.

. Poot irrigation prâctices where more water
is applied than can be used by a crop' Here,

"*"Ëi, 
*"t"t percoletes to the water table,

causing ground water levels to rise'
Oo-eil-", industrial and mining ground and

surface water consumption may counter
rising levels if sufficient volumes are

removed.

. Turbidity can result ín a reduction of light
availability, inhibit plant growth, cover

benthic organisms and aquatic habitats and

affect fish habitats.
. Declining water quality for primary contâct

and stock consumption.
. May also affect the condition of mechanical

and industrial Processes.

. Generally, turbidity levels in the Hunter
River are low, with no significant change

in the last five years although there are

periodic peaks associated with high flows'
. Conversely, in the recent drought, low

river gradients in the Aberdeen area

resulted in high turbidity in the Hunter
River as a result of dispersible soils being
washed into the river from minor rainfall
events without adequate flushing
capabilities.

. Implementation of adequate so,il erosion

anã sedimentation controls will minimise
the potential for impacts from turbidity'

. Saline seepage has been evident between
Muswellbrook and Cessnock for some

time. The Hunter Valley Salinity Strategy

Task Group estimates that at least I,000
ha of land ãre grossly affected by dryland
salinity and more than 10,000 ha are ar'

risk.
. The level of dryland salinity reflects the

gradual rising of the water table in the
lJpper Hunter.

. When permanent water table rises, salts

occurting naturally in soil and rock ate

dissolved and brought towards the sur{ace

erosl0n-
. As the water table reaches the ground

surface, waterlogging maY become
permânent and saline seepege cân occur'
Groundwater tesources can be

contaminated from nutrients, toxic material
and the like and may have the potentiâl to

affect the suitability of groundwater for
domestic 8r. agricultural users.

APPENDIX B - 3. CATCHMENT CONDITIONS INDICATORS
Indicator Potential Causes Potential Effects Environmental Conditions

Land Stability - refers to the protection
egâinst mass movement which is the
downward movement of rock and soil
under the influence of gravity.

Dependent on susceptibility to natural
degradatìon processes such as soil erosion,
geomorphological and geological activity, and
water drainage. These can result in mass
movements involving earth flows, landslips,
subsidence etc. Mass movements can be
continuâl and/or episodic and can occur on
steeply sloping ground or on low angled slopes.
They are associated with increasing soil water
levels and a reduction in soil strength.
Mass movements exacerbated or created by
human activities include indirect causes such
as deforestation, Iand clearing and site
development or more direct activities such as
extraction and mining. The potential for
subsidence as a result of underground coal
mining is the most managed land stability
ISSUe-

. The effects of mass movements can be
substantial and expensive (sometimes not
possible) to repair so that the best poiicy is
to prevent or limit development on land
thet is potentially unstable. This occurs
with residential development in areas of
mine subsidence as they âre susceptible to
surface disturbances if mining and
extraction rnânagement prâctices are faulty

. Land uses relying on the productivity of
soils, such as agriculture and forestry, or
access to resources/ such as sand
extraction/ are also affected by mass
movements through the loss of productive
capàcLty. Together with coai mining, these
land uses can also be af{ected by
restrictions to operâtions to maintain land
stability in risk prone areas.

. Land stability problems and mass
movement potential in the Upper Hunter
are considered most significant in the
Liverpool and Mount Royal Ranges, and in
areas subject to subsidence from
underground coal mines and in parts of the
Hunter River flood plain subiect to
extrection operations. Its potentiel fof
cumulative irrrpact are not considered
significant except possibly in the higher
areas above the Valley floor and in parts of
the Hunter River flood plain.

. Ground surface subsidence from
underground coal mining is subject to strict
regulatory controls.

@!
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Indicator

Indicator

Soil Contamination - indicates the

presence of hazardous substances in the

soil.

. Gasworks, chemical works, powel plants'

.*"ì"" tiá,i"ns/ timber treatment plants and

may occur due to
anese toxicitY in
Permian age

Vailey.
Agricultural land use practices cân 

,
cJntribute to the âccumulation of elements

which are toxic to Plant growth'
. Disposal of industrial wastes, pârticularly

i.^"itittg from industrial waste disposal sites

"r.á"i"Ëa 
with coal mining, industrial and

associated trades.

. Environmental concerns about agricultural
chemicals relate to their persi'stence rn

soi1s, potential for {ood chain
bioaccumulation, groundwater
cãntamination and eutrophication of

weterways'

. Poor mânagement of chemical use can put

p"opf", stoãk and conservation o{ valued

ecosystems at risk.

and
collect
in the
a

Contaminated Sites Register'
. Decreased use of fertilisers, pesticides-and

herbicides can occur through improved

sustainable a

practices for ng

ãeveloped at ent

from soil contamination'

Environmental Conditions

Potential Causes

Potential Causes

Potential Eflects

Potential E[fects

@
@

Soil Salinisation - refers to an increase in
the concentrâtions of soluble salts in
soils and a distinction is usually made
between dryland and irrigation salinity.

Soil Structure Decline - Soil structure is
important for optirnal wâter infilttation
and aeration, and to allow good seedling
emergence and maximum root growth. It
declincs chiefly through compâction
and/or shearing.

. Dryland salinity is the build up of salt in
surface soil on nonirrigated land from rising
watertables & subsequent groundwater
seepage called a saline seep.

. Rising watertables cause naturally occurring
salts (mainly sodium chloride) in the soil and
rock to dissolve and brought towards the
surface. Salt content becomes concentreted
by evaporation. The occurrence of dryland
salinity is determined by geology, climate,
soil type, farming practices and vegetation
cover. Farming practices at fault are those
which waste soil water through clearance of
native vegetâtion, growing annual crops and
pastures/ overgrazíng, sowing late and long
faliow.

. Clearing of native vegetation and potentially
hard rock extrâction/ forestry, coal mining,
urban and infrastructure development. Land
uses which involve rehabilitation or regrowth
can result in positive effects depending on use
of deep rooted native vegetâtion.

. Irrigation salinity arises from similar causes
but also include seepage from drains and
channels as weil âs poor irrigation practices
such âs over-watering and irrigating
unsuitable soils.

. Cropping practices involving tillage
machinery pulverises soil aggregates and
compâcts the soils. \Mith poor practices, a

dense layer known as the plough pan forms at
the base of the cultivation layer. Tillage may
also reduce the level of organic matter which
is essential for good structure and fertility.

. Trampling by stock.

. The intensive use of heavy machinery which
may occur 1n operatlons such as intensive
agriculture, movement of stock, coal rnining
rehabilitation, forestry operations and land

. An increase in salt near the surface of soils
damages vegetation and promotes the
growth o{ more salt resistant vegetâtion.
This can result in decreased agricultural
productivity and soil erosion. Increased
salinity levels in dams and streams is
common and irrigation tailwaters and
su¡face runoff also add to elevated water
salinity levels.

. The Hunter Valley Salinity Strategy Task
Group estimates at least 1000 ha of land in
the Valley are grossly affected by dryland
salinity and more than l0 000 ha are at risk.
Areas affected by dryland salinity are
increasing. DLWC is currently conducting a

salinity mapping program and carrying out a
groundwater reconnaissance program to
determine the likelihood and extent of
dryland salinity.

. Structurål decline can reduce agricultural
productivity as well as increase
susceptibility to erosion. It may lead to
reduced aeratior\ increased mechanicai
resistance to root growth, reduced
infiltration, increased lil<elihood of root
disease and possibly accelerated loss of
organic matter. All these naturaliy effect
the productivity of non-intensive
agricultural activities.

. The extent and cost impacts of this form of
land degradation has been ranked as the
nation/s most serious land degradation
problem.

. Programs and activities are being
undertaken on land management practices
to maintain and improve soil structure.
These include encouraging pasture rotâtions
and alternative farming techniques which
rninimises tillage and other mechanical
disturbance of the soil through the use of
herbicides to control weeds.
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Indicator

Soil Acidification Soils can be naturally
acidic. Soil acidity is also a natural
consequence of Plant growth and
cropplng processes.

Indicator

. Agriculture contributes large amounts of

""id 
to intensively used land by the

excessive use of nitrogen fertilisers for crop

production, the use of legume dominant
p.rtnt"., the nitrification of soil organic
äo-porrnds and the removal of alkaline and

waste products.
. Soils containing pyrite are reactive and their

exposute to air leads to increâsed acidity
release. tion,
mining, igation and

urban ã Acids maY

also leach from coal rnining 8r. power
generation wastes but have only localised
effects on soil acidification.

. Atmospheric contributions of acid to soils
are potentially limited to adding to the
stre-sses caused by the acid accumulated
from agricultural uses'

. Reduced pasture and crop growth resulting-
in decreaãed ground cover and an increased

susceptibilitY to soil erosion.
Recommended treatments include liming,
use o{ acid-tolerant plant species and
changes in
Effects on
through so lY to
be indirect than direct'

. Basalt-derived soil,s of the Upper Hunter
River and the basalt alluvia along some

major creeks and the river are highly
resistant to acidification. The soils most
susceptible âre those with light textured
surfaðe layers, especially those derived from
sandstones.

. Agricultural acidification is greatest on
prìme agricultural land, which is,chiefly 

.
used foiirrigated pastures, viticulture and

lucerne production, and is lowest in
extensivè grazing areas with low fertility'

it"
change from aciditY.

. Generally, soil acidification is not
considered a problem in the Upper Hunter'

Potential Causes

Potential Causes Potential Effects Environmental Conditions

o

Erosion - refers to the process by which
rock particles and soil are.detached and
transported from their original site.
Water is the instigator of sheet, rill,
tunnel and stream bank erosion while
another form is wind erosion.

. Australian soils are generally shallow. The
removal of soil may result from raindrop
splash &/or weter runoff {sheet erosion). The
action of run-off gathered into small streams
may lead to rill erosion and when small rill
streâms unite to create sttonger flows, gully
erosion often results. Bare or sandy soils are
also vulnerable to erosion by wind, its degree
is determined by wind patterns/ dominani
soil texture, ground cover density Cr surface
soil moisture.

o Natural erosion operates ¿t an extremely
slow rete which is gteatly accelerated by
human âctivities, especially poor
agricultural and land menagement practices.
Once vegetâtion ground cover has been
removed or degraded, the capacity of the
ground surface to resist erosion by warer or
wind is reduced. Stream banks may become
degraded from stream bank vegetation
clearing and stock access to waterways,
resulting in interference with riverbank
filtration functions, stability and habitat
retention.

. A decline in productivity as nutrients and
organic matter become depleted. Removal
of fertile topsoil layers, sedimentâtion of
watercourses and supplies, and formation of
a pathway for the removal of sediments
from adjacent arees.

. The loss of fine soil from wind erosion
leaves only larger particles. This reduces
soil nutrient levels and moisture retention
for plant growth. When wind and water
erosion removes surface soils, bare
unproductive areas can form from the
exposed subsoil which is relatively
impermeable. These are difficult to
regenerâte with vegetation and reduce the
value of grazing lands.

. Agriculture is most sensitive to increased
erosion from the loss of productivity. Most
sensitive are the fertile alluvial flats and
riparian zone along the Hunter River and its
tributaries, and areas on higher and more
steeply sloping ground where erosion and
soil loss rnay affect the viabitity of certain
agricultural operetions. Land uses may also
be affected by the destructive nature of
gully erosion. These may include
infrastructure and earth works associated
with extraction, mining and urban
development.

. Soils moving down into the flood plains and
major waterways of the valleys, the latter
filling up with sediments, resulr in siltation
causing changes to the waterwây systems.

. The most common soil profiles in the
ValÌey are highly erodible when disturbed.
The EPA and Singleton Council has
identified continuing land degradation
problems despite advances in conservation
farming techniclues, mine rehabilitation
and sustalnable land use ptâctices.

. Extensive sheet, rill and gully erosion is
evident on undulating land and widespread
in agricultural land and urban areas.
Stream bank erosion along the Hunter
River and its tributaries is still present.
Other susceptible areas to soil erosion are
the Merriwa Plateau and the cleared higher
slopes of the Hunter Valley. llowever,
there is no evidence of widespread scalds.
The adoption of improved soil and crop
menagement practices is being promoted.
These practices include appropriate
agricultural practices suited to soil
erodibiiity, land clearing techniques,
ground cover manegement, and runoff and
soil erosion controls.

¡ Widespread clearing of native vegetation
from stream banks and flood plains in the
Hunter Valley has resulted in riverbanl<
erosion and changes in river channel
morphology.
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Potential Causes Potential Effects

Potential Effects

Indicator

insecticides.
. Habitat modification occurring as a result of

constmctlon.
¡ Petmanent impacts on freshwater habitats

can oco ver mânâgement

works, etc as well as

.rr*rriu water Pollution'
erosion n from land use

âctivities.
. Land degradation processes/ dieback, water

ãg"fttiã" and future climate change ef{ects

. IJnconstrained access to conservation areas

"nJ{o."rrty 
plantations could permit weed

infestation.
o I erIY

c rd to olcl

g

. Habitat modifications or disturbances affect

the abiiity of species to recover and persist'

. Gradual lot
through ing the

food cha e whole

ecosystem.
. Loss of useful genes and/or compounding

cumulative effects on the food chain'

which humans dePend'

. The threat of ali'enation and fragmentation

of habitats may be limitecl to the Upper

U.*,"t senslti;e riverine environments and

in more remote uncleared higher areas to

th" *.tt and north above the Valley floor'

ðirrgt.tott Council has identified a lack of

ániã o" significant areas of habitat and

*it¿tit" cãrridors outside National Parks

and State Forests.
. Areas of biological conservation capability

and suitabiiity coincide with the western

and southern parts of the Upper Hunter
region but reilect disturbance ef{ects'

. Extensive clearing and/or thì'nning for and

an influx of exotic weed species have

ãi.i"t¡.¿ the study aÍea to an extent where

most of the vegetation outside the existing
reserve system is of líttle value for
consefvatlon.

. Forested ereas support diverse wildlife
populations, but the floodplain and--

,oiro,.,ndt have Iittle wildlife The National
Parks and Wildlife Service administers a

Wildlife Atlas which contains an inventory

of flora and vertebrate fauna species in

NSW.

o
N

APPENDIX B-4. SO CIAL CONDITION INDICATORS

Indicator Potential Causes Environmental Conditions

oo

Noise and Vibration Noise is any kind of .
perceived sound. The factors affecting the
way sound is perceived include sound
level and frecluency, the period of .
exposure and changes in fluctuatíons. .
This makes measuring noise complex.
When a noise is unwelcome it becomes
noise pollution of which the community .
consider is a major fâctor in reducing
quality of life. Vibrations refer to ground
movements and overbl¿st pfessufe
immediately f ollowing explosions.

Natural resource extraction operations,
pârticularly 24 lnour open cut coal mining -

potential for cumulative impact.
Road and rail transport.
Intensive agricultural ectivities may
generate noise from livestock and
machinery.
Impâcts from vibrations are experienced at
receptors from blasting operations
associated with quarrying and open cut coel
mln1ng.

. Residential areas and rural residences are
sensitive to noise frorn 24 hour open cut
mining operations in their vicinity.

. EPA's Environmental Noise Control
Manual provides planning objectives for
residential areas adjacent to industrial areas
which may be subject to creeping
background levels as the level of industrial
activity increaseþ and to acceptable
background levels in such situations. For
the latter, the Manual recomnends the
maximum noise level for a specific
premises should be at least 1OdB below the
acceptable level relevant to the site to hold
the background level and to prevent
creeplng.

. The productive capacity of certain livestocl<
operations may also be affected which may
include the production o{ eggs from battery
hens and milk from dairy cows.

. Recreation and tourism are also sensitive to
noise in rnaintaining its attractiveness and
suitability f or leisr,rre.

. Noise mitigation safeguards depend on a
correct interpretation of acceptable
background and creeping noise levels in
receptor areas. Effective noise control
meâsures must teke into account
variations in response between individuais
to noise/ the noise characteristics of the
noise source (frequency/loudness/tone),
circumstances of noise generetion,
economic/technical feasibility of noise
control and the importance of the activity
câusrng nolse.

o Increasing ambient noise levels can be
enticipated as a result of new extensions of
existing major open-cut coal mining
activities in Singleton and Muswellbrook.

¡ Existing traffic noise levels on the New
England Highway may continue or even
increase over a 24 hour day as a result of
traffic movements along that road.



Indicator
Environmental ConditionsPotential Causes Potential Elfects
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Transport and Traffic Gerleration -
Transport provides efficient means of
personâl movement and linking goods
and services with markets. This
efficiency, however, depends on the
adequacy of road and ¡ail infrastructure

Housing and Services Demands -
Demands for housing and services is a
direct response to increasing population,
falling occupancy râtes, increasing
incomes and employment as well as
economlc âctlvlty.

o The main potential for increased transport is
road traffic along the New England Highway
and its connecting arteries. The New
England Highway is the national highway
link between Sydney and Brisbane with an
undoubted potential for increased through
traffic.

. Most of the transport recluirements for the
export of coal products are met by the rail
network for which spur lines and rail heads
have been instalied. Coal for the Liddelli
Bayswater complex is supplied by a network
of conveyors. The probable continuation and
expansion of the export coal industry should
promote increased industrial activity and
employment, and which together with
increased through traffic requirements, will
have a cumulative impact on the Region's
transport infrastructure.

. Demand for housing is chiefly governed by
immigration into the area oÍ new workforce
employees, pârticulerly associated with the
coal mining industry, and changing
demographics. Experience has indicated that
demand is softened by employees tending to
travel to work from their existing locations
inside or outside the Region. Demand for
new services and utilities will depend on the
adequacy of existing facilities and
recluirements for replacements and/or new

. Demand for new services and utilities also
relate to new commercial and industrial
development and residential development
for the associated workforce. These include
ânticipated moderate growth in the
viticulture and intensive livestock sectors.

. Increased traffic suggests a need for
improvements to the Highway and local
roads to accommodate the increase in the
number and intensity of vehicle
movements. Residential areas and other
sensitive land uses, such as schools ¿nd
hospitals, are directly affected by such
traffic and sometimes require acoustical
and visual screening. Recreation and
tourist operations may also be affected in a
similar away or more indirectly through a
decrease in accessibility from road
congestion.

. Land uses likely to experience growth
include mining, recreâtion, tourism and
urban residential. Meeting growth in
demand will require either the upgrading or
extension of existing facilities or the
instaliation of new ones depending on
location.

. A steady gradual increase in 24 hour
through traffic along the New England
Highway and its associated arteries as well
as Regional coal industry generated traffic
is anticipated. This suggests needs for road
improvements and appropriate safeguards to
preserve the amenity of residential
development.

. Appropriate traffic controls including by-
pass facilities. The 1993 Muswellbrook
State of the Environment Report refers to
the creation of an environmental protection
urban buffer zone, one of the obiectives of
which is to enable the future construction
of a railway and highway deviation and to
ensure that development does not foreclose
such options.

. The RTA is planning a number of road
improvements to the New England
Highway.

. The I9B9 Hunter Regional Environmental
Plan (REP) stâtes that the population
growth of the Region was lTo annually
during the 198l-1986 period, compared with
the State's annual rute of LITI¡
immigration determining the changes in
population in the Muswellbrook and
Singleton areas. The coal resource areas in
the Upper Hunter had provided 20% of the
Region's population increase. From a
population of 4620O in 1986, the REP's
proiections for the Upper Hunter ranged
from 5i300/55000 in 2001 to 52700159600
in 2011.

!
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Indicator

Employment and Worth Employment and

incômá is essentially geared to the direct,
indirect and induced effects of continuing
enhanced regional agricultural,
commercial and industrial development,
and further advancement o{ the tourist
industry.

Visual Amenity Scenic quality is an

important component of regional
environmental management.

. Coal mining for export is considered to be the '
main poten¡ial sources of enhanced future
employment and income. Intensive livestock
proàuótion may aiso'be a new source of

irowth. Agricultural crop production and

áairying will continue to make an important
coniribution to the Regionâl economy, but
only limited economic growth is,anticipated

"ni it, employment source may be strained'
Regional pãwer generation capacity w-olld

"pi""t 
to b" adequate for the foreseeable

fuiure and may be expected to continue to
provide the present volume of employment

Increased employment and worth of Upper
Hunter economic activìty will create

demand for additional commercial,
industrial and in{rastructure services'

Expansion or imProvements to
inf-rastructure including toad, rail, power,

airports and the like may be a consequence

oi ihis ittc."ased demand if capacity does

not exist. Agricultural produce and

activities such as recreation and tourism are

affected by the local condition of essential
requirements and disposable income'

Decreases in visual amenity can affect the

liveability of urban and rural environments'
It has a direct ef{ect on the âttractiveness of

areas used for most recreâtion and tourism
purposes. More indirect effects are

peråelved on the imege of industries such as

.riti"oltnta and horse studs where "pristi'ne"
rural environments are part of industry
promotlon.

. Coal mining is considered to be the main
source of increased employment in the
Region, raw coal proiections indicate ¿

,t"ãdy itt..""se to about 2012 before

declì.ning after another 25 years' Industry
associated with coal mining activities
continues to develop in the Singleton and

Muswellbrook areas.
. Beef cattle grazing and cereal crops have

declined in recent Years'
. Dairy production and vineyard planting

have increased'
. The Liddell and Bayswater power stâtlons

remains importent for empioyment'
. Recreation/toì.lïism offers reasonable

potential for a limited employment base'

Potential Causes

opPortunltles.
. The tourist industry has potentiaì to expand

however its employment base is small, and

its main impact mey come from increased

public expenditure within the Region'
. Increased inter-State through transport may

generâte increased expenditure in the
ñ.egion's service industries.Increased inter-
State through transport mây generate

increased eipenditure in the Region's service

industries.

. Open cut operations and the establishment of '
.rË* mine, *ill cause unavoidable visual

many

and

proposals for rehabilitation in the longer term
provide for progressive revegetation as

operations Proceed'
. The size of the Liddell and Bayswater power

stations is considerable but it's visual impact
is constrained locally except for its stacks and

cooling towers.
. Extraction, Iand clearing and degradation, the

location and design of rural and urban
residential, industrial and infrastructure
development in the Region.

. From a broad perspective, the current
scenic cluality of the Upper Hunter- Region

is good, its developed areas along the course

of the Hu.ttet River and New England Hwy
benefiting from views of the high ground

framing the sides of the Valley to the north,
*".t 

".td 
south. The scenery of the Hunter

wine growing regions is uniclue i'n NSW'
. Some local visual amenity is impeded by

individual coal mining activities and power

st¿tions.
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regional economies that dePend

sì.lnificantly on the exploitâtion of

nalural resources for its wealth, it is
important thet lesource availability is

maximised. For the IJpper Hunter, the
potential sterilisation of resources is

therefore a significant issue.

Indicator

Resource Availability For national and

Potential Causes

economlc
on's natural
dependent on their

extent, accessibility and location as well as

their cluality and suitability for future
tetions to
apply to certain
long-term, while

suitable sites for surface wåter resources

. 
-"y b" limited.

unsustainable forestry practices'
. Resources may also be steril'ised by con{licts

with incompatible land uses such as

buffers.

Potential Causes

. Land uses sensitive to an increase in
restrictions to resource availability include

al

agriculture and extraction by incursions
into buffer âreâs or sterilising effects'

Potential Ef[ects

. Maior natural resources comprise coal,

locked up significant reserves'

Environmental Conditions

o

Indicator

{

Waste Management and Qisposal
Increased production of waste products,
especiaily for municipal solid waste is a
feature of developed regions such as the
Upper Hunter. With ihe increase in
intensive animal industries, the
requirement for increased effluent
disposal has also increased. Wastes are
high in BOD, nitrogen, phosphorus, salt
content and micro-organisms.

. \Vaste disposal needs vary according to the
land use or âctivity involved. Intensive
animal industries generate significant
quantities of effluent waste which in most
cases can be used to fertilise paddocks or
composted.

. Forest harvesting (selective logging) and land
clearing vegetation wâste mey be left on-site
(silviculture requirements/decaying
biornass/post-logging burning) or be the
subject of off-site by-product production
(pulpwood/fencing timber/firewood/wood
chips).

. Power generation wastes comprise furnace
and fly ash residue which are pumped in the
form o{ slurries to ash disposal areas in a
closed system. Salt residues and chemical
wastes âre also produced.

. Coal mining wastes are associated with coal
washery refuse and overburden for disposal
on-site through incorporation into
rehabilitated land. Disposal of coal washery
rejects has been the subiect of considerable
research resulting in proposals for using
fluidised bed combustion of coal rejects for
power generation which may be enticipated
in the Upper Hunter. This process uses both
rejects and tailings, it results in at least a
30% reduction of waste and produces a dry
ash which is more readily disposable than
the original rejects as well as harnessing the
energy potential in the waste.

. Domestic solid waste is usually the subject
of landfill disposal with appropriate
attention for waste minirnisation and
recycling, and possibly composting.

. Sewage treetment generates sludge for land
disposal and soil enhancement.

. Industry generated hazardous, special and
scheduled wastes requìre special storâge,
trânsport, handling and clisposal.

o Even with waste minimisation/recycling
policies, domestic waste generation can be
expected to increase from increasing
residential development in rural areas for
which existing waste collection/disposal
facilities wiil need upgrading.

. In urban areas, existing waste disposal
facilities will need to cope with continuing
demands from existing housing and
additional demands reflecting a gradual
increase in popuiation.

. Existing industrial waste disposal facilities
may need amplification. Safeguards to
control water percolation through waste
emplacements and the generâtion and
seepage of leachate will need continuing
strict control to rninimise soil and
groundwater contamination.

. The ability to undertal<e waste utilisation
for intensive livestock developments will
require attention. Their impact may be
local and even regional depending on the
size, type and management control
involved, and method of e{fluent
manâgement adopted.

. Each council in the Hunter Region operâtes
at least one solid waste clisposal site. There
are over 25 such sites in the Region
accepting al¡out 500 000 tonnes of waste
annually; most councils aim to reduce
waste to landfill by 50o/. by 2000, and larger
councils ere currently preparing strategies
to achieve that objective.

. Varying degrees of recycling are conducted
throughout the Region.

. Liquid hazardous wâstes are collected and
treated by a number of approvecl methods;
the disposal of hazardous wastes ât
municipal waste disposal sites is strongly
discouraged.

. Urban centres operate secondary/tertiary
sewâge treâtment plants where sewage
sludge is used for landscaping and site
rehabilitation or disposed of on site.

. Singleton Council operâtes a landfill facílíty
providing sepârâte schemes for urban and
rural residents with a 40% recycling rate.
Large nearby landfill areas for ash and
wâstcs are provided for power generation
facilities, with dry ash disposal proposed at
closed open-cut mines. Coarse rejects and
tailings from coal mines are disposed of on
site to a pre-determined plan.

. Muswellbrook Council has adopted a trade
wâste policy which includes sewage
treatmenti it has recently built a new wâste
depot in a mine site void which is expected
to meet its needs for the next 30-40 years
and which has resulted in the closure of
inefficient older sites.



APPENDIX C. CUMULATIVE IMPACT
ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES

Summary Tables
The following guidelines are an extract from

t}le upper Huntu Cumulative Impact Study

Identification Repott Department of Urban

Affairs and Planning APril 1996'

They are intended to provide a guide for using

Cumulative Impact Assessment techniques in
planning, policy development and environmental
assessment.

The guidelines will require refinement as çre^ter
experience with the application of these

techniques develoPs.

The three tables on the following pages

summarise the relationships and significance

between âctivities and environmental indicators

They are compiled from the information under

potential causes and potential effects for each

indicator as well as the discussions on

interactions between indicators'

UPPER HUNTER CUMULATIVE

IMPACT STUDY AND ACTION STRATEGY

which could potentially eifect any of the selected

indicators, and thus alert to possible soatces ol

an environmental detetìor atìon'

Table C2 summarises tlne Sensitivity of Lan d U ses

and Other Receptors to Changes in the

Environment. Activities which might be sensitive

to any change in an indicator are shown by a

symbol representing the significance of this

relationship. The table may also be viewed to

determine all the indicators of which ân âctivity
might be sensitive to their change, and thus alert

to possible consequences of environmental
changes.

Table C3 summarises t]ne Intetactions Between

Envir o nm ent al In di c ators. Environmental
indicators which might interact with or

compound the effect of another are shown by a

singie symbol in the table. Tracing an indicator

froÃ either axis will show the same relationships'

and thus alett to possible synergistic or

compounding effects on these envfuonmental
qualitiøs.

These tables represent a very concise overview of

the potential relationships between activities and

the environment from which cumulative impacts

might arise. Their use as an initial guide to

assessments necessafy to undertake cumulative
impact assessments is outlined in the f ollowing

sect10n.

GUIDE FOR CUMULATIVE IIT{PACT
ASSESSMENT
As a first stage in undertaking an environmental
impact assessment {EIA), it is important that all
potential impacts and sensitivities in the
environment are identified. This is often referred
to as 'scoping' and provides the basis to target
investigations to ensure that potential impâcts
are addressed.

It is equally important when performing these
investigations to take into account other human
or natural âctivities that could add to or alter the
effect of potential impacts. This allows the
cumulative potential of a proposal to be properly
assessed. A preliminary examination of these
factors is often recommended when selecting a

site to help avoid unnecessary conflicts.

These tasks are generally made difficult because
of the complexity of cumulative impacts and a

lack of readily available information about the
regional setting of the proposal. It is possible to
harness the information in the Identification
Report within a process that can initially guide
assessments to address cumulative impacts.

This process is shown and explained step by step
in Figure 1.

Step 1: Using Summary Table 1, list the range of
environmental indicators which have the
potential to be changed by the proposal.

Step 2: Using Summary Table 3, note other
environmental indicators or factors that may
interact with or compound the effect of those
identified above.

UPPER HUNTER CUMULATIVE
IMPACT STUDY AND ACTION STRATEGY

Step 3: Again from Summary Table l, list other
activities which could also effect the
environmental indicators identified in Steps 1

and 2.

Step 4: It is now appropriate to refine the list to
those matters relevant to the actual proposal.
This requires reference to spatial information
regarding environmental conditions and land use
patterns.

Examples of what could be removed might
include things like water acidity if the receiving
waters have a high tolerance (buffer) to acidic
inputs or the physical absence of other
potentially contributing âctivities now or in the
likely future.

Step 5: Using Summary TabIe 2, identify
activities that would be sensitive to âny change
in the environmental indicators remaining on the
lis t.

Step 6: With reference to land use patterns,
determine which sensitive activities are relevant
to the proposal. This may also further refine the
list of environmental factors where for example
the absence o1 any sensitive receptor makes the
potential impact benign (such as noise or odour in
remote locations ).

Step 7: In compiling the above lists it is
necessary to record various relationships and
pathways between the relevant activities and
potential cumulative impacts by reference to the
report text. This provides a framework or guide to
commence assessment as shown in Figure 2.

This process provides a preliminary sketch from
which to build a well targeted and {ocused

Guide for
cumulative

impact
assessment

Table C1 summarises tine Changes to the

Envfuonment Potentially Caused by Land Usas

and Othet Influences' For every activity,
envitonmental indicators which might be effected

are shown by a symbol representing the

significance of this relationship' The table may

also be viewed to determine all the activities

FIGURE Cl.INITIAL GUIDE TO ASSESS CUMULATIVE IMPACT

Other land
uses and influences

contributingProposal Potential
E{fects

Environmental
conditions (with
spatial analysis)

Land uses and
receptors sensitive to

effects

Interactive or
compounding effects
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Proposal

Other
contributing

actrvltles

cumulative impact assessment. It would nâturally
require greater elaboration for significant
proposals or more complex environments. It may
also require the assistance of computer
applications to mânage the amount of
inf ormation.

UPPER HUNTER CUMUTATIVE
I MPACT STUDY AN D ACTION STRATEGY

Activities
sensitive to

environmental
change

EXAMPLE APPLICATION
To demonstrate the application of this process, â
proposed new open cut coal mine is examined to
establish the framework for assessing its
cumulative impacts. This example is limited by
necessity because of the generic nâture of the
proposal and to enal¡le the process to be
demonstrated.

Socio-Economic Terrestrial

TABLE C3. INTERACTIONS WITHIN THE ENVIRONMENT
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(Relationships and pathways 

)

INDICATOR

Example: Open Cut Coal Mine in the Upper Hunter
As a first step, identify potential impacts which may lead to cumulative ef{ects

Step I Indicators which have the
potential to be changed

Significance Notes on Relevancy

Particulates
Nitrogen Oxides
Greenhouse Gases
Other Vehicle Emissions:
Odour

Water supply
Water Salinity
Water Acidity
Toxicity
Turbidity
Water Table Movement
Land Stability

Erosion
Soíl Structure Decline
Soil Salinisation
Soil Acidification
Soil Contamination
Biodiversity
Noise and Vibration

' Visual Amenity
Transport and Traffic
Housing and Services
Waste Disposal
Employment and Worth
Others ?

malor
mlnor
mlnor
mlnoI
mlnoI

moderate
malor
mlnof
mlnor
moderate
moderate
mlnoï

moderate
moderate
mlnor
mlnor
mlnoI
moderate
mâlor

Mainly coarse particulates only (rPM,n)
etc

Potential disruption to surface and sub
surface water supply and flow ....

Nature and content of soiLs highly
significant. . ..

malor
maJor
moderate
malor
malor

Using only four of the above indicators for convenience (shown in bold) cumulative relationships can
then be expanded:

Potential
cumulative

lmpacts
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Indicator

Particulates Visual AmenitY
(SOx, NOx, F not relevant)

Step 2
Relevant Interactions

Bacteriological, Nutrients,
Water Salinity 8r AciditY,
Toxicity, TurbiditY, Land

stability, Erosion,
Biodiversity

Step 3

Other Contributors

Agriculture, Extraction,
Roads/Rail, Other mines,

Land clearing, Bushfires,
Drought (Power & industrY
not relevant - mainlY fine
particulates )

Agriculture, Flood works,

Iorestry, Flooding/Drought,
Power, Meteorological
conditions, Recreation,
Residential, IndustrY,
Resoutce Management

Step 5

Relevant sensitivities

Recreation/Tourism,
Residential (Agriculture onlY

at extremelY high levels)

Agriculture, Flood works,
Other mines, Powet,
Recreation/Tourism,
Residential, IndustrY, Water
Resources

Agriculture ( croPs-grazing),
Flood Works, Inf rastructure,
IJrban, Water resources

Water
Supply

Erosion

Visual
Amenity

Water suPPlY, Nutrients,
Turbidity, \Mater Tabie
Movement, Land Stability,
Soil structure decline 8¡'

salinisation, biodiversitY

Particulates, Traflic f
Transport

Agriculture ( croPs-grazing),

Extraction, Flood works
Forestry/ geological
processes/ Land clearing,
Flood/Drought

Extraction, ForestrY,

Infrastructure, Power, Rural
and Urban develoPment

Viticulture, llorse studs,

Recreation/Tourism, Rural and

Urban residential.

Examining only the interactions within the

environment relating to water supply listed

above, it is now possible to coÍlmence building

the cumulative impact picture' For example'

while any alteration to water supply has direct

impacts on other users of surface or sub-surface

*n'a"r, it may have a much wider atray of indirect

effects:

o Some of these will relate to raising the

concentïation of stream elements such as

conductivity (salinity), bacteriological and

phosphorous content by way of having less in-

stream water for dilution'

o Conversely, the rapid stream flows at

discharge points may mobilise elements built
up in the river bed over many Yeârs'

. Simiiarly, erosion may compound some o{

these effects where, for example, basalt

derived soils become mobilised and raise the

nìltrient loads in the catchment'

. Discharge storage or the fracturing of sub-

surface rock may increase the rate of leaching

of high saline water to aquifers and surface

streams with lower salinity levels'

o ManY land uses, such as irrigation, dams and

power generatlon, :rTray act in uniso-n within
sub-catchments to alter the flow of stream

water. This in turn could push in-stream levels

of phosphorous, salinity and the like past

thresholds, especially should peaks in water

demand correspond with periods of dry

conditions.

To begin eliminating, or designing investigations

fo., 
"Jp"",, 

such as these, an understanding of the

"rrrri.orr-"r.tal 
conditions related to the proposal

and its location must now be obtained'

It is important not to limit this process to the

information contained in this report as many

mote minot aspects of the proposal may be of

signi{icance for the location' Flowever, the

UPPER HUNTER CUMU LATIVE
IMPACT STUDY AND ACTION STRATEGY

strength of using a process such as the one
presented above is the systematic checking of
possibilities as well as sirnply 'thinking
cumulatively' when preparing the groundwork
to undertake project assessments.

stream flows with the nutrient load and
turbidity of river s/stems;

the relationship of the proposal with sub
surface wâter movement, in particular ground
water âquif ers. In particular, the influence of
the operation on the rate of leaching of high
saline water to aquifers and surface streâms
with lower salinity levels by way of discharge
storage or the fragmentation of sub surface
rock;

the contribution of the proposal to the Upper
Hunter road and rail transpott network
demands;

While this example has been cursoïy, some of the
key cumulative impact crjteria for coal related
developments in the Upper llunter will usually
consists of:

a the interaction of the coal mining proposal
with other dust generating activities (including
other coal mines, coal loading facilities,
extractive industry, agriculture and the like)
so as to predict the cumulative effect on air
quality in terms of health and amenity;

o

o the opportunity presented through
rehabilitation to contribute to reducing
cumulative environmental degradation
especially in terms of restoring threatened or
endangered species and revegetation to
stabilise or lower the water table.

o the ability of the proposal to discharge saline
mine wâste waters to the llunter River system
having regard to the River's carrying capacity,
restrictions to high flows and the relevance of
the Hunter Salinity Trading Scheme;

a the relationship of the proposal with the water
catchment processes having regard to
interaction of erosion and the interruption of

Localised cumulative effects may be expected
from noise, vibrations, odours, visual amenity,
waste management, biodiversity and traÍfic
generation impacts.

il5
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For sulphur dioxide the World Health Organisation
(WHO, 1987 andWHO, 1994)sets
a goal of 500 pg/m3 as a 1O-minute guideline
concentration. This goal is based on the
observation that exercising asthmatics show
evidence of clinically significant effects
beginning at a sulphur dioxide concentration of
1000 pg/m3. There is no certainty that the WHO
data includes the most sensitive asthmatics and
the uncertainty is dealt with by adopting an
uncertainty Íactor of two and setting the
guideline at 500 pg/m3 (10 minute average). Based
on a review of similar data, but making diff erent
judgements concerning the significance of effects,
the Australian National Health and Medical
Research Council (NH&MRC) adopts a 10-minute
goal of 1400 pg/m3. These goals are eff ectively
un der continuous review.

Similar inf orrrration f or nitrogen dioxide notes that
the WHO guideline values have been set at 400 and
150 pg/m3 for I hour and24 hour averagingperiods
respectively.

With fluorides/ the primary concern is with the
protection of vegetation and grazing animals
consuming forage which has accumulated
f luorides. The relevant goals are 2.9 pg/m3 f or
24-hours, I.71tglrî3 for 7-days and 0.5 pg/m3 {or 90
days.

In regard to particulate matter, in recent years
there has been a significant rethinking by
the scientific community as to the health
significance of particulate mâtter. Using
sophisticated statistical techniclues and
community health data from very large
populations it has been possible to identify
increases in mortality associated with the
concentration of fine particulate matter in the
size range l0 um ar'd 2.5 um. The conclusions
of recent studies is that there appears to be no
"safe-level" below which no effects are observed.
The approach that is now required in assessing
the effects of particulate matter is more logically
based on an assessment of risk rather than the

"o-p"rirotr 
with a single goal. From the

perspective of air quality in the Hunter Valley,
where much of the particulate matter is from
mining or agriculture/ the fine particle
concentrations are at the low end of the rânge.
Further WHO 1994) notes that "Limited evidence
from studies on dust storms indicates such PM10

UPPER H UNTER CUMUIATIVE
IMPACT STUDYAND ACTION STRATEGY

particles are much less toxic than those
associated with combustion sources". Thus,
although the new information has led to the
introduc.tion of new air quality goals {the PMl0
goals as opposed to the TSP goals) and the goals
may be subject to further revision in the future,
it is likely that the prime focus on mining dust
will be in its capacity to cause nuisance effects
rather than health effects. Flowever, this new
information on health effects does call for
revisions in the way that air quality is monitored
in the Flunter Valley. This matter is discussed
I ater.

In relation to the potential for dust to affect plant
growth and to affect visibility, it is concluded
that the dust levels found in the Hunter Valley
due to mining would not be expected to af{ect
vegetation nor to contribute significantly to
regional-scale visibility degradation. FIowever,
visible plumes of dust from blasting and dust
hazes associated with individual mines under
certain, commonly occurring conditions aÍe an
aesthetic issue in the community.

Review Of Existing Data
Analysis of dust deposition and dust
concentration data reveals a clear upward trend
in both deposition and concentration. The trend
is attributed to the increase in mining and to the
fact that the data for the final years of the data
set corresponded to an extended period of muc,h
lower than average rainfall in the Flunter Valley
and over most of eâstern Australia.

This review of the data does identify a need to
signiiicantly modify the air quality monitoring
programs being undertaken in the Hunter Valley
to ensure that the data are able to be easily used
to identify trends in air cluality.

The report then proceeds to give abrtel review of
the climate and meteorology of the study area.

Emissions Inventories
This report provides estimates of existing
and future dust emissions from mining and

agriculture and emissions of sulphur dioxide,
nitrogen oxides and particulate matter from
power statlons.

Dust emissions from mining are estimated to
increase from 52,000 tonnes ín 1996 to a peak of

APPENDIX D. SUMMÀRY OF REPORT

nnEn,nnED BY NIGEL HOLMES 8Ù ASSOCIATES'

CUW'UNETIVN IMPACTS DUE TO ATMOSPHERIC

O¡ITSSTO'VS IN TTIE TJPPER HUNTER VALLEY'

NSW7996

annual a\¡etã8e aluminium production is

currently at approximately 150'000 tpa'

The busiest road in the study area is the New

;;;;;ã Highwav through Muswellbrook' which

\t l994had an annual average daily traffic flow

IAADT) of 16,330 compnsed of 2'-45O heavy

iehicles and 13,880 light duty vehicles'

By the year 2OOO raw coal production is expected

io ,r."rÉ^r" significantly in the future with open

""i nt"¿""aiÃ reaching a maxirnum of 85 Mtpa

i" zõro and undergroo"d ptodoction reachng26

Mtpa in the same year' Underground production

is expected to increase progressively-from a I996

nr"ã"".t"" rate oi 6'35 Mtpa to 40 Mtpa by 2020'

Power generating capacity is expected to increase

t y ttt" fntroductiott of " 
100 Mwe power plant

near Warkworth'

Traffic flows at Muswellbrook are expected to

¡"r""r" so that by 20i6 the AADT on the New

England Highway at Muswellbrook will be

;;:;;0, coriprised of 4,100 heavv vehicles and

L2,230 light vehicles'

Regulation Of Air Pollution And Quality Goals

itrî ,"t"rrunt goals are those f or sulphur dioxide'

;t;;;"" dioxide, fluorides and particulate matter

the r"eport also provides background material as

- ft"* air quality goals are cletermined'

Purpose
This report was prepared by Nigel Holmes 8r

Associates for the Department of Urban Affairs

and Planning. Its purpose was to review existing

information about air cluality in the Hunter

Valley to determine the extent that the

cumulative effects of emissions from industry (in

n"t-a-t""f"t mining) and agriculture are affecting

ãi, n""ftat and the exte rt that cumulative effects

*irit" the near {uture affect air cluality' The

n"ii*i"".t covered include sulphur dioxide (So')'

;i;;*"" dioxide (No,), 'luorides and particuÌate

ãnaaãr. The main focot was on particulate matter

;;;;" emissions {rom open cut mines' although

emission from agriculture and natural sources

were not ignored'

Study Area
The study areâ rurls from Cessnock in the south

;; t;"" ir. th" north and from Lochinvar in the

; ; Denman in the west' The area includes all

existing open cut coal mines in the Hunter Valley

""ã,ft*. 
planned {or development in the near

f"*;;. rt ul.o includes the Bayswater and Liddell

;;;"t Stations and the proposed Redbank Power

Plant near Warkworth and the important

agricultural âreas on the river flats'

Issues
The study follows a rec'ommendation by

Commissioner Kevin Cleland after the Bengalla

t*it; that a cumulative impact study be

lrnã"ri^L". in the Upper Hunter' The primary

focus has for this reâson been on dust from open

"rr, -in"r, but the scope has been extended to

i""f"ã" othe, pollutants that have the potential

to contribute to cumul aftve air cluality eff ects'

Pollutant Sources - Present and Future

At present raw coal production from Hunter

Valley open cut conf min"s has increased frorr

23.2Mtpain 1985 to 50'0 Mtpa in 1993' Raw coal

i--.tnì"tground mines has decreased form 5 5

Mtpa to 3.6 Mtpa over the same period'

Power Senerating capacity has remajned steady in

recent yeats at "pp.á"tt'tely 
4'5 Mwe anil effects of Pollution'
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emissions. The estimates do not take into
âccount improved dust contlol practices that

might be developed by open cut mines in the

future.

Models
The computer-based dispersion models used to

assess the potential for cumulative air cluality

impacts to arise from dust emissions from coal

mines and from power station emissions, ate

described.

The modelling analysis shows the contribution that

existing coal mines make to dust fallout and

concentration levels in the study area and the

expected levels in the near future (approximately

the year 2000)' The tables below summarises the

results.

TABLE D1. AREAPREDICTED TO BE AFFECTED BY

DIFFERENT LEVELS OF DEPOSITION

Year Area wi Area with Total coal

deposition deposition production

greater than greater than
10g/m'z/month
(annual average)

4g/m'z/month
annual average)

1996 28.71<m2 68.7km2 56.6}/rtly

2000 36.0km2 89.1km2 8I.7l/ltly

TABLE D2. AREA PREDICTED TO BE AFFECTED BY

CONCENTRATIONS ABOVE 90 PG/M3
Year Area concen trât1on Total coaI

greatet than 90 Þg/m3 production

(annual average)

1996 60.8 km2 56.6l/rtly

2000 82.4km2 81.7 Mtly

UPPER HUNTER CUMULATIVE
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month is 30 per cent. Similârly the area estimated

to experience dust concentrations, due to mining'

of above 90 pg/m3 increases by 36 per cent'

Conclusions
Sulphur Dioxide. Power Station emissions under

rare meteorological conditions result in
concentrations above the NHSTMRC and WHO air

cluality goals. The areas aÍfected and the very low

tì"qrr"n"y of these events means that they are of

little environmental significance' All long-term

SO, concentrations are below the relevant goals'

Thå possible addition of the 100 Mwe Redbank

Powå, Plant with 90 percent sulphur removal will
not significantly change the position with respect

to srrlphor dioxide in the Upper Hunter Valley'

Nitrogen dioxide concentrations âre within the

EPA's goals at all monitoring sites'

Fluoride concentrâtions in the Upper Hunter are

also within the relevant goals for sensitive

vegetation.
experience the

goã1, fo. t. sions

from the al ri' No

additional growth in fluoride emissions is

expected in the foreseeable future'

Particulate mâtter emissions from present

mini.ng operations are estimated to be of the

order of 52,000 tpa and are estimâted to rise to

72,OOO tpa by the year 2000' Agricultural
activities are estilllated to contribute
approxirnately 23,000 tpa' This figure is not

expected to change in the near future'

The expansion of coal mining in areas to the

west and to the north of Muswellbrook will
lead to increased dust levels in the area'

Model predictions indicate that air cluality at

Muswellbrook due to emissions from mining will
be similar to those in Singleton by the year 2000'

Recommendations
Australia is a major coal exporter and the F{unter

Valley is one of the significant coal producing

areas in the country. There is a significant
capacity within the industry collectively to
undertake world-leading applied research into

the management of air cluality and other

environmental matters. Some of this worl< is

aheady in progress, but progress could be
accelerated by a more coordinated approach to
both routine monitoring and research.

The major recommendations are:
1. Establish, either âs part of the EpA, or as a

separate organisation with supervisory
responsibilities, a body to be responsible for
the design and operation of a coordinated
Upper Hunter air quality and meteorological
monitoring network.

2. Redesign the existing dust monitoring
network, placing less emphasis on dust
deposition gauges and more emphasis on the
monitoring of TSP, pM10 and pM2.5. It is
suggested that monitors be placed at least at
Ravensworth, Warkworth and Singleton as
well as at Muswellbrook. Probably an
additional ten to twenty sites will be required
to comprehensively monitor the entire Upper
Hunter region.

3. Operate concentration measuring monitors on
â continuous basis, or at the very least on a
coordinated basis so that data can be used in a
diagnostic fashion to identify if high readings
are due to local sources of are regional in
extent. At least some of these sites should
provide data on a continuous basis.

4. Initiate research programs to develop interim
exposed area stabilisation methods to minimise
wind erosion from exposed areas during dry
wind conditions.

5. Initiate research programs to minimise the
risk of dust from blasting passing over settled
areas or residences.

6. Research the use of continuous mine boundary
dust surveillance systems to provide mine
managers with realtime information as to dust
emissions leaving mine areas.

7. Initiate research studies to develop short-term
air quality criteria which can be used to
"objectively" assess the significance of short-
term impacts.

8. Review mine performance with respect to
unrehabilitated lands to ensure that
unrehabilitated areas are in fact minimised

UPPER HUNTER CUMUTATIVE
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9. Review the buffer zones required for mining
taking place close to major public roads.

Additional Comments
The consultant provides some additional
comments on cutrent EIS processes and
highlights some difficulties that are currently
being experienced. Discussions with community
groups in the course of undertaking the study has
identified dissatisfaction with some of the
outcomes of the scientific assessment approach
used in EISs. This dissatisfaction is summarised
by the stâtement "that EISs lack credibility,,. The
basis of the scientific assessments used in this
study and in EISs for individual mines is simple.
The approach relies primaríly on comparing dust
deposition and or concentration levels with air
quality goals designed to protect against effects
on human health and nuisance. This is a common
approach used in environmental assessment.
When it comes to dust emissions from open cut
mines, there is always a point close to the dust
generating activities, where the goals are
exceeded. The approach normally followed is to
determine, taking account the operational details
of the mine and the local dispersion condirions,
the boundary between where the goals are
exceeded ancl where they are met.

The area enclosed by the boundary is defined as
the area affected by mining dust and private land
owners within this zone are usually compensated
or have their properties purchased. If improved
dust controls allow the boundary to be contracted
the EIS identifies a smaller area aÍfected bv dust
emissions. This leacls to the community
perception that EISs design up to the
environmental limits. This is a logical approach
and it is difficult to see an alternative. Flowever,
a clearer explanation as to the logic of the process
may be helpful. It should also be explained that
the approach is not incompatible with the
application of best manâgement practice for the
control of dust.

Another Íactor that is possibly leading to
dissatisfaction is that while air quality goals may
protect against health effects and work to protect
almost everybody in the community, the goals set
for protecting against subjective effects, such as

nuisance effects, are o{ten set at â level where
90 per cent of the population will consider air

The tables show that the increase in coal

production is approxim ately 44 percent over this

time and the associated increase in the land

affected by dust deposition greater tlnan 4 gf r:e2l
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APPENDIX E. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: UPPER
HUNTER CUMULATIVE IMPACT STUDY-\ryATER
CATCHMENT ANALYSIS, UM\ryELT (AUSTRALIA)
PTYLTD,AUGUST 1996

EXECUTIVESUMMARY
As part of the Upper Hunter Cumulative Impact
Study prepared by the Department of Urban Affairs
and Planning, an analysis of catchment attributes,
land use and water quality has been undertaken.
This information has been used as a basis for
reviewing water quality cumulative impacts that
exist or potentially may exist within the area.

This study, which is titled Water Catchment
Analysis, principally considers that area of the
Upper Flunter catchment that is within the
boundaries of the Singleton, Scone,
Muswellbrook, Merriwa and Murrurundi Local
Government Areas (LGAs).

Objectives for the \Mater Catchment Analysis
component of the Upper Hunter Cumulative
Impact Study were to:

Provide an indication of existing surface and
groundwater quality and terrestrial catchment
conditions,

UPPER H UNTER CUMULATIVE
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To achieve these objectives and attempt to
understand the interactions between land use and
water quality in the Upper Flunter, available water
quality, land use in{ormation and an overview of
the physical attributes and characteristics of the
Upper Hunter was compiled.

Physical attributes of the catchment described
include:

Topography
Geology
Soils
Erosion
Vegetation Cover
Climate.

In many instances, only limited historical
information is available in regard to these
physical attributes with information frecluently
only being available from one-off surveys.
Climatic fluctuations (i.e. wet years and dry years
and prolonged wet and dry periods) were seen as

one of the key components that had the potential
to affect water quality. As such, it was considered
necessary to take climatic influences into
consideration in assessing cumulative impacts.

Land use and changes in land use also have the
potential to significantly affect wâter quality. To
this end, a profile of land use change in the Upper
Hunter has been compiled in order to correlate
previous land use and water quality trends and to
highlight potential land use changes which may
have importânt water cluality considerations.
Comparison with previous land use mapping is
constrained by variation in mapping units,
boundaries and categories used.

Historical land use data has been collected mainly
on a Local Government Area or regional basis with
little, if any, consideration of catchment
boundaries. Analysis of this general data
highlights land use trends for broad areas and
provides a basis from which to begin focusing
upon land use changes within particular
subcatchments.

The most recent comprehensive land use mapping
for the Upper Hunter was undertaken by the
Department of Land and Water Conservation in
1995 fu the Department of Urban Affairs and

o

a

a

a

a

a

a

o

a

o

a

a

o

a

Establish any trends in those conditions,

Assess the acceptability of current catchment
conditions in terms of ANZECC Guidelines and
relevant groundwate r critería,

Assess the risks to and sensitivity of sub-
catchments from further land use impacts,

Provide a context and geographical basis to
more âccurately trigger and guide the
assessment of potential impacts from
development proposals,

Examine the potential, feasibility and means
by which catchment management tools may be
used,to improve land use decisions,

Examine the suitability of current monitoring
processes,

Identify any significant additional restrictions
on further development or management
practices that may be required to sustain the
maintenance of water quality goals.
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conclucted assessment and the communities

n"t""nai"" that dust is at unacceptable levels'

goals will actuallY ocsur'

The above factors may go some wây to explaining

some. of the community's concern about air quality

even though a project may meet all air quality

goals.

There are some strategies that can be f ollowed that

coutd help improve the communities perceptions'

These are listed below'

. Recluire that areas on/ or close to public roads

,rr"ã, "i, 
quality goals with respect to dust

deposition and concentlatloll'

o Initiate research pÏogrâms that will develop

short-term air cluatity goals that can be used in

the assessment of short-term impacts due to

episodic impacts'

. Initiate research into objective methods of

communitY comPlaints occur'

o Intensify research into the control of

sPontâneous combustion'

ic
a

t
ss I Pile

stabilisation methods to provide temporary

stabilisation of exposed surfaces in critical

areas i{ these must be le{t unrehabilitated'
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HYDSYS database which stores water quality data
from the 1970s to the early 1990s for a wide range
of locations within the Upper Hunter. Analysis of
the available HYDSYS water information
indicates that over the twenty year period for
which data is available significant variations have
occurred in water quality and that these
variations appeâr to be principally driven by
fluctuations in climatic conditions. Over this
same period significant increases in power
generation, population, intensive animal
husbandry {i.e. pigs), areas of mining and (since
I9B9l area of vineyards have occurred whíle
decreases have occurred in numbers of dairy
cattle, numbers of sheep, atea and number of
agricultural establishments. These trends in land
use are not âpparent in the HYDSYS water
quality data with the only observable
relationships being between climatic conditions
(i.e. streamflow) and water quality parameters.
Limited groundwater quality information is also
available from the Department of Land and Water
Conservation with the majority of the data being
derived from short term studies of specific areas
within the Upper Hunter.

Despite the above observed changes in land use,
after climatic fluctuations âre taken into
consideration there are no appârent long term
trends in surface or ground water quâlity in the
Upper Hunter. This could be partly due to the
relatively small areas subject to land use changes
(i.e. mining and urban populations occupy only
approximately 0.8% and O.2"/" of the Upper
llunter respectively). The absence of detectable
changes in water quality could also be a result of
the relative scarcity of the detailed water quality
data that is required to allow minor long term
changes in water quality to l¡e detected in an
environment that exhibits extreme variability in
response to natural climatic fluctuations.

By way of example, concentrations of nearly all
water quality parameters recorded rnay varyby
several orders of magnitude in response to natutal
climatic fluctuations. F{owever, in assessing
cumulative impacts, a long term increase of only a
few percent (i.e. considerably less than an order
of magnitude) may be significant, As an example,
in some sections of the Upper Hunter
concentrations of salt in the water course may
fluctuate between say 400-600 microsiemens per
centimetre in prolonged wet periods to
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4000-10000 microsiemens per centimetre in
prolonged dry periods. In the longer term
however, an overall increase of say 100
microsiemens per centimetre may have
significant implications in terms of water
quality and our ability to effectively dispose of
saline waters from mines and power stations, or
irrigate pâstures and vineyards etc.

Water quality and interrelated climatic
information that has been collected to date is
not adequate to allow a thorough assessment
of cumulative impacts to be completed.
Consequently, it was found that following a

detailed review of all available inforrnation, it
was not currently possible to fulfill all of the
specified objectives for the study.

In terms of assessing cumulative impacts in
regard to water quality in the Upper Hunter, the
existing water cluality information held by the
Department of Land and Water Conservation and
Environment Protection Authority (EPA) has
rnany shortf alls including:

The length of record and frequency of
sampling for monitoring sites throughout the
Upper Hunter vaties considerably with rnany
parameters only being sampled a few times
during the 20 year analysis period in some
instances, whereas in other cases monthly and
even weekly sampling has been undertaken.
Apart from streamflow information , water
quality data has rarely been collected on a

regular basis. As such it is difficult to develop
an understanding of the parameters thât drive
water quality or of the interactions that may
exist between land use and water quality.

Planning. Land use categories described in this

study include the following:

. Urban

. Agriculture

. Vineyards
o Horticulture
. Coal Mining
o Quarrying
r Industrial
. Forestry
¡ Recreation and Conservation
. Public Utilities
. Power Generation
. Water Supply
. Sewage Treatment Plants and Wâste Disposal

Areas
. Other LandUses.

populations occur within the Singleton and

Muswellbrook ateas and these areas have

experienced the most collsistent and rapid

population growth in the period fton 1947 to

ìSbt. sor,^ined population growth is projected

for these areas.

General agriculturâ1 trends were obtâined f rom

ABS data for the period from 1968 to 1993' There

has been " 
grad.tal decline in the total area of

fertiliser usâge,

Coal mining is estimated to occupy O'B% of the

Upper Hunter. Historical coal production figures

aàanalysed and the location of coal mines is

analysed. Increasing coal production higher in the

catciment is noted and the likely future reliance

on underground mining is highlighted'

Quarrying occupies less than 0' l % of the Upper

Hunter and there are limited details compiled

Singleton and Muswellbrook'

To enable water quâlity information to be

including Australian Bureau of Statistics'

Agricultural Statistics, Council reports and

Hunter Valley Research Foundation reports'

and covered a r^îge of areas with differing

catchment attributes and land use characteristics

The principal surface water cluality information

used for this study was drawn from the

Department of Land and Water Conservatrons

a

o

a

The accuracy of some of the available
information is doubtful which makes it
extremely difficult to determine the
significance of high or uncharacteristic
values that appear in the data set.

The EPA data has no climatic coritext (ie. daily
streamflow) or land use context (i.e. mine
development, effluent discharge levels etc. )

within which to assess the available water
quality data. This is a result of the fact that
the data has been collected to verify
compliance with EPA licence conditions and is
not suitable for assessing if long term changes
in water quality are occurring. In the majority
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of instances, although available water cluality

data for a development may span 10 years or

more/ sampling has not been undertaken for

any length of time at a parrícttlar monitoring
site. As a result, generally only short term

water quality information is available'

Groundwater information is limited to either

water samples collected at the time the

respective groundwater bores were constructed

or in{ormation collected f rom site-specific short

term sampling programs. As a result only very

short term groundwater information is available

for any specific site. In addition, information
is available only for a small proportion of the

Upper lluntet's groundwater resource'

To adequately assess available water quâlity

information in the context of streamflow
conditions it is necessary to have an

understanding of the context of the flow event

within which the data was collected' In the

HYDSYS data base analysed, only average daily

flow inf ormation was available to provide

climatic context f or the water quality
in{ormation and no indication was given as to

when, in relation to a flood or streamflow
event, that data was collected'

In terms of long term trends in water cluality,

analysis of annual avelages of recorded water

qo"lity inf ormation as undertaken for this study

is not suitâble to determine whether short term

fluctuations in water quality are becoming more

extreme or not. It is considered that the current

database of water quality information is not

adequate to determine if changes are occurllng

beyond those that would be experienced as a

result of natural climatic fluctuations'
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the data recorded to be considered in the context

records it appears that the observed changes can

be attributed to natural fluctuations with no net

long term change in water qualitY'

To address these issues associated with the

inadequacy of available data, there is a real need

for a coordinated and consistent approach to all

aspects of monitoring associated with water

quality. There is an even greâter need to ensure

that the data collected is accurate and is recorded

accurately. Considerable financial and human

resources have been and are being expended on

collecting water quality information through:

o Depârtment of Land and Water Conservation

monitoring programs (i.e. Key Sites

monitoring, ongoing monitoring at gauging

station sites and special program monitoring

such as the Bacterial Water Quality Program'

Blue Green Algae Monitoring Programs etc)'

Compliance monitoring for Environment
Protection Authority Pollution Control
Licences (i.e. from coal mines, power stâtlons/

wastewater treatment plants, intensive animal

husbandry [piggeries], etc)'

Community based monitoring programs such

as Streamwatch, monitoring undertaken by

Total Catchment Management groups etc'

assessed in the prevailing climatj.c context it may
also be necessary to establish streamflow
monitoring stations at e^ch. of these long term
monitoring sites. The lack of streamflow
in{ormation (or some correlation with prevailing
climatic conditions) to complement data collected
by mines etc. in accordance with Pollution Control
Licence requirements makes it extremely difficult
to determine if long term changes in water quality
are occurring. This coupled with considerable
inconsistencies in the methods of recording and
reporting data and the lack of sites for which
continuous monitoring data is available for more
than one or two yeatst makes the wealth of
information that has been historically collected by
the Environment Protection Authority of little
value in assessing cumulative impacts.

Another significant issue that needs to be addressed
in terms of future monitoring requirements is the
extreme variability in water quality that occurs
during the passage of a flood event and the impact
that this has on the 'representative' value for the
water quality parameter that is recorded. For
example, generally there is an inverse relationship
between conductivity {ie. salt concentrations) and
streamflow as streamflow increases conductivity
decreases. However, after dry periods, the first
runoff reaching the river system has high salt
loads and so for the initial stages of a flood event
conductivity increases as streamflow increases.
As a result, if water samples were consistently
collected during the 'rising' stages of a flood event,
analysis would show that there is a direct
relationship between streamflow and
conductivity which is not the case when the full
flood event is considered. This also poses
problems in comparing water quality at different
sites when the hydrologic context within whlch
the samples were collected is not known. Similar
fluctuations exist in other water quality
paf ametef s.

The other outstanding issue in assessing
cumulative impact is determining what water
quality would have been under prevailing
climatic conditions in the absence of human
induced modifications (i.e. agriculture, urban and
residential development, mining) and establishing
what are acceptable limits or the long term
sustainable 'carrying capactty' of the river
system. It is apparent from the available water
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quality data and the recorded fluctuations in
climatic conditions that the sustainable ,carrying
capacity' of the river system varies widely.

The approach adopted for this study was to
establish a framework that allowed the concept of
a sustainable'cal-ryrng capacity, to be explored.
Considerable effort has been expended in
investigating the links and interactions between
water quality and processes that drive wateï
quality {ie. climate, geology, land use etc.).
Flowever, the completeness/ accùtacy I consistency
and length of record of available water quality
information have not been adequate to develop
this concept to any great extent.

Current monitoring programs such as the Key
Sites Program and monitoring undertaken for the
Hunter Salinity Trading Scheme are collecting
significantly better quality data than was
collected over the past two decades. These data
sets are however, not of sufficient duration to
allow natural climatic fluctuations to be taken
into consideration. Due to the considerable
variability in wâter quality that is observed in
response to climatic fluctuation, it is considered
thât at least another 10 years ol data would be
required before these data sets would be o{
sufficient duration to allow long term trends and
cumulative impacts to be assessed. In the shorter
term, it may be possible to further our
understanding of water quality in the Upper
Flunter through reviewing the more recent data
from the Key Sites Program and the Hunter
Salinity Trading Scheme in the context of water
quality fluctuations observed in the Department
of Land and Wâter Conservation's HYDSYS data
base.

As this would require detailed analysis of the
HYDSYS and current data sets, it would be
possible at the same time to further explore water
quality of individual sub-catchments within the
Upper Hunter to provide a more thorough
understanding of water quality and land use
interac,tions. This work would require a

c.onsiderable amount oÍ data checking (to explore
if recorded data is accurate) and data synthesis (to
bridge shortfalls in water quality data and
climatic context information). Once developed,
this information could form the basis of a watet
quality/land use interaction model for the Upper
llunter and is considered a necessary precursor to

a

o

O

a

a

Much of the data reviewed f or this study was

collected prior to 1992 andit is understood,
f ollowing discussions with Department of Land and

Water Conservation leplesentatives and the

Environment Protection Authority, that current

monitoring programs are addressing many of these

inadecluacies.

For a l¡etter understanding of cumulative impacts

to be accluired, land use composition and changes,

climatic conditions, river channel conditions,
river flow and water quality parameters need to

be recorded in a compatible manner that allows

. Council, NSW Agriculture and Hunter
Catchment Management Trust monitoring
progrâms.

Coordination of monitoring would recluire the

develo rotocol for the

Upper t a consistent set of

parâm tinat data was being

recorded in consistent measì'lrement units on a

regular and consistent basis. This may recluire the

establishment of long term monitoring sites âs part

of major developments {i.e. coal mines, power

stations, urban ãteas I ateas of intensive animal

husbandry etc) to complement the Department of

Land and Water Conservation's Key Sites

monitoring program' For the data to be properly
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the development o{ any predictive water quality
model (i.e. Catchment Management Support
System or Integrated Quantity-Quality Model) for

the area.

In the interim, from the analysis undertaken to
date it is apparent that bacterial contamination of

the main reach of the Hunter system exists,
resulting in water from the llunter not being
suitable for domestic consumption and not being
suitable for primary recreâtion for most of the
time. In addition, elevated nitrate levels exist in
groundwater particulâïly in the floodplain around
Singleton, Denman and Muswellbrook. Other
water cluality characteristics may also exceed

acceptable levels, however, it has not been

possible to de{ine the extent ol nature of these

using existing water quality data.

A detailed analysis based on the HYDSYS data

base, o{ the level of compliance of water cluality
parameters in the Upper Hunter with accepted
assessment criteria, would be misleading f or the
f ollowing reasons:

The water cluality analysis undertaken as part of

this study concentrated on determining whether
any long term trends were evident in the
various water quality parameters analysed, and

if trends were evident, whether these could be

explained by cumulative impacts of changing
land use and water management practices.
As such, long term data sets were analysed
to enable changes in land use and climatic
fluctuations to be taken into consideration.
Analysis wâs undertaken using averâge annual
concentrations in an attempt to determine
whether there were observable increases in the

'Total Load' of each water quality parameter
analysed that was being transported by the
system. Extreme fluctuations in water quality
parameter concentrations ol the percentage of

time that w^ter quality parameters exceeded a

predetermined acceptable level were not
specifically analysed as part of this study.

b) The data set used for this study exhibited
extreme variability in f recluency of record,
length of record and cluality of data and as

such, any conclusions in regard to levels of
acceptability of water quality for various
sections of the system are likely to be

misleading.
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c) Suf{icient data is not available to truly
quântify in absolute terms the level of

compliance of water within the Upper Hunter
system with accePtable levels.

d) Considerable variability occurs even within
sampling periods due to marked temporal
differences between pollutant concentrations
and flow hydrographs (i.e. some pollutants are

delivered to the Upper Hunter system in
concentrated load at the commencement o{

surface runoff, others are released more slowly
over time and others (e.g. salinity) have the
potential to decrease as river discharge
increas es ) .

e) Sampling requirerrrents for some water quality
uiteria (ie. suitability for swimming) require
samples to be taken every six days or at other
set time frames to allow comparisons with
ANZECC guidelines to be made'

While a better understanding of water quality in
the Upper Flunter is being attained it will be

necessafy to employ ataîge of Best Management
Practices to ensure that water quality does not
deteriorate as a result of land use activities in the

area.

In terms of salinity levels, adoption and

refinement of the current salinity llânagement
strategy for mines, coupled with increased

knowledge of the extent of existing and potential
dryland salinity areas and rehabilitation of these

areas, will make a significant contribution to
minimising salt loads on the llunter system and

minimising the impact of high salt loads. Further
identification of salt prone areas and increased

âwareness of land clearing and mining activities
will be needed to support the advances made in
salt management.

Bacterial pollution is an apparent problem that
could be worsened with increased human
populations (both rural and urban) and with an

increasing trend in intensive animal husbandry.
To achieve long term acceptability oÍ watet,
particularly for recreational use, it will be

necessary to ensure that effluent disposai

systems/ utilised as part of all land use activities,
âre set up and maintained to ensule that direct
and indirect discharge of effluent to the llunter

system is avoided or minimised. This could be
achieved through the adoption of best
management practices such as:

Properly designed land disposal systems for
effluent from on-site treatment works, sewage
treatment works and sites of intensive animal
husbandry such as dairies, piggeries and
feedlots.

UPPER HUNTER CUMUTATIVE
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Water availability in both regulated and
unregulated streams will also need to be
considered to ensure that an adequate supply is
available to meet environmental flow needs and
to convey pollutants such as nLltrients through
the drainage system. As such, in the future it may
become increasingly necessary to site land use
activities that require a reliable water suppiy on
regulated sections of the river system where there
is currently an excess in water availability.

In summary, the following points are made:

Analysis of available data indicates rhat when
climatic fluctuations are taken into
consideration there are no discernible long
term trends in water quality, with water
quality tending to be worse in dry conditions
except for turbidity and faecal coliform levels,
which can be unsâtisfactory in both wet and
dry conditions.

Generally, wâter quality is within acceptable
levels with the exception of :

o

a

a

Promoting controlled stock access to streams
and drainage lines and developing off stream
shade and watering points to minimise the
potential for effluent to be deposited into the
drainage system.

Establishing surface runoff controls on farms
to minimise the potential for manure from
grazing areas to be transported to the drainage
system.

a

a)

In terms of minimising nutrients reaching the
watef system/ a range of management
prâctices could be adopted to minimise
nutrient generation potential. These could
include:

Establishment of riparian buffer zones

Adoption of Best Management Practices in
terms o{ fertiliser usage ancl application

Control and minimisation of streambank
efos10n,

In regard to nitrate levels in groundwâter,
Earnshaw (I995) considered that effluent from
dairy farms, vineyards and market gardens has
the highest influence on nitrate levels in
groundwater. On this basis, some locations,
particularly on the alluvial flood plain where
groundwater vulnerability is high, may not be
suitâble for aspects of these land use types/
particularly the disposal of effluent. To reduce
nitrate levels in groundwâter in the future, it
may be necessâry for site attributes such as
groundwater vulnerability and existing nirrate
concentrations to be taken into consideration in
deterrnining suitable sites, disposal options and
land management practices, for land uses with
high potential to influence groundwater t:ritt:_te
levels.

Bacterial contâminâtion which frequently
exceeds acceptable levels for secondary
recreation and is consístently above
acceptable levels for raw drinking water
for much of the system,

Nitrate levels in groundwater which have
been regularly recorded above acceptable
levels of 10 mg/L for a significant number
of sites within the catchment.

The study found that existing wâter quality
data is poor and draws âttention to the need
for a focussed and integrated water monitoring
system, if long term cumulative impacts are
to be monitored.

Due to the paucity of water quality data, it is
at present difficult to define well established
links between land use and water cluality or
to determine whether long terrrr trends or
cumulative impâcts are occurring.

a

a

a

a

a

General requirements regarding future
management oÍ wâlq quality and future needs
have been identified to assist in future planning
for the Upper Hunter.
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APPENDIX G. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT REPORT PREPARED
BY THE HUNTER VALLEY RESEARCH
FOUNDATION

SOCIALPROFILE
Population
. According to the last census in 1991 the

population of the Upper Hunter was 47,816
persons/ representing 9% of the Hunter
Region's population.

Of the 5 Local Government Areas, the
population of Singleton and Muswellbrook
contained more thân 70% oÍ the Upper Flunter
population inl99l.

UPPER H UNTER CU MULATIVE
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THE LABOUR FORCE
Employment
o Total employment in the Upper Hunter grew

by 5.7% Írorn 20,L74 tn 1986 to 21 ,329 tn
1991. This rate of growth was below the levels
recorded in NSW and the Hunter where
employment grew by 8.4% and I0.4%
respectively.

The labour force consists of all employed
persons plus those who are unemployed and
seeking work. While employment in the Upper
Hunter grew by 5.7oÂ, the labour force grew by
6.5Y" indicating an increase in the number of
people out of work.

APPENDIX F. ABBREVIATIONS
CRES The Centre f or Resource and

Environmental Studies

DLWC

DUAP

EIS

EPA

EPSdAACT

HCMT

IQQM

LEP

LGA

NH&MRC

NOx

NO,

REP

SEPP

So'

TCM

TSP

VOCs

wHo

Department of Land and Water

Conservation

Department of Urban Affairs and Planning

Environmentai ImPact Statement

Environment Protection Authority

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979

Hunter Catchment Management Trust

Integrated Quantity and Quaiity Model

Local Environmental Plan

Local Government Area

National Health and Medical
Research Council of Australia

Nitrogen Oxides

Nitrogen Dioxide

Regional Environmental Plan

State Environmental Planning Policy

Sulphur Dioxide

Total Catchment Management

Total SusPended Particulates

Volatile Organic ComPounds

World Health Organisation

o

o

a

o

The 1994 Estimated Resident Population figures
suggest that the Upper Hunter has grown at a

rate of 2.27. p.a. since the 1991 Census. This
compares with a figure of 2.4% p.a. f or the
Hunter and 1.8 % p.a. f or the State.

In comparison with the State, there was a

higher proportion of people under the age of 20
in the Upper Hunter at the time of the 1991
Census and a lower proportion of people above
the age of 50.

Unemployment
The Upper Hunter had the lowest unemployment
rate Íor every age group in 1991 in comparison with
both the State and the Hunter. This may be as a
result of people leaving the Upper Hunter when
they are unable to obtain work.

Employment by Industry Sector
The largest employment sectors in the Upper
Hunter are: Mining, Agriculture, forestry and
fishing and Wholesale and retail trade. The Upper
ÉIunter employed proportionally more people in the
Mining; Agriculture, forestry and fishing; Public
administration and def ence; and Electricity, gas and
water sectors compared with NSW in 1991.

Employment by Occupation
The major occupation groups in the Upper Hunter
are: Labour and related workers; Tradepersons;
Plant and machine operators and drivers; and
Managers and administrators. There is a higher
proportion of people employed in all of these
occupations in the Upper Flunter when compared
to the State.

State Analysis
. If employment generation were the sole

objective of regional development policies, shif t
share analysis implies that resources should be

allocated to the following sectors.

Finance, property/ and business services
Wholesale and retail trade
Community services
Recreation.

Income
The 1991 Census indicated that income levels in
the Upper Hunter tended to be above Hunter and
State averages. The proportion of people with
incomes over $30,000 was higher in the Upper
Hunter: f9.6% of Upper Hunter residents recorded
incomes of $30,000 or above compared with 14.5%
and I6.47" respectively in the Hunter and NSW
populations.

Education
The proportion of persons with degrees in the
Upper Hunter 14.0%l was almost half that
recorded in the State l7.9%) while the percentage
of the population above 15 with trade
qualifications (skilled vocational) was slightly
higher (12.2% in the Upper Hunter compared
with 10.6% in NSW).

Home Ownership
The 1991 Census indicated that home ownership
in the Upper Hunter was proportionally lower
than in the total Hunter Region and in NSW.
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The location cluotient analysis indicates that

the Upper Flunter exports goods and services

from: Agriculture, forestry and fishing;
Mining, Utilities; and Public administration
and defence. The Upper Hunter is a net

importer of goods and services from all other

sectors examined, in Particular:
Communication, Finance, property and

business services; and Manufacturing'

The highest population employment ratios for

the Upper Hunter were associated with
Communication¡ Transport and storagei

Construction; Recreation, personal and other

services; and Finance/ property and business

services. The population-employlllent ratios

support the results from the location cluotient

analysis in highlighting sectors that could be

potential business opportunities f or the Upper

Hunter.

PRIMARY INDUSTRY
Coal Mining
. The coal industry is the most significant

contributor to the Upper Hunter economy ln
terms of employment and income generâtion

and, consequently, f Iow-on economic effects'

. At the |une quarter 1995 culrent investment
(i.e. projects that are under way) totalled

$4.3 billion for the Hunter Region: over one

{ifth of this total was invested in the mining

sector. Most investment in the coal mining

sector is generated within the Upper llunter'

. During 1993-94, the Singleton-North West

District exported more than 32 million tonnes

of coal to overseas markets' The estimated

value of these exports during that year was

approximately $1.7 billion, representing 56%

of total NSW coal export earnings'

Employment in the coal mining industry
accãunted for the largest percentage (15%) of

the Upper Hunter workforce in 1991' For NSW

the proportion of people employed in mining

was only 1% while for the Hunter Region as a

whole the corresponding level was 5%'

Retail Census: this category includes
department stores; furniture¡ housweware and
appliance retailing; and recreational good
retailing. A further ZB.S% of shopfronts were
classified as Food stores/ i.e. supermarket and
grocery stores or specialised food retailing
outlets.

Tourism
. In 1993-94, Tourism NSW estimated that the

Upper Flunter attrâcted approximately 815,000
visitors who spent around $56 million in the
area. The represents a decline on the levels
recorded for the 1992-98 period: the number of
visits decreased by 8.7"/" wlntlst touïist
expenditure fell by B.2o/". During the same
period tourism in the llunter Region as a
whole also declined, albeit to a lesser extent,
whilst the number of visitors and the level of
tourist expenditure in the State rose slightly.

. The major tourism attractions in the Upper
Hunter revolve around the natural features of
the area and the industrial base including
mining power generation farming and the

UPPER HUNTER CUMUTATIVE
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vineyards. The horse industry and its
associated events are also major draw cards
for tourists.

The Upper Hunter Tourism Strategy has
identified a major opportunity as the new
tourism market interested in history, the
environment, adventure and education.

the census periods of 1986 and 1991 from

3,1.22 to 2,985 persons.

The rrraior agricultural commodities produced

by the Upper Hunter were beef cattle, milk
and wool. Other products that contributed
signi{icantiy included pigs; lucerne and pasture

grown foriray¡ wheat; sorghum; and grapes'

The recently ânnounced funding of

$3.185 million f or the Upper llunter Valley

Equine Centre at Scone will establish the area

as a world leader in horse research, breeding,

training, racing and educatron'

Most products produced in the Upper Hunter

"r" 
,old within the Hunter Region' Most of the

input materials the Hunter
Region. This su exPansion of

the Upper Hunt g industry,
particularly the shed Products
to be exported outside the Hunter Region'

UPPER HUNTER CUMULATIVE
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O

o

a

a

a

a

Power Genetation
The Upper Hunter power stations generate
approximately 40% of the State,s total power.
The contribution of the Upper llunter to the total
Hunter in terms of power generation has grown
from 47oÂ in 1990 to 54% in 1994.

Defence
The Singleton Military Area contains the He
infantry Centre, School of Infantry, BASC Hunter
Valley, 23 l/rilitary Police platoon, Singleton
Dental Unit, Land Welfare Centre (NSW
Detatchment), Army Community Service
Organisation, and Singleton Detachrnent 184
Signals Scluadron.

SECONDARY INDUSTRY
Manufacturing
. The HVRF database lists 61 manulacturers

that are located in the Upper Hunter'

. Of all rrranufacturers surveyed, the highest

number o{ enterprises (1 f ) indicated that their
main product wâs industrial machinery'
typically, this industrial machinery was related

to coal mining or power generatlon'

Agriculture
. Employment in the agricultural sector o{ the

Upper Hunter declined by almost 4'5 % between

TERTIARY INDUSTRY
Building
With respect to the value of building approvals,

the residential sector has been a stronger
performer than the non residential/commercial
sector in both the Upper Hunter and the Hunter

Region as well as in NSW during the period under

study.

Retail
. At that time, there were 428 retail shopfronts

in the Upper Hunter employing a total of 2,607

persons ion a full-time and pârt-time basis)

which represented approximately 12% of the

Upper Hunter workforce.

¡ Over 40% oÍ retail shopfronts in the Upper

Hunter were classified as Personal and

Household Good outlets in the 199l-1992

o
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APPENDIX H. ANALYSIS OF ISSUES RAISED IN

PUBLIC SUBMISSIONS

collectively significant actions taking place over

a period of time.' (US NEPA Regulations)' The

diinitlon of cumulative irnpact adopted for this

study is: 'Al1 the individual disturbances in the

environment created by natural and human

activities which have the potential to act in unison

to create cumulative impacts, which i'n some cases

may be greatet than the sum of their individual

i-iu.tr. These individual impacts can be additive

in spa"e or time, or they may interact together''

It is not proposed to list all the submissions here'

but to ndãr"ss the main concelns raised' This

section summarises key themes arising from the

submissions. The next section provides a summâry

list of the issues raised in submissions and a

response to those issues'

SUPPORTFORTHE STUDY

A number of key âspects of the study attracted

widespread support. Many respondents expressed

,llppoi, for undertaking such a study and ensuring

cumulative impacts are being assessed and

managed better.

Participants welcomed the opportunity to be

lnvolvåd in developing the study Some thought the

report would enable an improved system of

erivironmental monitoring, of both existing and

future levels as a result of further development in

the UPPer Hunter.

. "The importance of the study cannot be

underestimated, it has a wider application to

the management of such rrratters elsewhere in

NSW." (Community Consultative Committee

Member).

. "This study has the potential to lead to more

inforrrred decision rnaking and better stlategic

planning." (Community Consultative member)

. "Council has appreciated the initiatives ""and
hopes the end result will be to provide a useful

tool in the development assessment process'"

(Local Government Consultative Committee
member)

. "Good to see the government and community

working in partnership as this is fundamental to

integraied resource management and land use

planning." (Community Consultative
Committee Member)

. "Adoption of the recommendations should
assist in better âwâreness and long term
planning to ensure potential problems with
uncontrolled development and their
cumulative impacts on our valley do not
occT)t." (Community mernber)

Others indicated that the study is a good tool to
form consistent planning and development
guidelines and processes in the Upper Hunter.
Overall, most submissions weïe supportive of the
initiative, recommendations and findings.

WHAT II{AKES THE REGION IMPORTANT?
A number of submissions indicated that there are
many perceived virtues that make various areas
of the region special places to live and work. Of
course, the Upper Flunter region is vitally
important to the state and national economies in
terms of coal and electricity production, however,
other employment generâting industries such as
the variety of food, cattlet dairy and wine
produced are greâtly valued too. The equine
industry and tourism potential o{ the region also
contribute to the regions importance in state and
local terms.

The Upper Hunter reflects a very strong sense of
regional identity within the community. The
unique scenery of the wine growing regions, and
the common view of the Upper Hunter as
developed areas along the course of the Hunter
River with âttractive rural views framing the
valley are characteristic of the region. Many
people emphasised the value of natural features of
the region, as well as the prime agricultural land,
particularly the alluvial flats. Residents highlight
the region as a pleasant rural valley to live in.

The importance of natural resources, including
large coal reserves and prime agricultural land
with good soil quality, diversity of crop porential,
favourable slope, drainage, avaíIable irrigation
and developed viticulture and horticultural areas
were also thought significant.

CONCERNS AND SUGGESTIONS
There was a widespread view that the study should
not be based on the premise that development
$owth is either inevitable or desirable. Many
respondents felt that ecologically sustainable
development (ESD) should govern the rate of change
and growth. In addition some felt that limits to
growth for the Upper Hunter should be defined.

UPPER HUNTER CUMULATIVE
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MONITORING
The issue of the need for a regional monitoring
system wâs coÍtmonly raised in submissions.
People felt that monitoring should not be
confined to emitters, but should be extended to
the whole region. Action 10 nominates the EpA
and DLWC to ensÌ-Ìre a coordinated and consistent
approach to routine monitoring and research
associated with noise, air and water quality. The
development of this approach should result in a
comprehensive regional monitoring system, In
addition, Action 15 advocates the reviewing of
the dust monitoring network by the EpA,
indicating that the location of monitoring sites in
the Upper Hunter region should be examined.

It will be imporrant to clearly establish
obiectives before changing monitoring practices.
Uniform procedures for dust fallout monitoring
have now been adopted for all mines, meaning
that data is comparable, also an integrated
monitoring system of river flow and salinity have
been established.

The monitoring of odout and airborne vjruses rs
another issue that was raised in submissions.
This is the responsibility of the Hunter Area
Public Health Unit and the issue should be raised
with them, as odour is not a regional issue except
where it relates to spontâneous combustion.

Asthma and its relation to pollution was raised.
Australia, in common with those countries with
higher living standards, may well have the
highest incidence of asthma in the world,
however, the causes of asthma do not appear to be
related to rnining activity, or indeed to industrial
pollution, except in some extreme cases.

It has been suggested that if current monitoring is
inadequate how can it be concluded that a variety
of land uses have co-existed without any
depictable cumulative environmental impacts of
significance. The response to this is that the
assessment of cumulative impacts is limited by
the existing monitoring network which is
generally targeted towards monitoring the impact
of individual sites on specific parameters rather
than assessing cumulative impact. FIowever,
available data does suggest thal at this stage there
are no cumulative impacts which waÍÍaÍrt
additional reguiatory intervention.

BACKGROUND
The Department of Urban A{fairs and Planning

has endeavoured to involve all stakeholders as

community have formed an inlportânt
consideration in framing the strategy'

The'[Jpper Huntu Cumu]ative Impact Study -
Overvliw nepofi, 1996 was released f or public

discussion and input from 12 September to 2

Octobet issue of the Departments' newsletter'

Twenty two submissions were received'

Submissions came from a range of individuals'

community groups/ organisations such as business'

industry and environment, and, all levels of

govefn111ent.

Views expressed in the submissions varied widely'

Opposing views on some issues were evident' Many

i.to"t and problems raised were general

environmental concerns, or of a localised nature

and not necessarily regional cumulative impact

lSSUES.

The study aims to assist the overall understanding

o{ cumulative environmental impacts associated

with majo It
is striving s in

the UpPer
inclusion s

part of the environmental assessment and

plunning process. It is not attelTì'pting to cover all

environmental impacts and issues in the region'

only cumulative imPacts'

Cumulative impact assessment is defined as 'The

âssessment of the impact on the envitonment
which results from the incremental impact of an

action when added to another pâst, plesent or

reasonably foreseeable actions. Cumulative
impacts can result from individually minor but
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Monitoring can be undertaken in a more
coordinated and more efficient wayt to ensure
that cumulative impacts could be more accurately
assessed and this is a key recommendation of the
study.

AMENITY
Many community submissions highlighted
impacts on amenity caused by episodic dust
events and noise. Spontaneous combustion and
the associated impact of odour was raised as an
issue of concern by residents.

Episodic dust events can arise because of the
operation of short term and abnormal climatic
and other conditions. They are usually
unexpected and not easily predicted. Sources
include open cut coal mines and agricultural land.
Action l7 requires DMR, with local councils, the
mining industry and DUAP, to develop blasting
guidelines to âssist mining companies to reduce
the probability of blasting dust passing directly
over residences. These guidelines wiil be
incorporated into conditions of development
consent for future mines. Due to the importance
of this issue to the community it has high
priority, i.e. it is an immediate action. In addition
to the above, Action 25 will cause best practice
guidelines for stabilisation and rehabilitation of
areas exposed by mining to be developed, as an
ongoing process. Action 12, through the EPA and
local councils, will identify ways of resolving
comrnunity concerns about nuisance dust. Action
13 will develop criteria for changing mining
operations during conditions such as high winds
to minimise local dust impacts.

The issue of what level of exposure frorn episodic
dust impacts constitutes a nuisance needs to be
investigated and is the subject of a current
research program undertaken under the support of
Australian Coal Association Research Program.

Nois¿ is any kind of perceived sound and is
dif{icult to quantify. The submissions indicate
that night noise is of most concern, although
traÍÍtc noise was also mentioned. Noise will be
addressed through a focused examination of the
cumulative environmental impacts of new coal
mining proposals in the Muswellbrook/Scone
area. (Action 2). This is currently under way.
Noise will be rnonitored and researched in a

UPPER HUNTER CUMUTATIVE
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coordinated consistent approach as a result of
Action 10. This will be undertaken by EPA and
DLWC.

Spontaneous combustion was repeatedly raised as

a comrnunity concern. This will receive a higher
priority and research will be accelerated in
response to submissions. The study now includes
more information on the topic, and, in response to
submissions, the preparation of a code for
eliminating spontaneous combustion (by DMR in
consultation with the mining industry, local
councils and the Department) has been targeted as

an immediate action/ as this is an issue of concern
to the community. (Action 18 in Strategic Action
Plan). The mining industry and DMR have worked
out guidelines to prevent spontâneous combustion.
They have been working with the CSIRO on this.
DMR advise that extensive research has been
carried out in recent years on open cut spontaneous
combustion. This has involved research on the 4 or
5 open cuts in the valley with the greatest problem,
Results have been published.

AIRQUALITY
Issues raised include episodic dust events, calls for
a plain English air quality report to be produced and
the Greenhouse effect.

Episodic dust events have been dealt with under
the amenity section andplain English is discussecl
below.

Other people raised the Greenhouse eff ect.
Greenhouse issues are not considered in the
context of the regional cumulative impact study
because greenhouse emissions are a global issue
which will need to be dealt with on a global scale.
A significant level of greenhouse gases is emitted
in the Upper Hunter from power generâtion but its
contribution to global warming cannot be
considered without reference to a complex global
equation. The effect of greenhouse gases from the
power stations is not directly related to potential
global warming effects in the region. This has been
clarified in the report/ see section 5.1.8 Air
Quality.

WATER QUALITY AND QUANTITY
Some submissions raised the issues of salinity;
leaching of nitrates into groundwateri concerns
about over allocation and security of water
supply¡ confusion about the Hunter River Salinity

Trading Scheme; lack of up to clate datâ on wateïquality; the impacts of mining on alluvial watertables and suggestions on how to best collate andevâluate water quali ty data.

The water quality study undertaken as part ofthis study confirmed that salinitv is a significant
issue within the Upper Hunter. ihe principle
causes of salinity are the high naturaì saltcontent of the geology, soil and groundwater inthe region and, increasingly, dryiand salinity
tmpâcts associated with past clearing in thecatchment.

Action 14 will research salinity in relation todiffuse soürces¡ dryland salinit11 grounáwater; theriverine environment and land us"e practices. Thisis a short term action

The Hunter Salinity Trading Scheme (HRSTS) hassubstantially reduced the salinity i_pr"t, ofmining, and other activities, on ih" Hunter River.The aim of the scheme is to reduce salinity levelsin the Hunter and improve the quality of irrigation
vra.ter patticularly during periods of low flow.
Licences of coal mine operations in the Hunter
Valley prohibit all discharges during p*loa, of lowflow (which occlrrs 90% ol the time].-During highflow conditions, the daily total oi ,nt,-*t l"h may
be discharged is capped to sustain 

" 
l.u.l suitable

for all agricultural uses. The HRSTS will continue
to manage point sources of salinity as indicated byAction 23.

Activities which could cause the leaching ofnitrates into groundwater will be subject to siteselection criteria âs part of Action 2ó.

Water quality aspects of new mines will bethoroughly examined through Action i, i... ,fr"Muswellbrook Cumulative Impact Strjf. fn
addition cumulative irnpacts will be coísidered inwâter allocation plans (Actions 7, 2l and 26) andthe groundwater vulnerability mais nr.n*"¿ ¡,DLWC will be used in planning nrrã a.rr.iáp_.rr,
control, (Action g).

Water quality monitoring will be reviewed indeveloping a coordinateá, consisterr, nip.o""n ,oenvironmental monitoring for the Upper Flunter,
y.hi.h will identify long term trends. (Action 10).The Window on Water map, produced by DLWC

,'-ilÄ [ 

"r'ffi'ï 
f ,i y ï'rîil'r' s r B A T E c y

(in Appendix I and Srprovrdes a concjse, .,:t:ion, 
5 2 ._- w¿rter QLrrrlity)

quality *irhì;;;;' riÏ-': 
nit' cvajr',tio,,ir waterunter Region.

LAND USE

management and the environmental planning
system. The strategy will also incorporate theremnânt vegetation work being conducted by theHunter Catchment Man"gement Trust.

resource, if any, in this revised area,

community.

PLAINENGLISH
Some submissions raised the need for the reports to
be written in plain English. Although satisfying
plain English requlrements would involve a
significant re-write, the Depârtment
acknowledges the need and will ensure that
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Action 3 should enable better decisions to be made

regarding development proposals subiect to

environmental impact statement (EIS)

requirements. This can be achieved by a more

effective scoping of mâtters to be addressed, so

that the EIS is more focused on relevant
considerations.

RESPONDING TO SUBMISSIONS

The strategy has been prepared in the light of

community views as expressed through all stages

of the process/ including those summarised

above. Wherever possible, this document either

responds to key issues or provides a {ramework

within which major issues can be dealt wìth on

an ongoing basis' Community input will continue

throughout the implementation stage through the

maintenance of the Community Consultative
Committee. Many concerns raised related to

detailed issues that cannot be resolved by a policy

document such as this. Nor is it possible to

resolve ali conflicts between opposing

viewpoints, or to respond {ully to every issue

raised Many issues concern localised
environmental impacts and other issues of a non

cumulative nature. Although many of the points

raised have validity, it is beyond the scope of this

study to deal with them all. The Upper Hunter
Cumulative Impact Study is concerned with
current and future potential cumulative impacts,

i.e. those impacts which can combine in space

and time or those which, when added together,

cause an impact gleater than the sum of the

individual imPacts.

The following table summarises all the

submissions made to the overview repolt and in
some câses provides a response to the issue

raised. The submissions are grouped into
community, independent organisations and local

and state government categorles.

UPPER HUNTER CUMULATIVE
IMPACT STUDY AND ACTION STRATEGY

future reporting will be in less technical
language. This has aheady been taken into
account and some improvements should be found

in the final rePorts.

DIRECTOR-GENERAL'S EIS REQUIREMENTS

Some of the Agency and Independent submissions

raised cluestions about how the environmental
triggers would be incorporated into EIS

recluirements as indicated by Action 3, and

suggested that this could be onerous o11

developers.

The Upper Hunter is an area of national economic

significance undergoing considerable change and

with a large number of significant new resource

development proiects anticipated over the next 20

years. The sustainable co-existence of various

activities and land uses is increasingly being

questioned by the community. These legitimate
concerns need to be addressed by the Government

in a credible and transparent manner' A sound

approach by the Govetnment will improve

decision making and give greater certainty for

economic development outcomes in the interest

of the broader community. The need to ensure

that cumulative impact considerations are, where

relevant, addressed in environmental assessment

and decision making for individual projects is

supported bY the Government.

There is no intention to irrrpose unusual, onerous

o on pfoponents

p atements for

p r Hunter' The

c seen as an aid

in decision making by consent and public

authorities, not as a new set of requirements or

duties for proPonents.

TABLE Hl. SUMMARY OF SUBMISSIONS TO THE UHCIS OVERVIEW REPORT

COMMUNITY MEMBERS

Combined issues raised in five submissions received from residents Response

Natural vegetation should be preserved and reinstated, esp. native
grasslands. It is important to save Australia's biodiversity. A lack
of data on biodiversity should not be a reâson to ignore all areas,
other than national parks and state forests, as significant areas of
habitat and wildlife.

Tourism needs to be linked with the carrying capacity of the
Upper Hunter.

Coal mining should not dominate and external costs of mining
should be acknowledged, {including industry subsidies).

Monitoring of odour levels and air borne viruses in and around
intensive animal industries should be established. These industries
should also be monitored for nitrates leaching into groundwater.

Immediate moratorium and blanket ban on mining in sensitive
areas-alluvial river flats; on the banks and tributaries of the
Hunter river; in proximity of high quality water bearing stratâ.

Other forms of sewage treatment should be investigated e.g. dry
conservancy systems/ also solid waste is a problem, esp. Scone tip

Land use conflicts-existing and historic usage should be a prime
consideration, agriculture should be highest priority, opportunities
for hemp and corn production should be investigated to provide
stability and diversity, Bioregionalism should also be explored.

The equine industry should be monitored.

Power generation could be decentralised. An Agenda 21 plan should
be produced for the Upper Hunter to determine population carrying
capacity levels.

Any water management plan needs to be updated in line with 'best
practicet , more emphasis should be placed on surface water supplies
and fertiliser, pesticide and herbicide application in relation to
leaching.

The study assumes that economic growth is of paramount
importance, it should consider 'steady state' economics also.

Drought should be defined to mean 'r.atuÍal dry period'.

Water should above all else be conserved and preserved.

Employment figures should be updated.

The Remnant Vegetation
Survey will address
biodiversity, see section
2.r.5

Outside the scope of
cumulative impact

See above section on
alluvial mining.

See section 2.3.7

See Appendix H on land
use. Agenda 21 is a Local
Government responsibility

See Action 26

The concise Macquarie
Dictionary defines drought
as period of dry weather.

1996 census data currently
unavailable.
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See section 3.5

See action l8 and
Appendix H.

See Appendix H on
Amenity and also Actions
1,9, 2I , 22 ar'd 23,

See Actions 9, IO, 15 and l6

This is Government policY,
evidenced by the
Warkworth-Mt Thorley
rail link.

This is subject of Action
10 and 14.

Coal is mined underground
when the resource is cluite

deep, open cut methods are

used when the resource is
close to the surface.

See action 18

See Appendix D

See Appendix D

See action 21

DUAP should put resources into researching alternative energy

HRSTS, suggest discharges during flood flows be monitored.

DUAP should be investigating ways of reducing spontaneous

combustion and recommend that CSIRO be involved.

What are the Hunters 'limits to growth'?

Writer believes the community's rights to clean air, watet etc' is
being eroded by approval authorities who give licences to pollute'
Industry should not be permitted to monitor their own pollution,
The EPA should be provided with more power, technology and

resoufces.

Spontaneous combustion and reactions of gaseous pollutants
produced during spontaneous combustion producing a blue/white
haze are not covered in report. Spontaneous combustion odours

impair sense of well being and quality of life.

Coal fired power stations utilise steam age technology, renewable

sources of energy including solar energy should be discussed, as

should the greenhouse effect. "Every shire is 'bursting with energy'

not jllst Muswellbrook Shire'"

Data collection must be consistent.

Information should be provided on long term effects of SO2, NO,
and fluorides on humans. Concentrations should be well below
EPA limits.

The report should place more emphasis on controlling dust as it
has a major impact on commllnity amenity.

A potential intefâction between air quality indicators that is not
mentioned is the particulates produced following spontaneous

combustion.

suggest a moratofium on further underground water bore licences

and rural land subdivisions-future development should be

connected to town water or be self sufficient.

Any further coal transport should be by rail, not road

Air cluality monitoring should extend to the northern and western
boundaries of the Upper Hunter.

Preference for underground mines, especially those close to rural
settlements to reduce impacts of dust, noise and visually'

Need updated information in economic assessment

Focused assessment of the cumulative environmentar impacts of
New power generation proposals in the upper Flunter should also
be a key element of the strategy.

An education and community monitoring program should be set up
to involve school children and interested members of the
community. E.g. Airwatch.

No mining development should occur on class 1 or 2 agricultural
land, or alluvial flats. Soil capability mapping is required, this
should be included in the final report or mentioned as further
action. Insufficient attention has been given to the impacts of
mining on alluvial water tables.

water quality-existing and extensions of data collection need to
be coordinated. water availability needs further work in terms of
over allocation and security of supply.

Monitoring results should be published/announced daily. A
community air monitoring program should be incorporated as a
demonstration program.

Potential causes of particulates and SO, include spontaneous
combustion, occurring at Old Ravensworth, Drayton and Old
Bayswater mines, this has not been covered in the report.

upper Flunter contributes 4o% oÍ the states energy resources/ this
has significant implications for greenhouse. The prospect of global
warming affects virtually every other environmental issue.

The UHCIS has concentrated on economic benefits of coal and
power/ not on environmental impacts of these industries.

Renewable power should be further investigated.

SO, should be included as a cause of odour.

Haze ts an indicator that has not been listed and should be
investigated.

Night noise should be investigated in Muswellbrook.

will the community have an opportunity to comment on all future
annual. reports?

spontaneous combustion, odour and the Greenhouse Effect are not
covered adequately.

Report needs to be plain English

1996 census currently
unavailable

See Appendix D.

Outside the scope of this
this regional study

See Appendix H and
section 2.1.2.

See actions 7, l0 , 2I
and 26.

See Section 5.1.8
greenhouse

See Action 2 and Section
5.4

See Action 31.

See Section 5.1 and
Appendix H.

See Appendix H and
Actions 35 and 38.
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INDEPENDENT ORGANISATIONS/ASSOCIATIONS

ResponseSingleton and Upper Hunter Business Enterprise Centre

This is a local issue.

This is not within the
scope of the studY.

See Action 29.

Ongoing polluted water above Scone has not been addressed'

some suggestions as to suitâble land uses for the available land

the Upper Hunter should be provided'

Need an evaluation phase. (Perhaps the UHCIS model could be used

elsewhere. )

ResponseScone/Parkville Environment Watch 14.ll-96

See Action 10 and
Section 5.1.3 on acid rain

See previous comments on

mining in alluvial areas.

See Appendix H on
Monitoring.

See Appendix H on
Monitoring.

Recommendation 6.3 (a) Improved coordination and monitoring.
EpA and DLWC should investigate and monitor suspected impact

areas well away {rom large development sites. Acid rain, for

example, could be from power stations. SPEW is of the opinion
that monitoring should be extended to the northern and western

extremities of the Hunter Valley. This should be immediately
implemented to establish benchmarks for future development'

Monitoring sites and results should be published in all reports.

There should be an immediate moratolium and blanket ban on

mining in sensitive areas including, all alluvial flats, the banks o{

the Hunter River and its tributaries or within proximity of

recognised high quality water bearing stfata. Priority should be

given to underground methods of mining'

Intensive industries should monitor odour levels and investigate

possible air borne viruses.

Air pollution monitoring should be in liaison with health

authorities to establish a1 .y colelation to patterns of high asthma

leveìs and pollution.

ResponseHunter Valley Vineyard Association

This is not a cumulative
impact issue.

See Appendix H on
Water Quality.

Would emphasise the importance of the alluvial flats in the Hunter

River catchment to the future of the wine industry'

Request zoning as for the Hunter vineyards (rural tourist 1g,

curiently under review), this zoning would prohibit various land uses

such as industrial development, housing and open cut coal mining.

Still concerned in regard to salinity.

ResponseTotal Environment Centre

See Appendix H on
Water Quaiity.

IJnaware of any such studY

salinity is one of the most serious issues in the catchment and is

related to open cut coal mining'

Passive, non point sources of salinity are not covered by report

TEC would like information on any study which has estimated the

future saline load on the Hunter River attributable to the passive
discharges leached from the overburden heaps.

concerned that the study did not identify who will be responsible
for ensuring saline wateïs are properly discharged when mines
clo s e.

The study has failed to address the long term impacts, (esp. on
agricultureJ of increasing levels of salinity

EPA address acute salinity only, a need for emphasis on chronic
salinity conditions.

Strict conditions are placed
on coal mines to ensure that
site rehabilitation occurs
and that land is returned
to productive use.
Revegetation will ensure
that mine runoff does not
become an ongoing
source of salt to the river
system.

Macquatie Generation Response

The study concuïs with MG,s understanding that SO, NO, and
fluorides are well below acceptabre levers and ,rppori the ?inding
that the existing regulatory regime is controlling these emissions
"with a significant margin of safety,,

NSW Mineral Council Response

Recommendation 6.3(c) Very fine particles in the pM,oand pMr.
size ranges are highly dispersive and are generated from many
sources. Monitoring and analysis would be very expensive. suggest
a joint industry-government study, if fine particles are still seen
as â concefn.

The Mineral Council stro'gly supports the study, but identifies
the following weakness: the implicit assumption that issues and
irnpacts for which no data exists are not significant or not of
concetn. Greater encourâgement needs to be given to the
development of other industries in addition to mining, including
tourism and viticulture.

Recommendation 6.1(f ) recommend that it be reworded to promote
and recommend the use of ,trigger, matrices by proponents and
government agencies, in determining the significant issues to l¡e
covered in EISs, rather than simply incorporating the triggers or
matrices into Director's requirements. Director requirements have
legal force and any failure to address those requirements could be
subject to legal challenge. Many of the potential cumulative effects
set out in the'trigger'matrix are of a subjective nature and cannot
be addressed scientifically, either through lack of regional darat or
lack of technology for measurement.

See revised statement under
findings in the Executive
Summary

See above section on
Director- General's
Requirements for EISs

See revised Action 15-
reviewing the current
dust monitoring network
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See revised Action 38,

NSW Minerals Council as

associated stakeholder.

Can be considered through
Action 36 as mining
industry is nominated as a

stakeholder.

Noted, see Action 6.

See Appendix H on
Amenity and spontaneous
combustion.

See Appendix H on
Monitoring.

See Appendix H on
Monitoring and Action l0
(routine environmental
monitoring program).

See Action 10 and
Appendix H on
Monitoring.

NotedRecommendation 6.5(c) The mining industry is undertaking a trial
oÍ'real time' dust monitoring ecluipment, employing laser

technology and are developing computer applications which will
allow decisions to be made on short notice on the operation of

various activities or items of ecluipment, based upon ambient

weather conditions. Research has also commenced on defining

acceptable levels of 'visible, and 'episodic' emissions. The Minerals

Council is aware of short term episodic emissions and would
welcome govetnment involvement in research'

Recommendation 6.7(a) support recommendation and would be

happy to assist

Recommendation 6.7(d) The reference to HITS is inappropriate in
this context as it is a radio data transfel system/ which transfers

data from monitoring stations to a central computer at

Muswellbrook. The output from the computef system is readily
available to the community via DLWC waterline service'

Recommendation 6.8(a) Consider a better method to extend

community consultation/monitoring committees established for

many newer mines to include a review of rehabilitation performance

Recommendation 6.8(c) Discussions between Singleton Council and

NSW Mineral council resulted in a set of principles relating to

landscape, to conform to an oveïall plan of the Shire. This will be

reflected in conditions attached to Open Cut approvais by DMR'

Recommendation 6.9(a) Minerals Council believes spontaneous

combustion is confined to older mines, especially those without
coal preparation plants. The problem is further confined to those

mines extrâcting coal which was susceptible to spontaneous

combustion. Due to changes in recent years/ spontaneous combustion

o{ discarded, unsaleable coal is an issue which will not recur.

uni{orm procedures for dust fallout monitoring have been adopted

for all mines, ensuring data is comparable. An integrated monitoring
monitoring system of river flow and salinity is established. Therefore

air and water cluality monitoring of site specific emissions have now

been placed on a basis that will permit comparisons of data'

Regional data collection is missing as monitoring is confined to
,emitters,. Regional monitoring should be carried out by the relevant

goveÍnment agencies. The government should also collate and

analyse data collected by mines in accordance with licence

conditions.

Monitoring should be tailored to providing information on issues of

concern, i.e. clearly establish objective before changing monitoring
pfactlces.

consider resource implications of initiatives (in actions) to be
carried out by respective agencies.
in the Action Strategy.

The consideration of cumulative impacts and the use of ,trigget,

eds to be carefuily
process, to avoid
he time frame for
address cumulative

impact if the data is not available within government agencies.

Agencies have agreed
to their roles identified

See Appendix H on
Director-General's EIS
requ1fements.

LOCAL AND STATE GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

Hunter Catchment Management Ttust Response

The Trust commends DUAP for this ambitious study which has
gone far towards filling a gap between site oriented environmental
impact studies and regional planning instruments.

The Trust recommends that â new unit be established, with
earmarked funding, to evaluate water quality by:
' examining all existing wâter quality data and select from that

data which will help indicate long term trends.. Assess existing monitoring and identify gaps.
. Develop a centralised monitoring system which would

coordinate and facilitate existing progrâms and develop new
ones where necessary.

o Develop the program for the whole Hunter Valley, not
only Upper Hunter. Assist in the regular publishing of water
quality information with annual reporting of long term trends.. Recognise that existing personnel and equipment resources
cannot carry out such a program and that new and long term
funding is required.

. The unit should provide baseline user-friendly information.. \Mater quality is a major concern in the Upper Hunter and a
specific and long ter'r effort is required to determine problems,
long term trends and priorities for action.

The Trust is welcome to be
involved in the reviewing
of the cu-rrent monitoring
system/ particularly
regarding water quality.
The Action Plan has been
arnended to cater for this.
cater for this, see Action 10

Singleton Council Response

Received a copy of singleton council's planning report to council
which provides an overview of the UHCIS with a recommendation
that council support the findings and recommendations contained
in the study.

Singleton Council formally accepted the UHCiS on 9.I2.96.

Muswelfbrook Council Response

Would welcome any planningf zoning control to prohibit any
inappropriate development within the alluvial areas of the Hunter
River. (7L{1) Alluvial Zones.

Episodic dust events should be incorporated into air quality results

See Appendix H on
Land use

See Section 5.l-Air Quali
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See Action 2 and Section
5.4.3 Noise and Vibration

See Appendix I.

See Actions 12 and 15

See Section 5.1 Air QualitY

Note changes to this
statement in Executive
Summary.

See Appendix H on

Water Quaiity.

Rural residential Pressure
be addressed through
Actions 1 and 5.

See Action 17

See Acti.on 6

See Action 29

See Appendix I

Local detail.

See Section 2.3.7

Conditions of consent should be consistent e.g. blasting over pressures

The nine recommendations from the air quality leport should be

incorporated into the main report.

Earlier liaison should take place between DMR and local council

regarding visual impact and landscape plans as conditions of

consent.

Noise, including traÍÍic noise should be assessed'

Water quality study is inadequate.

Agencies should collect all mine data and collate it'

A committee to oversee the implementation of the proiect should

be established.

Dust episodes should be further examined

The study of dust trends should be included in final
recommendations as recommended by air report'

Spontaneous combustion (and associated sulphur smell) and the

continual movement of dust should be addressed'

Water quality leport is out of date and should be updated using

DLWC or EPA data.

Areas under irrigation, fertiliser type and use and intensive

cultivation should be included in the agriculture section.

Water quality, rehabilitation/ steepness of final land form etc'

should be discussed in relation to coal mining'

Concerned about implications of "No major cumulative impacts"

statement on p.6 of executive summary'

concerned that mines can now discharge saline watef to river under

HRSTS and the EPA are encouraging this'

Water consultants should examine dairy waste water management

optlons.

Land usê ]p.22) should be divided into local government areas to

enable comparison.

Sewerage lp. 26) should mention Muswellbrooks agreement to

recycle sewetage waste water with nil discharge of treated ef{luent

to the river sYstem'

changes in land use trends could be a product o{ the general decline

of rural areas and could have cumulative effects, including pressure

for rural residential subdivision.

Cumulative impacts associated with increases in dust production
should be identified in the report.

Report should identify the cumulative impacts of the increasing
number of mines in Muswellbrook.

Social impacts have not been assessed.

See Section 5.1 Air Quality

See Action 2 and Figure 10.

See Section 5.4 Social
Conditions and Action 2.

Scone Council Response

A number of maps (fig 9Sr.10) have Aberdeen located in
Muswellbrook Shire, figure 6, page 23 shows the correct location.

Figure 7 could be updated to include the Kayuga proposal.

Table 3 Agricultural Area Within Each Local Government Area, the
1994195 Agricultural statistics show: Merriwa 69.2Y" Murrurundi
79.4% Scone 81 .9% Muswellbrook 36% Singleton 36.5% Average
Upper Hunter 60.6%

No real details on the Equine Industry and it's importance to the
Upper Hunter. (Some information on investment, income and
expenditure provided by Scone)

Current monitoring stations are inadequate especially on the
fringe areas in regard to air quality.

Concerned that background levels cannot be accurately established.

Considers that a monitoring station should be set up in the
Wybong catchment.

Monitoring costs should be met by the mining companies through
the Minerals Council, or State/Federal governments.

Concerned that council does not have the resources to monitor
compliance with SEPP 34 approvals. Suggest that resources be
provided, or an individual could be employed, on a regional basis
to ensure compliance with consent conditions.

Council would endorse and support DUAP preparing a REP for the
Upper Hunter.

Counci'l generally supports the thrust of the study.

The maps will be corrected
before final printing.

As above.

Revised tables 3a, 3b and
3c provided by NSW
Agriculture.

Information has been
incorporated, see Section
2.2.2

See Action l0

See Actions 9 and 10

Could be considered in
Action 10.

A series of detailed audits
will ensure SEPP 34 (major
industrial projects) are
complying with their
conditions of consent.
The audits will be publicly
available through DUAP.
See also Actionl l.

See Action I

Department of Mineral Resources Response

See Appendix H on

The Department believes the report achieved its objectives within
the constraints of the data available.

(f) How will the triggers be used to set the DG's requirements?
Request DUAP to give presentation to Agencies on what the triggers

-lt
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Director General's
recluirements for EISs

Could be addressed

through Action 10.

See Section 5'4 Social
Conditions-Noise
and Vibration.

For consideration in the
implementation of
Actions 36 and 37 .

See Appendix H on
Amenity-sPontaneous
combustion.

See Action 12

See Action 17

will be, and request consultation with DMR and industry to ensure

practicabilitY.

6.3 (c) Discussion with the industry via the Minerals Council

,"suráing any possible trade of{s in the regionalisation of exis.ting

dustmonitoringstations.Howwillthisfitwithconsentconditions
and who will PaY for relocation?

6.5 (a) EPA should consult with industry to define'nuisance dust''

The EPA Community Consultative Forum could have a role in this'

6.5 (b) EPA should 'rethink' noise manual ar'd consider that some

Hunter Valtey ateas ate industrial, not rural' and adiust noise levels

accordinglY.

6.6 lalDMR suggests rehabilitation in NSW is the best in Australia'

6.8 (a) A study of rehabilitated mining land has been carried out

under an NERDDEC grant, it could be the basis for a study on the

range of pursuits on agricultural land'

(b) A {ield day open to miners and farmers has been held to study

rehabilitated land.

(c) DMR and Singleton Council are working on landscape and

,rrrg"ra leaving o1h", "o."'"il 
areas till Singleton is finished'

6.9 lal Best Practice guidelines for blasting would be site specific

not general.

veS1lines Exteneedveha guidindusand eparprCSIRO ttyDMR,
et tSts11 thw15 c gteauo ont 4carried openbeenhasearchTES bliseenbhts hed,avean er sul puECERDDN gt tlaunderblemspfo

deort SeÍf requlftermand ong
Response

NSW Agriculture

Could be addressed
through the sub-regional
planning strategy-
Action 1.

As above.

The Department considers the agricultural lands

Hunter to be of State significance

TheDepartmentbelievesthatthecriticalmassconditionsessential
for sustainable agriculture are under threat due to cumulative

,r"ì"tilr" impact ãf ,ron agricultural developments in this area'

Non agricultural developments are and will continue to destabilise

the opiortunities for sustainable agricultuÏe in the sub region' In

prrri"ot"r, the level o{ conflict between adjacent but incompatible

land uses appeals to be escalating'

NSW Agriculture believes that increasing land use con{lict is

especiaúy indicative of inadequate assessment of individual

developments.

of the Upper

Continued effective implementation of the HREp is essential, as
is the preparation of Best Practice Guidelines for Cumulative
Impact Assessment for use regionally and across NSW.

Suggest the development of an agreed government and community
vision for both the strategic planning and environmental
management for the Upper Flunter.

Important to maintain a communications strâtegy which delivers
user friendly information whilst continuing to engage the
community in the study's outcomes.

See 7.3 Strengthening
Environmental
Management Practices

See Actions 35 and 38

Murrurundi Shire Council Response

Council supports the general thrust of the study and its
recommendations, particularly concerning an improved monitoring
system.

Council would support a Upper Hunter REP.

See Action l0

See Action 1

Environment Protection Authority Response

DUAP acknowledges the
limitations of the study
due to the current state of
cumulative impact
assessment methodology
and availability
of meaningful data.

Information from these
Appendices has been
incorporated into various
sections of the report.

AEAM and SEA will be
subject to further
discussions between
DUAP and EPA.

As above. See Actions 1,

9, r0, 12,13, 15, 19 and
34.

Objective l: Establish Cumulative Impacts No attempt has been
made to âssess synergistic effects. The draft water quality analysis
concluded that it is not possible to determine whether cumulative
impacts are occurring The limitations of available data should be
clearly acknowledged.

Objective 2: Establish a framework for impact assessment The
identification of environmental indicators (appendix B) and
potential interactions of environmental stresses (appendix C) are
useful. These allow the identification of geographical areas where
cumulative impacts are likely and types o{ activity and land use
that contribute to them. These appendices should be central to the
report. The development of a SEA or AEAM would provide a

stronger framework for cumulative impact assessment. This should
be explicitly recommended in the report.

Objective 3: Provide a basis for environmental monitoring Decisions
about additíonal monitoring should be made in the context of
developing a cumulative impact approach such as AEAM or SEA

Objective 4'. Facilitate future planning The report makes very
relevant conclusions about how cumulative impact considerations
should'be incorporated into strategic and regional and local planning
processes. There is an opportunity to incorporate planning
recommendations into an AEAM or SEA framework which would
provide a structute for future land use and environmental
assessment. The EPA makes specific recommendations for changes
to the executive summary (p 6 and 8), sections 5.3,6.1 la),6.2 (al,
6.3 (a),6.3 {b), 6.3 lcl,6.5 (a),6.5 (c), 6.5 (d) and 6.5 (g), which
encapsulate the above comments and recommendations.

t4ô
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State and Regional Development

See above section on
Director-General's
rèquirements for EISs.

Based on fildings, it seems overly cautious and an inefficient use

of resources to impose environmental assessment, based on

'triggers' described in the study, on developers.

Suggests alternative to incorporating environmental triggers into
the EIS process.

Triggers would only identify a potential reaction or relationship,
not a clear measurement.

Cunulative impacts caused by existing developments is not a

consideration under s. 90 of the EP8¡'A Act 1979.

Incorporating triggers in EIS requirements would serve âs a
disincentive to development in the Upper Hunter'

Incorporation of triggers in EIS requitements is contrary to DUAP's
streamlining of development approvals process as approvals will
become more complex if the definition of 'triggers' is left open to
interpretation. It could lead to mote coult challenges. Triggers are

difficult to quantify antl will increâse costs, They will add

uncertainty to the development approval process as monitoring
could ideutify cumulative impacts at levels detrimental to the
community.

Monitoring of environmental triggers needs to be ongoing so

developers are not disadvantaged.

A case needs to be made that the Upper Hunter needs extra
requirements in the EIS process to ensure that there will not be a
disincentive to development in this region compared to other
locations in NSW, which havè not had cumulative impact studies
done.

An up-to-date REP for the Upper Hunter would cteate greater
certainty in the planning approvals system than incorporating
cumuletive impact triggers into existing EIS requirements.

Recommend that cumulative impacts continue to be monitored
until the cause can be conclusively demonstrated.

Recommend further research by agencies so that developers
responsibility is defined so that results are predictable.

Recommend a new REP to establish greater certainty for developers.

Department of Land and T9ater Consetvation

Department supports the study and believes concerns

The Draft Hunter Valley Strategic Water Management Plan was
released in December 1996 and reinforces UHCIS recommendations.

NSW National Parks and Wildlife Serviee
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WINDOWonWATER

O Electrical
Conductivity:

a measure of salinity

Regional Water Quality Maps

1. River Sites

Chemical lndicators

Three chemical indic¿tors measured in the department,s Key Sites
Prog,ram form the basis oi water quality reporting for river sites:

O Total Phosphorus: an indicator of nutrient enrichment and the
potential for algal growth

M¿croinvertebrates c¿ìn be .rffected by a range of impacts that
include organic pollution, nutrients, pesticides and heavy metals.
They can also be affected by a lack of suitable habitat and by
altered flow regimes One of the main benefits of using,
macroinvertebrates as indicators of river health is that they respond
to even[s of short duration, as well as integrating lon¡¡er-term
impacts and combinations of different impacts.

Faecal Coliform Bacteria

For many years, the measuremenI of faecal coliform bacteria
concentrations in natural waters has been used to indicafe faecal
contåminafion of those waters and, therefore, the likely presence of
pathogenic tdisease causing,) microorganisms.

Faec¿l coliforms are found in lhe faeces of humans and <¡ther warm
blooded animals. Although their presence ¡s not ¡n itseff a problem,
rhey do indicate the likelihood of other faecal pathogens being
present The main source of pathogens in fresh, estuarine and
marine waters is domestic wastewater effluent, but other sources
include land runoff and effluents from abattoirs, dairies, poultry
processing operations and hospitals.

Presentation of Water Quality lnformation - Rivers

On each regional map, water quality at river sites is indicated by a
column of up to s¡x colour-coded boxes, c¡ne each for:

ldl blue-greenalg"e

J total phosphorus concentration
C electricalconductivity
r turbidity
il¡' macroinvertebrate communities
í= laecalcoliforms

For each indicator where data was available, river water quality
was rated as good (green), fair (yellow) or poor (red), based on the
following criteria:

Blue-green algae

At sites where regular algal information w¿s available, river
water c¡uality was categorised b¿sed on the severity, frequency

¿nd extent ol blue-green al¡.¡al bloonrs The [ollowing groLt¡rings
were used:

Good: blue-green algae generally not a problem (counts
usually < 2000 cells/ml)

Fair: blue-green algae an intermittent problem (counts
usually 2,000-t 5,000 cells/m[, with occasional
higher levels)

Poor: blue-green algae a severe problem; frequent
and/or persistent high densities (extended
periods {10-25 weeks} of > 15,000 cells/mL)

Total Phosphorus Concentration

The median (middle value) total phosphorus concentr.ìtion w.ìs
used to est¿blish a water quality rating for river sites, b¿sed on
guidelines for the prevention of excessive al¡.i.rl ¡¡rowth set or¡t l)y
Bek & Robinson (1991) and Crau & Robinson (1994):

Good: <2O WL
Fair: 20-SO V&lL

Poor: > S0 Ug,/l_

Electrical Conductivity

ln the electrjcal conductivity boxes <¡n each region.rl nra¡t, river
sites were assessed as bein¡¡, in one r¡f three categories g<_rod, |,.:ir
or poor - b¿sed on how their medi¿n v¿lues conrp.rred with
guidelines for irrigation waters, ourlinecl by ANZECC fi 992):

Good: < 280 ¡S/cm
Fair: 280-800 ¡S/cm

Poor: > 800 ¡rS/cm

Turbidity

Sites were rated as havin¡i good; iair or ¡roor turbidity, b.rsed on ¿

comparison of the median v.rlue w jth turbidity guicleiincs tor
drinking w¿ter l< 5 NTUI¿nd the protection of ac¡uatic ¿nint.r/s ¡nr/
plants {< 50 NTUI (Bek & Rr>binson t991):

Cood: < S NTU

Fair: 5-50 NTU

Poor: > 50 NTU

Median values for total phosphr¡rus, ele<tric.ll conductrvity.tnrl
turbidity are shown next to the relev¿nt colour (odecl l)ox ¡t ('¡( h

site, so it c¿n be seen where the d.¡l¿ lies within the c¡tegory r¿n¡l('

q

O Turbidity a measure of water clarity and an indicator
of sedimentation and erosion

lnformation on river dwelling blue-green algae, macroinvertebrate
communities and faecal coliform bacteria is also included in the
regional water quality maps, where possible.

Blue-Green Algae

While algae are a natural part of any river environment, their
presence at bloom levels is a cause of great concern to the
community. Apart from being unsightly and foul smellìng when in
l.rrge numbers, some blue-green algae can be toxic to animals and
humans under certain conditions. In addition, when algae die off
and decompose, oxygen in the water is depleted and may seriously
¡ifect fish and other aquatic life.

Mac¡oinvertebrates

N4.rcroinvertebrates (including insect larvae, yabbies .rnd worms) are
present in a whole range of aquatic systems, allowing the health of
conrnrunities to be used to indicate the condition of rhe systems
themselves. A macroinvertebrate community that includes a wide
range of clifierent animals and many individuals indicates a healthy
river system. In contrast, if fþw macroinvertebrates are living in a
river, or if the communily is domínated by a few tolerant species,
this inclicates that the river is in poor condition.



Mac ro í n v e rteb r ate C o m m u n i ti es

At sites where nl¿c rr¡invertebr¿te comnìunity d.rt¡ w.ls available,

river he¿lth was c.rtegorised lr¿sed on the nunrber oi lndividtlals

.rnrl the range of s¡recies (tyf)cs) present, as well ¡s lhe presen<:e or

,rhsenr e ot ¡rrrlltrlion )('rìsilive sllec ies:

WINDOWonWATER
mitigalion. While t orc ollviotls ones, the

clepartment's stor.rg lon¡isicle w.rter sharìng,

in managr:ment oi t s. The ch.rllenge for the

clepartnrent is to en water Llscrs, incltrding

the environment, .rre c'onsidered

The Storag,es Monitoring Program is desig,ned to ¡rrovicle water

c¡uality information which c.ln be used for best possìble

management, bearing in nrind the v.lriety oi uses these stora8cs

nrust ierve. More det.riled information on the results of the 1994/95

program is provided in Al-Talib et ¿/. (1996)

W.rter quality jnform¡¡ti<¡n for each waterbody is ¡rrcsented on the

reg,ional mãps as a colour coded "s[orage," providing information

on rhermal stratification, total phosphorus concentrations (top and

bottom wâters), blue-gree'n algae and bottom w¿ter dissolved

oxySen concenrr.ìtions. Fc>r each stora8e, water quality 
'11 

the site

n"ri"rt th" dam wallwas chosen to represent the whole waterbody

For each indicator where data was available, storage water quality

was rated as good (green), fair (yellow) or poor (red)

Bottom Water Dissolved Oxygen Levels

Deconrp<.rsition oi org.rnit nràtl('r sLlch as le.tves, twi3s, rltlrrl

.rninr¿ls.rncl .rlg.te in the llottonl ol ¡ sl()rJBe Lrses Lr¡l .rv.lil.lllle
tJissolved oxygt'n During sunìnrer, when a storage is str¿tiiierl, the

bottom layer oi w.tter circul.ltes i;ep.lr.llely fronr the'suri'rce' l'rye'r, srr

cloes noL get replenishecl with oxyge'n. Ihìs process nray conlirrrtt'

until the bottont layer h¿s no clissolvetl oxygen (is.rnoxic) This is

when chenric ¿l reactions lake pl.rce ll.r.rt rele ¿se ic¡ns sLlch 'ls
¡rhosphorus, iron ¡ncl nl.ìnß<ìnese frorrr the sedinrcnts

Stora¡¡es were r¿tecl .ls h.lving a goocl, iaìr or l)oor l)ottonr w'ìter

dissolved oxygen leve'l .rs shc¡wtr belr¡w:

Cood: did not turn anoxic
Fair: low in oxYgen but not anoxic

Poor: anoxic

Total Phosphorus Concentration

The sanre groupings th.ìt were used to categrrrist'river sites tirrnr the

basis of top.rncl bottom w.rter stora8e qtlality r.rtings ior rot'll

phosphorus, n.rmely:

Good: < 20 prg/L

Fair: 20-50 ¡tg/L
Poor: > 50 ¡tg/L

Good:

Fair:

Poor:

Fair:

Poor:

Faecal Coliforms

At sites where faecal colilorm d.¡ta was available, rìver water quality

w.rs cate¡iorised l¡ased <.¡n comparison of median values with

bacterial guiclelines for primary recreation such as swimming.rnd
water skiing (f¿ir), ¿nd secondary recre¿tion (wadin¡¡, boating,

fishin¡;), ¡rriBat¡on and livest<¡ck waterinB (poor):

large numbers, wide range of species;

sensitive species present
medir¡m numbers of individuals of a range

of different types
few individuals or tolerant species predominate

meets primary recreation guidelines (< 150 cfu/l00mL
& 80% of samples < 600 cfull00m1)
meets secondary recreation, irrigation and livestock

water guidelines (< 1 000 cfu/l00m1 & 80% of samples

< 4000 cfull00m1)

Thermal Stratification

Storages become thermally stratiiiecl during summer when the

surf.rce layer of water is he¿ted by the sun. As the surface w'¡ters

warm ancl become less dense, the bottom waters remain cold ancl

clense. lf the difference in temperature and densìty increases, the

surface and bottom layers become isolated ¿nd circulate within

themselves so there is lìttle exchange of oxygen and chenric:al

components between to[) .ìnd bottonl waters

Suc'h ctnciitions only ¡rersist over the hotter nlonths oi the year

During autumn, when the strrface layer oi w.rter st.lrts to cool

down, circulation incre¿ses and the storage beconles nlixeci ironr

to¡r to bottonr This is known .rs "turning over "

Sonre stor.rges m¿y not stratify strongly [.¡ec.ruse they are sh¿llow,

exposed to mixinS by wìnd or < ontin¡-¡ous flushing (inilow ¿nd

outflow) Other storages may become very sLlllle with tenlperature

ciiiferences oí up to 1.5"C between the surf.rce.ìnd bottom w¿ters

Storage stratific.rtion has been representeri here as:

nostratification intermittentstratification stablestratification

q
N

Note: no "good" category has been assigned for faecal coliforms,

since it is considered unrealistic to expect any natural rivers to

meet drinking water guidelines (0 cfu/l00m1), the only generally

accepted guidelines that are more stringent than primary contact

levels.

[/ntls: rt¡y'1

¡tS/cnr

nìrcK)Êr.rnr\ per lrtre rtr I 0 "¡y'l

nri( ()stcn)cn5 l)er eentlnlelrc

Blue-green algae

Regul.rr.rl¡¡al nronitoring ilr stor¿8es is irrt¡rortarlt lrec.ruse r¡l tht'

potential int¡tact tti [tlrre-green alg.le on stock ¿nil cltlnrestic w¡lor

supply. Other sigrriiicant inrpacts ìncIr-rcle th<¡st'orl recre¡tiotr 'lrrcl
toLr I snl .

N I U ncphelonlt'lrit llrrl)r(l ly units

(iL¡/l00nrL 
- 

(oony iornrtng ttntlr per 100 nlillilrtrt'

Stor.ìße w.ìter c¡r-r.rlity w.rs c.ìtegorised b¿st'd on the severily,

frequency ¿nd e'xtent of blue-green .rlgal bloonrs usin¡¡ thc

fol lowing ¡¡rou¡;i ngs:2. Storages

lndicators

DLWC's stor.ìßes provicle water for irri¡¡.ltion, stock ¿nd clomestic

purposes, .rs well ¡s water supply ior m.rny (ountry towns. They are

.rlso used ior recrt'¿tion¿l pttrposes.rnd nr.rny have a role in flood

Cood:
Fair:

Poor:

blue-green algae generally not a problem

blue-green algae an intermittent problem

blue-green algae a severe Problem

T

HUNTERREGION
The Sites

a

Water Quality
Rivers

River were anrong the hi¡;hest in the St¿te, with meclian v¿lues of
over 1000 pS/cm at both sites

Clennies Creek

Iostock

Faecal Coliforms
Information on faec.rl colifornl b.tcteria levc,is ¿t tour siles on lht,
Hunter River was assessed, b.tsed on cJ.rt¿ frr¡nt DLWCi
microbiological water qualìty ntonitoring proflr.ìnl The srtes
reported here .tre:

l lunlt'r Rrr cr Srngletrrn

I lunfer Rrv('r''\lLrsitt,liltrrrol tshrrrr¡r
h rlll srl(' I I ()001 ()r) nr,lf)l

llunlr,r R \cr M.lrtl.Ir(J

llunl(,r Rtv('r Åltt'rriet,n

Ir000I

rils I I 0r)01

I I00.17

..1 t0056

River ll¿sÌn

H(¡nter Rrver

lÆE

Rivers

Th9- MalninS, Wyon¡¡, Karuah ancl Hunter River Basins are includecl
in.DLWC's Hunter Region. These <at<.hments are represented by the
ftrllowing Key Sites:

E

5

q

Storages

Three storages are oper.rtecl by DLWC in the Hunter Region _
Clenbawn Dam, on the Hunter River near Scone; Cleniies Creek
Danr, about 30 km north east <-rf Singleton; ¿ncl Lostock Reservoir
on the Paterson River,.rbout 60 km north of M¡itland. Each storage
¡rrovide's water ior I variety of uses inclucling irrig.rtion, stock ancJ
donrestic purposes. Clenb¿wn D¿nr is also usej for floocJ control
nì¿ n.ìgenlent.

Rainfall and Flow

Turbidiries were low at all sites except the Wyong River at
Cracemere, which had a nredian v.rlue just ¿bove the 5 NTU cut oii
point between low ¿ncl medium c;ategories.

Storages

Glenbawn

Gle
of d depletion

hacr stor'lfìe

pho 
.rlly

ln terms oi ntic .rlity, the sites on lhe llunter
River rated poo ¡n r:i the lJunter Rtver ¿t
Maitland, i.rec¿ I s¡tes exc.e,ecjecl the w.tter
quality guidelin lon ¿c tivitie-s, such .ts
swimming, clivin¡¡ and w.lter skiin¡.1. All sites were <.crnsiclerec.l
acrcplable [or se<crndary recre.rtion.rl ¿ctivities (such .rs lio.ttrng
and fishing), irrigation .rncl srock w.ìterìng.

illl

!mv*
!mwrø

flJl"r r JlJl

S umrvwos

[ rcnenaurw

St.ìt¡on N.ìnle

M¡nn¡nÂ River: Kill.rw¿rr.r

B.rrnard River: M.rck.ry

K.rru.th River: Boor.¡l

Hunter River: Muswelllrrook Bridge

Wr¡llonrlti Brook: W.rrkworth

Hunter River: Moon.tn Fl¡t

llunter River: Cret.¡

Coullturn River: Sandy llollow

Coullrr¡rn River: (ì leniston

Wyong River: Cr.lcemere

Site No

208004

2080r r

20900.1

2 I 0002

2100o4

2 r 000s

)10064

210011

21010017

2t r009

River B.ìsitì

Manning Rivcr

Mac quarit.Tuggerah Lakes

K¡ru.tll River

I lunter River

E¡
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Mr	  Howard	  Reed	  and	  Dr	  Oliver	  Holm	  
NSW	  Department	  of	  
Planning	  and	  Environment	  
320	  Pitt	  Street	  
SYDNEY	  NSW	  2000	  
Email	  
Transmission:	  	   Howard.Reed@planning.nsw.gov.au	  

oliver.holm@planning.nsw.gov.au	  
Copy:	  Mr	  Alan	  Coutts,	  NSW	  IPC	  	  	  ipcn@ipcn.nsw.gov.au	  
	   	  

3	  July	  2018	  
URGENT	  
	  

We	  refer	  to	  our	  letter	  of	  2	  July	  seeking	  the	  Department's	  confirmation	  that	  it	  will	  make	  a	  full	  copy	  of	  the	  
Deed	  of	  Agreement	  between	  MACH	  Energy	  and	  BMC	  available	  to	  the	  IPC	  and	  to	  those	  persons	  wishing	  to	  
make	  submissions	  on	  this	  application	  to	  the	  Commission	  in	  Muswellbrook	  tomorrow.	  
	  

We	  note	  we	  have	  had	  no	  acknowledgment	  of,	  or	  reply	  to,	  our	  letter.	  
	  

Cumulative	  Impacts	  
	  

We	  now	  make	  a	  further	  important	  request.	  
	  

The	  1999	  planning	  consent	  for	  Mt	  Pleasant,	  for	  which	  MACH	  seeks	  modification	  approval,	  
expressly	  incorporates	  by	  reference	  the	  1997	  EIS	  for	  the	  original	  project.	  
	  
That	  EIS	  in	  turn	  refers	  (at	  page	  S.7)	  to	  the	  1997	  DUAP	  Report,	  "Upper	  Hunter	  Cumulative	  Impact	  Study",	  
(the	  1997	  Report)	  the	  findings	  of	  which	  "have	  been	  considered	  in	  the	  assessment	  of	  the	  Mount	  Pleasant	  
project."	  	  
	  
The	  1997	  Report	  (apparently)	  deals	  with	  cumulative	  impacts	  on:	  
• vegetation	  clearance	  
• habitat	  loss	  
• depressurisation	  of	  hardrock	  coal	  measures	  	  
• socio-‐economic	  factors	  
• air	  quality	  and	  dust	  levels	  
• residents	  living	  near	  coal	  mines	  
• landscapes;	  and	  
• traffic	  
	  

The	  1997	  Report	  is	  not	  available	  on	  the	  Department's	  online	  archives.	  The	  Department	  does	  not	  appear	  
to	  refer	  to	  it	  in	  its	  8	  June	  2018	  Environmental	  Assessment	  Report	  (EAR)	  although,	  in	  response	  to	  
criticisms	  about	  reliance	  on	  outdated	  impact	  studies	  by	  MACH	  (EAR,	  p12)	  the	  Department	  says	  that	  it	  "is	  
satisfied	  that	  the	  remaining	  studies	  from	  1997	  still	  remain	  relevant."	  
	  

We	  hereby	  seek	  a	  copy	  of	  the	  1997	  Report	  and	  we	  further	  request	  that	  a	  copy	  be	  made	  available	  to	  the	  
IPC,	  assuming	  it	  has	  not	  already	  been	  provided	  with	  it.	  
	  

As	  the	  public	  hearing	  in	  this	  matter	  commences	  in	  Muswellbrook	  tomorrow	  morning	  we	  would	  be	  
grateful	  to	  have	  your	  response	  to	  this	  request	  by	  2PM	  today.	  
	  
Yours	  sincerely	  

	  
Dr	  Cameron	  Collins	  
President	  
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